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BUSINESS AFFAIRS AND AUDIT COMMITTEE MEETING 
         12:30 P.M.** 

FEBRUARY 11, 2021 
JOSEPH P. SCARTELLI ATRIUM 

COVINGTON CENTER, RADFORD, VA 
     

DRAFT 
AGENDA 

 
• CALL TO ORDER      Mr. Gregory A. Burton, Chair 
 
• APPROVAL OF AGENDA     Mr. Gregory A. Burton, Chair 
 
• APPROVAL OF MINUTES    Mr. Gregory A. Burton, Chair 

o December 3, 2020 
 
• REPORTS  

o Report from the Auditor of Public Accounts  Mr. Zachary Borgerding, 
Audit Director, Reporting & Standards, and 
Radford University Project Manager 

 
o University Auditor’s Report    Ms. Margaret McManus,  

University Auditor 
 

o Capital Projects Update     Mr. Chad A. Reed, Vice President for  
        Finance and Administration and Chief                          
         Financial Officer 

 
• RECOMMENDATIONS AND ACTION ITEMS 

o Recommendation for Approval of Resolution  Ms. Stephanie Jennelle, Associate 
Certifying Compliance with the Radford University Vice President for Finance and  
Debt Management Policy     University Controller 

 
o Recommendation for Approval of Resolution of   Mr. Chad A. Reed, Vice President for  

Third Quarter 2020-2021 University Operating  Finance and Administration and Chief                          
Budget Adjustment      Financial Officer 

 
 

• 2020-2022 Biennial Budget      Mr. Chad A. Reed, Vice President for   
General Assembly Update     Finance and Administration and Chief  

Financial Officer 
 

• OTHER BUSINESS      Mr. Gregory A. Burton, Chair 
 
• ADJOURNMENT      Mr. Gregory A. Burton, Chair 
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**All start times for committees are approximate only.  Meetings may begin either before or 
after the listed approximate start time as committee are ready to proceed 
 
COMMITTEE MEMBERS 
Mr. Gregory A. Burton, Chair 
Mr. Mark S. Lawrence, Vice Chair 
Dr. Jay A. Brown 
Dr. Susan Whealler Johnston 
Dr. Debra K. McMahon 
Ms. Nancy Angland Rice 
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Radford University 
Business Affairs and Audit Committee Entrance Conference Agenda 

February 11, 2021 
 
1. Introductions 

 
Audit Staff: 

• Zachary Borgerding, Project Manager 
 

2. NCAA Agreed Upon Procedures:  The NCAA review is complete. The date for the report is 
January 15, 2021. The NCAA report will be ready for distribution once the representation letter is 
received and a final review is completed. 

3. Audit Objectives, Audit Plan and Audit Roles:  

a. Audit timing  

• Audit Period – July 1, 2019 through June 30, 2020 

• Audit Deadline – April 22, 2021 

b. Audit objectives – Our audit objectives are to provide an opinion to the university’s financial 
statements that will be included with the financial statements that are distributed by the university.  
We will also issue a report on internal controls and compliance that will include any findings or 
recommendations that we may issue as a result of the audit.   

c. Statewide single audit support – Audit work surrounding the 2018 federal recommendation was 
completed in the fall of 2020. The Enrollment Reporting finding will be reported as corrective 
action ongoing in the Statewide Single Audit and the Internal Control Report for the 2020 fiscal 
year.  Audit work surrounding the Higher Education Emergency Relief fund was completed in 
January to support the 2020 SSA report.  There were no exceptions or recommendation for Radford 
identified during this review. 

d. Overview of the relationship between APA, management, and the Board – APA and Radford 
University management work closely together in that APA is available to assist University staff 
during the report preparation process and we review the results of the financial statement 
preparation during the audit.  APA follows up on all findings and recommendations to determine 
that management addresses findings promptly.  At the completion of the audit, APA reports the 
results of our audits to the Board or the Audit Committee.  We also work closely with internal audit 
throughout the year. 

e. Responsibilities of management relative to internal control and financial statements – 
ARMICS outlines the University’s responsibility for internal control and the University annually 
certifies its responsibilities for internal control and accurate financial statements.  Our responsibility 
is to ensure that internal controls are adequate as designed and then to review whether they are 
operating as intended.  
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4. Audit Approach  

a. Our Office is continuously improving our audit approach by identifying, evaluating, and testing 
controls that are built into the university’s administrative and financial system.  We continue to 
identify, test, and evaluate manual processes and controls, as well.   

b. The final audit report may include recommendations to improve processes and the use of 
administrative systems.  These may be separately identified as “efficiency recommendations.” 

 
5. Discussion of Risk with Board Members 

The APA encourages the Board of Visitors to provide input regarding the risks they perceive to the 
University in completing its mission.  While Board members can direct their comments to the Audit 
Committee Chair or the Internal Audit Director to be forwarded to the APA Project Manager, we also 
plan to meet directly with the Audit Committee Chair.  We will discuss the following issues: 

 
• Any areas of fraud risk  
• Any areas of institutional risk  
• Any matters that the Board believes should be considered in planning 

 
6. Required Communication with Board  
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Required Communications with the Board 

Management should acknowledge that they understand and agree to the following terms of the 
engagement and Management’s responsibilities during the audit process. 
 
Responsibilities during the audit process: 
 
1. The Auditor’s (APA) Responsibilities 

 
Overall Audit Objectives 

The objective of our audit is the expression of opinions as to whether your basic financial statements are 
fairly presented, in all material respects, in conformity with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles. 
We will conduct our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States 
of America (GAAS) and standards for financial audits contained in the Government Auditing Standards. 
The audit of the financial statements does not relieve management or those charged with governance of 
their responsibilities.  
 
Audit Procedures-General 

An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the 
financial statements; therefore, our audit will involve judgment about the number of transactions to be 
examined and the areas to be tested. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting 
policies used and the reasonableness of significant accounting estimates made by management, as well 
as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statements. We will plan and perform the audit to 
obtain reasonable, rather than absolute assurance, about whether the financial statements are free of 
material misstatement whether from (1) errors, (2) fraudulent financial reporting, (3) misappropriation of 
assets, or (4) violations of laws or governmental regulations that are attributable to the entity or to acts 
by management or employees acting on behalf of the entity. Because the determination of abuse is 
subjective, Government Auditing Standards do not expect auditors to provide reasonable assurance of 
detecting abuse. 
 
Because of the inherent limitations of an audit, together with the inherent limitations of internal control, 
an unavoidable risk that some material misstatements may not be detected exists, even though the audit 
is properly planned and performed in accordance with GAAS and Government Auditing Standards. 
 
Audit Procedures-Internal Control and Compliance 

Our audit will include obtaining an understanding of internal controls, sufficient to assess the risks of 
material misstatement of the financial statements and to design the nature, timing, and extent of further 
audit procedures. An audit is not designed to provide assurance on internal control or to identify 
significant deficiencies or material weaknesses. However, we will communicate in writing to management 
and those charged with governance any significant deficiencies or material weaknesses in internal control 
relevant to the audit of the financial statements that we have identified during the audit. Also, as part of 
obtaining reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material 
misstatement, we will perform tests of compliance with the provisions of applicable laws, regulations, 
contracts, agreements, and grants 
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Those charged with governance  
We are responsible for communicating significant matters related to the financial statement audit that 
are, in the auditor's professional judgment, relevant to the responsibilities of those charged with 
governance in overseeing the financial reporting process. GAAS do not require the auditor to design 
procedures for the purpose of identifying other matters to communicate with those charged with 
governance. 
 
2. Management’s Responsibilities – 

Our audit will be conducted on the basis that Management acknowledge and understand that they 
have the following responsibilities: 
• Preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in accordance with accounting 

principles generally accepted in the United States of America 
• Design, implementation, and maintenance of internal control relevant to the preparation and fair 

presentation of financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to 
fraud or error 

• Identify and ensure compliance with applicable laws, regulations, contracts, and grant 
agreements 

• Informing the APA about all known or suspected fraud affecting the entity involving (1) 
management, (2) employees who have significant roles in internal control, and (3) others where 
the fraud could have a material effect on the financial statements  

• Informing the APA (and others as required by the Code of Virginia § 30-138) of knowledge of any 
allegations of fraud or suspected fraud affecting the University received in communications from 
employees, former employees, regulators, or others 

• As received, forward copies of each federal audit performed on agency or institution programs or 
activities to the Auditor of Public Accounts as required by Chapter 836 § 4-8.02 a. of the 2017 
Virginia Acts of Assembly.  To forward these reports to the Auditor of Public Accounts, use 
APAFederal@apa.virginia.gov.  If the federal report is only available in hardcopy or contains FOIA 
exempt information, DO NOT email the report, use this same email account to notify the Auditor 
of Public Accounts of the federal report and provide the contact information of the individual with 
the report. 

• Informing the APA of any potential documents that are FOIA exempt 
• Ensuring that management is reliable and financial information is reliable and properly recorded 
• Making all financial records and related information available to the APA 
• Providing the APA with (1) access to all information of which you are aware that is relevant to the 

preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements, (2) additional information that we 
may request for the purpose of the audit, and (3) unrestricted access to persons within the 
government from whom we determine it necessary to obtain audit evidence 

• Responding to audit findings and recommendations, as well as providing your planned corrective 
actions and the timing and format for providing that information 

• Providing the APA at the end of the audit with a written letter confirming certain representations 
made during the audit 

• Adjusting the financial statements to correct material misstatements and providing the APA with 
a representation that the effects of any uncorrected misstatements are immaterial, both 
individually and in the aggregate, to the financial statements taken as a whole 

• Preparation of the supplementary information in conformity with U.S. generally accepted 
accounting principles. You agree to include our report on the supplementary information in any 
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document that contains and indicates that we have reported on the supplementary information.  
Your responsibilities include acknowledging to us in the written representation letter that (1) you 
are responsible for presentation of the supplementary information in accordance with GAAP; (2) 
that you believe the supplementary information, including its form and content, is fairly presented 
in accordance with GAAP; (3) that the methods of measurement or presentation have not 
changed from those used in the prior period (or, if they have changed, the reasons for such 
changes); and (4) you have disclosed to us any significant assumptions or interpretations 
underlying the measurement or presentation of the supplementary information.   
 

3. Audit Committee  
• Communicate with APA about audit scope  
• Communicate with management and internal audit regarding progress  
• Receive reports and findings from management and external audit 

 
Other Elements of the audit process: 
 
Overall planned scope of the audit 

• Approach to internal control – We review internal controls to identify those areas where we can 
replace substantive testing with transactional testing.  We look for management to have written 
formal policies and procedures and check for the implementation of those procedures.   

 
• Concept of materiality – We do not review all transactions or accounts in detail.  We use 

materiality to focus our work on those financial statement line items and those transactions that 
are material or significant to the University. 

 
Identification of potential fraud risks 

 Approach to fraud – Most of our audit is focused on our opinion on the financial statements and 
materiality.  Our primary interest related to fraud would be in how it may affect the financial 
statements and those controls that the financial statements rely upon.  The audit is not designed 
to detect error or fraud that is immaterial to the financial statements.  However, we review 
policies and procedures for fraud risk and may direct our testwork towards addressing fraud risk. 

 
 Responsibility for identifying fraud risks and fraud – Auditing standards require us to assess fraud 

risk, interview management and staff about their knowledge of fraud and fraud risk, and review 
exceptions for indications of possible fraudulent transactions.  Auditors should be looking for red 
flag fraud indicators.  Even though government entities are not always profit oriented, the 
auditors remain vigilant about financial statement fraud.   
 

 Report fraudulent transactions as required by Code of Virginia § 30-138 Agencies are responsible 
for reporting circumstances that suggest a reasonable possibility that a fraudulent transaction has 
occurred involving funds or property under their control, where an officer or employee of the 
state or local government may be involved.  Items should be reported to the Auditor of Public 
Accounts, the State Inspector General, and the Superintendent of State Police. 
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Audit Reporting 

We will issue a written report upon completion of our audit of the University’s financial statements. We 
will make reference to the Component Auditor’s audit of Radford University Foundation in our report on 
the University’s financial statements. Our report will be addressed to the board of directors of University. 
We cannot provide assurance that an unmodified opinion will be expressed. Circumstances may arise in 
which it is necessary for us to modify our opinion or add an emphasis-of-matter or other-matter 
paragraph(s). If our opinions on the financial statements are other than unqualified (unmodified), we will 
discuss the reasons with you in advance. If, for any reason, we are unable to complete the audit or are 
unable to form or have not formed opinions, we may decline to express opinions or to issue a report as a 
result of this engagement.  
 
We will also provide a report (that does not include an opinion) on internal control related to the financial 
statements and compliance with the provisions of laws, regulations, contracts, and grant agreements, 
noncompliance with which could have a material effect on the financial statements as required by 
Government Auditing Standards. The report on internal control and compliance will include a statement 
that the report is intended solely to describe the scope of our testing of internal control and compliance 
and the results of that testing, and not to provide an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal 
control or on compliance.  This report is an integral part of an audit performed in accordance with 
Government Audit Standards in considering the entity’s internal control and compliance.  Accordingly, this 
communication is not suitable for any other purpose. 
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RADFORD UNIVERSITY 
OFFICE OF AUDIT AND ADVISORY SERVICES 

FOLLOW-UP AUDIT STATUS REPORT 
BUSINESS AFFAIRS AND AUDIT COMMITTEE 

FEBRUARY 2021 
 

Audit:  IT – Contingency Planning Program – Backup and Recovery   
Business Issue Planned Action Completion Date Status 

3.1 
 

Improvements are needed related to infrastructure and network 
services operations:  
 

1. This issue was communicated to management in a 
separate document marked Freedom of Information 
Act exempt under § 2.2-3705.2 of the Code of Virginia 
due to its sensitivity and description of security 
mechanisms.  
 

 

Management provided a planned 
action under the same public 
disclosure exemption as noted in the 
business issue. 

July 1, 2020 
Revised to 

November 4, 2020 
Revised to 

February 1, 2021 

In Process 
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RADFORD UNIVERSITY 
OFFICE OF AUDIT AND ADVISORY SERVICES 

FOLLOW-UP AUDIT STATUS REPORT 
BUSINESS AFFAIRS AND AUDIT COMMITTEE 

FEBRUARY 2021 
 

Audit:  E-Verify   
Business Issue Planned Action Completion Date Status  

3.2.2 Improvements are needed to ensure the timely entry of 
cases into E-Verify.  As required by the E-Verify MOU, 
the University must create an E-Verify case for new 
employees within three employer business days after 
each employee has started working for pay.  Cases 
created after that timeframe are considered late and 
require an explanation.         
 
Out of all 781 E-Verify cases entered during our review 
period, we noted 100 cases (13%) that were entered late 
with explanations that E-Verify does not deem as 
acceptable.  Most significantly,  
 
• The explanation for 59 (59%) of those cases 

attributed the lateness to Human Resources not 
entering the cases timely.  The majority of those 
noted "work overload" by Human Resources.  
Additionally, we noted that all of these 59 cases 
were for hire dates in August - September 2018, the 
beginning of a semester, which we identified as a 
peak hiring period for the University.   

• The explanation for 32 (32%) of those cases 
attributed the lateness to the new hire or the new 
hire’s department not submitting required 
documents to Human Resources timely.  

 
Timely entry of cases into E-Verify is essential to ensure 
compliance with E-Verify rules and regulations.  
Noncompliance could result in penalties for the 
University or further investigation by USCIS, 
Immigration and Customs Enforcement, the Department 
of Justice, or other agencies. 

HR will work with the Vice President for 
Finance & Administration to document 
the University’s position on whether or 
not to terminate employees who do not 
provide employment verification 
documentation in the required 
timeframe. 

March 31, 2020 
Revised to 

September 30, 2020 
Revised to  

December 31, 2020 
 
  

Complete 
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RADFORD UNIVERSITY BOARD OF VISITORS 
Business Affairs and Audit Committee 

February 11, 2021 
 

Information Item 
Capital Projects Update 

 
Item: Facilities Planning and Construction update on capital projects.  
 
1. Center for Adaptive Innovation and Creativity 
2.  

Project Budget--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- $101,000,000 
 

      Architect/Engineer Firm--------------------------------------------------------------- Hord Coplan and Macht 
 
      Construction Manager------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Skanska 
 

The Center for Adaptive Innovation and Creativity (Center) project was approved for Detailed Planning 
in July 2018, as described in the Radford University’s (University) six-year capital plan submission to 
the state in December of 2017.   
 
The Center will address an array of significant existing programmatic and building deficiencies across 
a number of academic colleges. The approximately 178,000-square-foot multi-story building will 
include state-of-the-art instruction, laboratory, maker, studio, computer, and collaborative spaces that 
integrate the arts and health sciences, along with office and other academic support functions. Specialty 
spaces will include an instructional auditorium and support spaces, health science clinical lab spaces, 
painting and drawing studio spaces, and music and dance studio spaces. The project will be located in 
a prominent area of campus directly adjacent to East Main Street, and will respond aesthetically to the 
existing buildings along this important campus corridor. 
 
The project scope will generally provide for demolition of the existing Porterfield East and West Halls 
and McGuffey Hall and construction of the new building and building systems and components 
including HVAC, plumbing, electrical, fire alarm and detection, fire suppression, lightning protection, 
and elevators. The project will replace existing facilities and building systems that are 50 years old that 
are inadequate for today’s learning environment and technologies. Significant utility impacts will be 
accommodated, along with erosion/sediment control and stormwater management requirements. The 
impact of required swing spaces is being investigated during the preliminary design phases of the 
project. 
 
The solicitation for design services was advertised on May 1, 2018, and the firm of Hord, Coplan and 
Macht was selected and the design began in July 2018. The initial Programming effort has been 
completed, and early building schemes were developed and approved by the University. Geotechnical 
investigations and site/utility surveying are complete. The Virginia Department of Historic Resources 
has approved the proposed demolition, and the Environmental Impact Report has been approved by the 
Virginia Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ). The demolition package has been approved by 
the Art and Architectural Review Board (AARB), along with final approval of the new building design 
package by AARB as well. The Schematic Design Package was submitted to Virginia Department of 
Engineering and Buildings (DEB) in November, with subsequent approval in December. The 
Preliminary Design Package and Estimate was submitted to DEB in May 2019, with subsequent 
approval in July 2019. 
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The University’s request to utilize the Construction Management-at-Risk delivery method was 
approved by DEB, and the solicitation for Construction Management-at-Risk services was advertised 
on July 22, 2018. Qualifications packages were received on August 21, with RFP proposals and 
interviews in mid-September. The contract for pre-construction services was awarded to Skanska on 
October 8, 2018, and their team is providing pre-construction services for the project. 
 
The Capital Budget Request for the project was submitted in June 2019, and was included in the 
approved 2021-22 biennial budget bond package. Based on the project’s inclusion in the approved 
budget package, it was determined that the final design would get underway in October 2020 in order 
to be ready for full project funding by early 2021, due to delays caused by the COVID-19 impacts on 
the Special Session. Now that the overall budget has been approved, final project funding approvals are 
anticipated by the end of February. This timeline will allow the design to be sufficiently complete for 
required permitting for the demolition to get underway in early Summer 2021. This schedule will 
facilitate project completion and move-in for classes in Fall 2024.  
 

3. Property Acquisition 
 
The expansion of student residential housing has been in the University’s master plans and capital 
outlay initiatives for the last decade. The acquisition of properties in 2018 by the Radford University 
Foundation (RUF) provided an opportunity for the University to expand its residential housing along 
with strategic land acquisition. Upon acquisition of the properties by RUF, the University entered a 
long term capital lease with the intent to acquire the majority of the properties within two years. 
 
The University strategically defined approximately $22.5 million worth of properties for acquisition. 
Of the $22.5 million, $17.5 million is financed through the issuance of 9(c) debt, while the remaining 
$5.0 million will utilize auxiliary reserves. This transfer allows Radford University to leverage the 
Commonwealth’s favorable financing options to acquire the property. 
 
The University is currently acquiring nineteen properties comprised of multi-family and single family 
units with an estimated property value of $17 million.  The Real Estate Purchase Agreement (REPA) 
was fully executed on December 18, 2020 and the demolition of ten (10) single family homes by RUF 
was completed the week mid-January 2021.  Updated Phase I Environmental Site Assessments have 
been completed and submitted to the Bureau of Real Estate Services (BRES) for review and comment.  
The University is working with the Title Company and Surveyor to complete and finalize updates to 
the surveys and title commitment.  A mid-February closing date has been established.   
 
Following the completion of the first acquisition, efforts to remaining desired properties will begin with 
an anticipated closing date of August 2021. 
 

4. Hotel and Conference Center 
 
The RUF and the City of Radford have identified the property location at the corner of Tyler Avenue 
and Lawrence/Calhoun Streets for a hotel/conference center. The RUF and the City of Radford are 
working with Jones Lang LaSalle, a commercial real estate firm, for this development opportunity. The 
hotel is planned to have approximately 125 rooms; street level restaurant, coffee shop, and business 
center; rooftop lounge and exercise center; conference center with meeting spaces; and adjacent 
parking. 
 
The RUF and the University jointly applied for rezoning to the City of Radford of Radford Planning 
Committee, met on site with the Committee, and presented to the Radford City Council on August 10. 
The request for rezoning was approved in October 2020. City Council approved Ordinance 1746 on 
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January 11, 2021 vacating right-of-way to the alley between Lawrence and Calhoun Streets thereby 
conveying the alley to the Radford University Foundation.  Ground-breaking for the site should occur 
sometime early in 2021. With a construction schedule of approximately 18 months, the project would 
be open potentially in late 2022. 
 

 
5. Tyler-Norwood Renovation 

 
The Master Plan identifies Norwood Hall and Tyler Hall as the next on-campus residence halls to be 
renovated. The renovation scope will provide for the replacement of plumbing piping, fixtures, HVAC 
systems, fire alarm systems, electrical upgrades, accessibility improvements, and asbestos abatement, 
similar to the renovation scopes recently completed for the Moffett Quad residence halls in 2016. In 
addition to the above project scopes, the buildings will possibly incorporate living-learning community 
components, possibly for the Honors College. These transforming features will give vibrant new life to 
these buildings built in the 1930’s. 
 
A request for proposal (RFP) has been solicited for the architect and engineering (AE) design firm and 
the Building Committee has been selected.  Proposals were received in February 2020, but the project 
solicitation was initially placed on hold given the COVID-19 pandemic, however it is currently being 
reevaluated for a revised timeline. The target date for the start of construction has not been established, 
and the total project budget remains at $17.0 million. 
 
 

6. River Campus 
 

The Master Plan identified development of the River Campus on University and City of Radford 
properties adjacent to the New River. Stakeholder meetings have taken place, including academic and 
student affairs, and an initial visioning document has been compiled. The visioning document will serve 
to identify initial projects for execution, and planning and prioritization of further River Campus 
development projects. 
 
The overall River Campus development includes zones for higher density public activities such as an 
amphitheater, event space, food and beverage areas, and associated support spaces; for quieter academic 
and passive recreation spaces; and for highly active recreation and student engagement areas. 
 
Initial projects will likely include greenway extension and trails, outdoor seating and gazebos, riverside 
boardwalks, and event areas. Further development projects include more significant public projects 
such as the amphitheater and food services, along with more recreation-based projects such as access 
to the river for people and boats, climbing walls and bouldering, and zip lines and ropes courses. 
 
The City of Radford has developed construction documents to rehabilitate the University Drive bridge 
across the Norfolk Southern tracks adjacent to East Main Street. As part of this project, the University 
has agreed to fund the replacement of the fencing, the addition of street lighting along the bridge, and 
the widening of the existing sidewalks. This project will serve as a significant improvement to the main 
entry to this portion on campus, and help highlight future River Campus development projects. The 
City of Radford plans to complete this project by the summer of 2021. 
 
The development of the River Campus will need to be carefully executed with the cooperation of the 
City of Radford, and will also need to be coordinated with all regulatory and permit requirements. 
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Center for Adaptive Innovation and Creativity

Business Affairs and Audit Committee

View from East Main Street
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Site Plan

Business Affairs and Audit Committee

Center for Adaptive Innovation and Creativity
View from Bonnie Plaza
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View from Parking Lot A
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Center for Adaptive Innovation and Creativity
View along Stuart/Trinkle
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Dance Studio

Business Affairs and Audit Committee

Center for Adaptive Innovation and Creativity

Courtyard View

Black Box
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Hub Views

Business Affairs and Audit Committee

Center for Adaptive Innovation and Creativity
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Property Acquisition

Business Affairs and Audit Committee
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Before

Business Affairs and Audit Committee

Clement Street
After
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Before

Business Affairs and Audit Committee

Downey Street
After
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East Main Street
After
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Fairfax Street
After
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Radford University Board of Visitors 
Business Affairs and Audit Committee 

February 11, 2021 

Action Item 
Compliance with Debt Management Policy 

Item: 
Adoption of a Resolution certifying that Radford University is in compliance with its Debt 
Management Policy. In addition, this certification is required annually by the Secretary of 
Finance for the Commonwealth of Virginia as part of Institutional Performance reporting. 

Background: 
The 2005 Session of the General Assembly adopted, and the Governor signed, legislation that 
provides Radford University and all other public colleges and universities in the 
Commonwealth the opportunity to attain certain authority and autonomy to manage its 
academic and administrative affairs more efficiently and effectively through implementation 
of the Restructured Higher Education Financial and Administrative Operations Act. At its 
meeting on June 30, 2005, the Radford University Board of Visitors approved a Resolution of 
Commitment allowing the University to exercise restructured financial and operational 
authority as identified in the Restructuring Act.  

The 2015 Virginia Acts of Assembly, Chapter 665 includes a requirement in the General 
Provisions related to Higher Education Restructuring. §4-9.01 requires, in part, that: 
“Consistent with §23-9.6:1.01 [recodified as §23.1-206], Code of Virginia, the following 
education-related and financial and administrative management measures shall be the basis 
on which the State Council of Higher Education shall annually assess and certify institutional 
performance. Such certification shall be completed and forwarded in writing to the Governor 
and the General Assembly no later than October 1 of each even-numbered year. Institutional 
performance on measures set forth in paragraph D of this section shall be evaluated year-to-
date by the Secretaries of Finance, Administration, and Technology as appropriate, and 
communicated to the State Council of Higher Education before October 1 of each even-
numbered year. Financial benefits provided to each institution in accordance with § 2.2-5005 
will be evaluated in light of that institution’s performance.”  

The Secretary of Finance collects information to fulfill the reporting requirements as they relate 
to paragraph D-Financial and Administrative Standards, specifically §4-9.01 d.2. which states: 
“Institution complies with a debt management policy approved by its governing board that 
defines the maximum percent of institutional resources that can be used to pay debt service in 
a fiscal year, and the maximum amount of debt that can be prudently issued within a specified 
period.” To assess this measure, the Secretary of Finance is seeking a statement from the Board 
of Visitors certifying Radford University’s compliance with said policy and the effective date 
of that policy. 

1 
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Schedule A below provides the required ratio calculation and demonstrates the University is in 
compliance with its Debt Management Policy.  Currently, as disclosed in the 2020 unaudited 
annual financial statements, the University’s debt obligations including affiliated foundation 
total $142,973,728 which is mainly attributable to the Student Recreation and Wellness Center, 
Renovations of four Residence Hall projects, and the affiliated foundation property acquisition.  

Schedule A 

RADFORD UNIVERSITY  
DEBT MANAGEMENT POLICY RATIO 

The calculation reflects June 30, 2020 unaudited Financial Statements for Total Operating 
Expenses (as defined in the University’s Debt Management Policy); however, Annual Debt 
Service reflects expected payments as of June 30, 2021. 

Board Approved Ratios  Range Formula 

Unaudited Financial 
Statements 

as of 6/30/2020 
Debt Burden Ratio 

2.77% 

Max Annual Debt 
Service as % of 
Operating Expenses < 7% Annual Debt Service* $7,730,658 

Total Operating Expenses* $278,745,015 
* Ratio includes Radford University Foundation

The Debt Management Policy also identifies that an annual report shall be prepared for review 
by the Board of Visitors.  The notes to the annual financial statements provide the required 
elements to comply with the Debt Management Policy.  Below are the Financial Statement 
Notes related to outstanding obligations that were prepared for the year ending June 30, 2020 
(unaudited):   

NOTE 6: Long-Term Debt 

Notes Payable—Pooled Bonds 
The University issued 9(d) bonds by participating in the Public Higher Education 
Financing Program (Pooled Bond Program) created by the Virginia General Assembly 
in 1996. Through the Pooled Bond Program, the Virginia College Building Authority 
(VCBA) issues 9(d) bonds and uses the proceeds to purchase debt obligations (notes) 
of the University and various other institutions of higher education. The University’s 
general revenue secures these notes. 
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The composition of notes payable at June 30, 2020, is summarized as follows: 

Notes Payable - Pooled Bonds: 
Interest Rates 
at Issuance 

Maturity at 
Issuance 

Student Fitness Center 
Series 2009B, $3.720 million par amount 2.00% - 5.00% September 1, 2029 
Series 2016A, $2.285 million par amount 
– partial refunding of Series 2009B 3.00% - 5.00% September 1, 2029 

Series 2011A, $4.235 million par amount 3.00% - 5.00% September 1, 2031 
Series 2012B, $11.155 million par amount 3.00% - 5.00% September 1, 2032 
Series 2013A, $4.865 million par amount 2.00% - 5.00% September 1, 2033 

Bonds Payable—9c 
The University has issued bonds pursuant to section 9(c) of Article X of the 
Constitution of Virginia. Section 9(c) bonds are general obligation bonds issued by the 
Commonwealth of Virginia on behalf of the University. They are secured by the net 
revenues of the completed project and the full faith, credit and taxing power of the 
Commonwealth of Virginia. 
The composition of bonds payable at June 30, 2020, is summarized as follows: 

Bonds Payable - 9c: 
Interest Rates 
at Issuance 

Maturity at 
Issuance 

Renovation of Washington Hall (residence hall) 
Series 2013A, $5.040 million par amount 2.00% - 5.00% June 1, 2033 

Renovation of Pocahontas, Bolling, Draper (residence halls) 
Series 2014A, $11.080 million par amount 2.00% - 5.00% June 1, 2034 
Series 2015A, $8.820 million par amount 2.00% - 5.00% June 1, 2035 
Series 2016A, $7.160 million par amount 3.00% - 5.00% June 1, 2036 

Capital Lease Obligation 
In March 2018, the University entered into a 25-year capital lease with the Radford 
University Foundation, LLC to meet student housing demand. Due to existing housing 
commitments, a management agreement was entered between the Radford University 
Foundation and a third party to manage the properties. Therefore, the University’s 
obligation regarding the capital lease was not effective until fiscal year 2020. The 
University has accounted for the acquisition of the various residential properties as a 
capital lease, and therefore has recorded the building as a depreciable capital asset, and 
has recorded a corresponding lease liability in long-term debt, both on its Statement of 
Net Position as of June 30, 2020. 
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A summary of changes in long-term debt for the year ending June 30, 2020, is presented 
as follows: 

Beginning 
Balance Additions Reductions 

Ending 
Balance 

Current 
Portion 

Noncurrent 
Portion 

Governmental activities: 
  Notes payable - pooled 
  bonds 20,004,414 - 1,167,800 18,836,614 1,085,000 17,751,614

  Bonds payable - 9c 29,870,933 - 1,424,685 28,446,248 1,320,000 27,126,248

  Capital Lease - 32,073,214 160,985 31,912,229 779,570 31,132,659 

*Total long-term debt $49,875,347 $32,073,214 $2,753,470 $79,195,091 $3,184,570 $76,010,521

*No amounts considered direct borrowings or direct placements.

Future principal payments and interest payments on long-term debt are as follows: 
Governmental Activities 
Notes Payable Pooled Bonds Bonds Payable - 9c 

Fiscal Year Ending Principal Interest Principal Interest 

June 30, 2021 1,085,000 650,181 1,320,000 996,500 
June 30, 2022 1,135,000 596,731 1,395,000 930,500 
June 30, 2023 1,190,000 539,681 1,465,000 860,750 
June 30, 2024 1,250,000 482,006 1,530,000 787,500 
June 30, 2025 1,295,000 433,581 1,600,000 718,950 
2026-2030 7,225,000 1,418,254 9,035,000 2,579,213 
2031-2035 4,150,000 232,925 9,180,000 914,600 
2036  -   -   505,000 15,150 
Unamortized 
Premium  1,506,614 - 2,416,248 -   
Total $18,836,614 $4,353,359 $28,446,248 $7,803,163 

Payments of principal, interest, and executory costs on the capital lease for fiscal years 
subsequent to June 30, 2020 are as follows: 
Fiscal Year Total Payment 
  2021 2,046,385 
  2022 2,046,385 
  2023 2,046,385 
  2024 2,046,385 
  2025 2,178,123 
  2026-2030 11,812,781 
  2031-2035 11,812,781 
  2036-2040 11,812,781 
  2041-2045 6,890,789 
Total Minimum Lease Payments $52,692,794 
Less Executory Costs 5,675,563 
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Net Minimum Lease Payments  47,017,231 
Less Interest 15,105,003 
Present Value of Lease Payments $31,912,228 

Long-Term Debt Defeasance 
During fiscal year 2017, the Commonwealth of Virginia, on behalf of the University, issued 
pooled bonds Series 2016A for $2,285,000 with interest rates of 3.0 to 5.0 percent to advance 
refund $2,305,000 of Series 2009B pooled bonds.   The bonds, issued at a premium of 
$470,852, are used to provide funds for debt service savings for the Commonwealth. The net 
proceeds were deposited in an irrevocable trust with an escrow agent to provide for future debt 
service payments on the refunded bonds.  

The advanced refunding resulted in a deferred accounting loss of $296,927 for the University, 
which is being amortized to interest expense over the life of the new debt. At June 30, 2020, 
$206,722 of the unamortized deferred loss is reported on the Statement of Net Position as a 
deferred outflow of resources. The defeasance will reduce the University’s total debt service 
obligation by $184,341 over 13 years. The debt service savings discounted at a rate of 1.849 
percent results in an economic gain of $167,810.   

For financial reporting purposes, these notes payables are considered an in-substance 
defeasance and have therefore been removed from the long-term debt payable line item of the 
Statement of Net Position.  The assets in escrow have similarly been excluded.  On June 30, 
2020, $2,305,000 from Series 2009B 9(d) VCBA pooled bonds was considered defeased and 
outstanding. 

NOTE 19E: Component Unit Financial Information 
The following is a summary of the outstanding notes payable at June 30, 2020: 

  Note payable in monthly installments of $5,182.12    
  through May 2025, interest payable at LIBOR plus 1.48 
 percent (1.65% and 3.91% at June 30, 2020 and 2019,   
  respectively).  Unsecured. 280,837 

Note payable in monthly installments of $2,601 through 
November 2020, interest payable at 1.54 percent. Secured by 
deposit accounts maintained by and investment property held 
with the institution. 12,775 

Notes payable in monthly installments calculated on a 25-
year amortization with a balloon payment of remaining 
amount in May 2021, with interest payable at LIBOR plus 
0.82 (1.01% and 3.22% and 2.91% at June 30, 2020 and 2019, 
respectively).  Secured by real estate and deposit accounts 
maintained by and investment property held with the 
institution.  Additionally, secured by an assignment of leases 
and rents.    385,539 
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Notes payable in monthly installments calculated on a 20-
year amortization with a balloon payment of remaining 
amount in May 2023, with interest payable at LIBOR plus 
0.82 (1.01% and 3.22% at June 30, 2020 and 2019 
respectively).  Secured by real estate and deposit accounts 
maintained by and investment property held with the 
institution.  Additionally, secured by an assignment of leases 
and rents.   427,625 

Notes payable in monthly interest only payments through 
April 2020, then monthly installments calculated on a 23-year 
amortization with a balloon payment of the remaining amount 
In April 2025.  Interest payable at LIBOR plus 0.82 (0.99% 
and 3.26% and 2.91% at June 30, 2020 and 2019, 
respectively).  Secured by real estate and deposit accounts 
maintained by and investment property held with the 
institution.  Additionally, secured by an assignment of leases 
and rents. 22,354,863 

Notes payable in monthly interest only payments through 
April 2020, then monthly installments calculated on a 23-year 
amortization with a balloon payment of remaining amount In 
April 2025.  Interest payable at 4.20%.  Secured by real estate 
and deposit accounts maintained by and investment property 
held with the institution.  Additionally, secured by an 
assignment of leases and rents. 9,957,285 

Notes payable in monthly installments on a 15-year 
amortization with a balloon payment of remaining amount in 
June 2024, with interest payable at 3.72%.  Secured by real 
estate and deposit accounts maintained by and investment 
property held with the institution.  Additionally, secured by 
an assignment of leases and rents.  Secured by real estate and 
assignment of leases and rent. 199,313 

Total long-term debt $33,618,237 

Future principal payments on notes payable for years ending June 30 are as follows: 
  2021 1,648,015 
  2022 1,271,838 
  2023 1,656,079 
  2024 1,446,507 
  2025 and thereafter 27,595,798 
Total long-term debt $33,618,237 
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Action: 
Board of Visitors adoption of a Resolution of Compliance with the Radford University Debt 
Management Policy.  
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Radford University Board of Visitors 
Resolution 

Compliance with Debt Management Policy 

WHEREAS, the 2005 Session of the General Assembly adopted, and the Governor 
signed, legislation that provides Radford University and all other public colleges and 
universities in the Commonwealth the opportunity to attain certain authority and autonomy to 
manage its academic and administrative affairs more efficiently and effectively through 
implementation of the Restructured Higher Education Financial and Administrative 
Operations Act, and 

WHEREAS, on June 30, 2005, the Radford University Board of Visitors approved a 
Resolution of Commitment allowing the University to exercise restructured financial and 
operational authority as identified in the Restructuring Act, and 

WHEREAS, the Governor has established financial and management measures on 
which annual assessment and certification of institutional performance will be evaluated, and 

WHEREAS, the financial and management measures require the Radford University 
Board of Visitors to approve a Debt Management Policy, and 

WHEREAS, the Radford University Board of Visitors approved such Debt 
Management Policy at its March 30, 2007, meeting; revisions to this policy were approved by 
the Board of Visitors at its August 23, 2007, November 12, 2010, and February 8, 2012 
meetings, and 

WHEREAS, Schedule A demonstrates that the University meets the requirements 
outlined in the Debt Management Policy; and 

WHEREAS, the Board of Visitors must annually certify Radford University’s 
compliance with the approved Debt Management Policy to the Secretary of Finance for the 
Commonwealth of Virginia; 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, this resolution approved by the 
Radford University Board of Visitors certifies that the University is in compliance with its 
Debt Management Policy. 
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Debt Management Compliance

Business Affairs and Audit Committee February 13, 2020
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Debt Management Policy 

Business Affairs and Audit Committee

• Outlines the University's philosophy on debt and ensures that existing and
proposed debt issues are strategically managed consistent with financial
resources in order to maintain a strong financial profile.

• The University utilizes a long-term strategic plan to establish institutional
priorities and objectives, and incorporates the issuance of debt into its
strategic plan to fund critical capital initiatives.

• Analyzing debt affordability is used to assist the University in determining
the level of debt to be used as a financial resource for its capital
program.
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Debt Burden Ratio

Business Affairs and Audit Committee

• Ratio measures the University’s debt service burden as a percentage of
total operating expenses and identifies the maximum amount of debt
that the University may have outstanding at any given time.

• The University debt burden ratio should not exceed seven (7) percent
with the exception of instances where the debt obligations of revenue-
producing capital projects are secured by income associated with the
project. The target for this ratio is intended to maintain the University’s
long-term flexibility to finance existing requirements and new initiatives.

Annual Debt Service: 7,730,657$     
Total Operating Expenses: 278,745,015$ 

2.77%
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Summary

		Current Debt Ratio Estimate:						Current Outstanding Debt:

		With Foundation		2.39%						Principal 		Interest		Total 

		Without Foundation 		2.32%				University 		$   61,499,374.00		$   13,914,027.00		$   75,413,401.00

								Foundation 		$   33,931,602.00		$   6,617,666.11		$   40,549,268.11

										$   95,430,976.00		$   20,531,693.11		$   115,962,669.11

		Estimated Average Debt Service for New Projects:

				Project Cost 		Cash Reserves 		Debt Issuance 		Est Borrowing rate 		Average Debt Service 

		Tyler/Norwood 		$   17,000,000		$   5,000,000		$   12,000,000		3.37%		$   851,120

		Acquire Properties 		$   22,500,000		$   5,000,000		$   17,500,000		3.37%		$   1,216,880

		Muse 		$   75,000,000		$   - 0		$   75,000,000		3.37%		$   5,215,198

		Athletics 		$   20,000,000		$   - 0		$   20,000,000		3.37%		$   1,390,719

				$   134,500,000		$   10,000,000		$   124,500,000				$   8,673,917

		Impact on Debt Ratio:

		With Foundation		5.39%

		Without Foundation 		5.13%

		Foundation - Housing Properties Debt Summary 

				Loan A ($22,500,000)*				Loan B ($10,000,000) Fixed Rate** 												University's Issuance 

		FY 		Principal 		Interest 		Principal 		Interest 		Total Principal		Total Interest		Total Annual Debt Service 				Principal 		Interest 		Annual Debt Service Savings 

		2018		$   - 0		$   107,840.00		$   - 0		$   74,666.67		$   - 0		$   182,506.67		$   182,506.67

		2019		$   - 0		$   728,586.25		$   - 0		$   425,833.36		$   - 0		$   1,154,419.61		$   1,154,419.61

		2020		$   114,987.00		$   788,098.96		$   42,715.00		$   426,920.81		$   157,702.00		$   1,215,019.77		$   1,372,721.77

		2021		$   706,253.00		$   770,903.31		$   263,889.00		$   418,926.18		$   970,142.00		$   1,189,829.49		$   2,159,971.49				$   627,129.56		$   589,750.00		$   260,276.75

		2022		$   731,325.00		$   745,828.91		$   275,349.00		$   407,466.97		$   1,006,674.00		$   1,153,295.88		$   2,159,969.88				$   648,263.82		$   568,615.73		$   260,274.35

		2023		$   757,289.00		$   719,864.27		$   287,307.00		$   395,510.10		$   1,044,596.00		$   1,115,374.37		$   2,159,970.37				$   670,110.31		$   546,769.24		$   260,273.71

		2024		$   782,276.00		$   694,877.67		$   298,728.00		$   384,087.58		$   1,081,004.00		$   1,078,965.25		$   2,159,969.25				$   692,693.03		$   524,186.53		$   260,274.11

		2025		$   19,407,870.00		$   556,027.27		$   8,832,012.00		$   309,154.08		$   28,239,882.00		$   865,181.35		$   29,105,063.35

		 Total		$   22,500,000.00		$   5,112,026.64		$   10,000,000.00		$   2,842,565.75		$   32,500,000.00		$   7,954,592.39		$   40,454,592.39								$   1,041,098.93

		Est. Interest Savings:		$   702,152.66

		Est. Principal Savings:		$   338,946.28

				$   1,041,098.93

		*Loan A - Variable rate 2.44% (based on market conditions; Floating Rate 1-Month LIBOR + 0.82%)

		**Loan B - Fixed rate 3.94% 





FFS2

				Financial Feasibility Study - Part II																						Financial Feasibility Study - Part II																						Financial Feasibility Study - Part II																										:pcopqlbcaqqq

				Spreadsheet 1 - Cost Components																						Spreadsheet 2 - Revenue Components																						Spreadsheet 3 - Net Revenues/Coverage

				Radford University																						Radford University																						Radford University

				Tyler_Norwood Residence Halls																						Tyler_Norwood Residence Halls																						Tyler_Norwood Residence Halls																								1		:pss1~qrs1~g				1

										1,216,880										Non

								875,000		341,880		Reserve		Reserve		Total				Recurring										Part Time		Other		Indirect 		Revenue				Retirement												Reserve		Adjusted																		2		:pss2~qrs2~g				2

						Debt						Fund		Fund		Debt		Annual		Initial		Total						User		User		Student		Cost 		From		Institutional		of Existing				Total						Total		Fund		Total		Total		Net		Coverage												3		:pss3~qrs3~g				3

						Service		Principal		Interest		Payment		Balance		Service		Expenses		Outlays		Cost						Fees		Fees		Fees		Recoveries		Operations		Reserves		Debt		Other		Revenues						Cost		Payment		Cost		Revenues		Revenues		Percent

				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-						-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-						-		-		-		-		-		-

				2020																		0				2020																						2020		0

		1		2021		1,216,880		627,130		589,750		0		0		1,216,880		289,333		0		1,506,213				2021		1,432,942		0		0		0		1,780,000		0		0		0		3,212,942				2021		1,506,213		0		1,506,213		3,212,942		1,706,729		213.31%

		2		2022		1,216,880		648,264		568,616		0		0		1,216,880		289,333				1,506,213				2022		1,432,942		0		0		0		1,780,000		0		0		0		3,212,942				2022		1,506,213		0		1,506,213		3,212,942		1,706,729		213.31%

		3		2023		1,216,880		670,110		546,769		0		0		1,216,880		289,333				1,506,213				2023		1,432,942		0		0		0		1,780,000		0		0		0		3,212,942				2023		1,506,213		0		1,506,213		3,212,942		1,706,729		213.31%

		4		2024		1,216,880		692,693		524,187		0		0		1,216,880		289,333				1,506,213				2024		1,432,942		0		0		0		1,780,000		0		0		0		3,212,942				2024		1,506,213		0		1,506,213		3,212,942		1,706,729		213.31%

		5		2025		1,216,880		716,037		500,843		0		0		1,216,880		289,333				1,506,213				2025		1,432,942		0		0		0		1,780,000		0		0		0		3,212,942				2025		1,506,213		0		1,506,213		3,212,942		1,706,729		213.31%

		6		2026		1,216,880		740,167		476,712		0		0		1,216,880		289,333				1,506,213				2026		1,432,942		0		0		0		1,780,000		0		0		0		3,212,942				2026		1,506,213		0		1,506,213		3,212,942		1,706,729		213.31%

		7		2027		1,216,880		765,111		451,769		0		0		1,216,880		289,333				1,506,213				2027		1,432,942		0		0		0		1,780,000		0		0		0		3,212,942				2027		1,506,213		0		1,506,213		3,212,942		1,706,729		213.31%

		8		2028		1,216,880		790,895		425,984		0		0		1,216,880		289,333				1,506,213				2028		1,432,942		0		0		0		1,780,000		0		0		0		3,212,942				2028		1,506,213		0		1,506,213		3,212,942		1,706,729		213.31%

		9		2029		1,216,880		817,548		399,331		0		0		1,216,880		289,333				1,506,213				2029		1,432,942		0		0		0		1,780,000		0		0		0		3,212,942				2029		1,506,213		0		1,506,213		3,212,942		1,706,729		213.31%

		10		2030		1,216,880		845,100		371,780		0		0		1,216,880		289,333				1,506,213				2030		1,432,942		0		0		0		1,780,000		0		0		0		3,212,942				2030		1,506,213		0		1,506,213		3,212,942		1,706,729		213.31%

		11		2031		1,216,880		873,579		343,300		0		0		1,216,880		289,333				1,506,213				2031		1,432,942		0		0		0		1,780,000		0		0		0		3,212,942				2031		1,506,213		0		1,506,213		3,212,942		1,706,729		213.31%

		12		2032		1,216,880		903,019		313,860		0		0		1,216,880		289,333				1,506,213				2032		1,432,942		0		0		0		1,780,000		0		0		0		3,212,942				2032		1,506,213		0		1,506,213		3,212,942		1,706,729		213.31%

		13		2033		1,216,880		933,451		283,429		0		0		1,216,880		289,333				1,506,213				2033		1,432,942		0		0		0		1,780,000		0		0		0		3,212,942				2033		1,506,213		0		1,506,213		3,212,942		1,706,729		213.31%

		14		2034		1,216,880		964,908		251,971		0		0		1,216,880		289,333				1,506,213				2034		1,432,942		0		0		0		1,780,000		0		0		0		3,212,942				2034		1,506,213		0		1,506,213		3,212,942		1,706,729		213.31%

		15		2035		1,216,880		997,426		219,454		0		0		1,216,880		289,333				1,506,213				2035		1,432,942		0		0		0		1,780,000		0		0		0		3,212,942				2035		1,506,213		0		1,506,213		3,212,942		1,706,729		213.31%

		16		2036		1,216,880		1,031,039		185,841		0		0		1,216,880		289,333				1,506,213				2036		1,432,942		0		0		0		1,780,000		0		0		0		3,212,942				2036		1,506,213		0		1,506,213		3,212,942		1,706,729		213.31%

		17		2037		1,216,880		1,065,785		151,095		0		0		1,216,880		289,333				1,506,213				2037		1,432,942		0		0		0		1,780,000		0		0		0		3,212,942				2037		1,506,213		0		1,506,213		3,212,942		1,706,729		213.31%

		18		2038		1,216,880		1,101,702		115,178		0		0		1,216,880		289,333				1,506,213				2038		1,432,942		0		0		0		1,780,000		0		0		0		3,212,942				2038		1,506,213		0		1,506,213		3,212,942		1,706,729		213.31%

		19		2039		1,216,880		1,138,829		78,050		0		0		1,216,880		289,333				1,506,213				2039		1,432,942		0		0		0		1,780,000		0		0		0		3,212,942				2039		1,506,213		0		1,506,213		3,212,942		1,706,729		213.31%

		20		2040		1,216,880		1,177,208		39,672		0		0		1,216,880		289,333				1,506,213				2040		1,432,942		0		0		0		1,780,000		0		0		0		3,212,942				2040		1,506,213		0		1,506,213		3,212,942		1,706,729		213.31%

		21		2041		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0				2041		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				2041		0		0		0		0		0		0.00%

		22		2042		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0				2042		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0				2042		0		0		0		0		0		0.00%

		23		2043		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0				2043		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0				2043		0		0		0		0		0		0.00%

		24		2044		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0				2044		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0				2044		0		0		0		0		0		0.00%

		25		2045		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0				2045		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0				2045		0		0		0		0		0		0.00%

		26		2046		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0				2046		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0				2046		0		0		0		0		0		0.00%

		27		2047		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0				2047		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0				2047		0		0		0		0		0		0.00%

		28		2048		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0				2048		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0				2048		0		0		0		0		0		0.00%

		29		2049		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0				2049		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0				2049		0		0		0		0		0		0.00%

		30		2050		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0				2050		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0				2050		0		0		0		0		0		0.00%

						-		-		-		-				-		-		-		-						-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-						-		-		-		-		-

						24,337,591		17,500,000		6,837,591		0				24,337,591		5,786,667		0		30,124,258						28,658,840		0		0		0		35,600,000		0		0		0		64,258,840						30,124,258		0		30,124,258		64,258,840		34,134,582

						-						-				-		-		-		-						-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				PV @3.37%		17,500,000						0				17,500,000		4,160,916		0		21,660,916				PV @3.37%		20,607,204		0		0		0		25,598,261		0		0		0		46,205,464



				(1) DEBT INFORMATION												(2) ANNUAL OPERATING EXPENSES 										USER FEE INFO								NET REVENUES FROM OPERATIONS

				Borrowing Year						2020						Personal Services				72,000						# of Units				266				Net Sales

				Amount Borrowed						17,500,000						Contractual Services				14,000						Session Fee				5,387				Cost

				Borrowing Rate						3.370%						Supplies and Materials				23,333						Rate increase years 1-4				0.000%				Profit				0

				Term (Years)						20						Indirect Cost				20,000						Rate increase years 5+				0.000%				Operating Expenses

				Reinvestment Rate						2.00%						Utilities				150,000						SUMMER/PARTIME USER FEES								  Selling

				Reserve Fund Target						0						Equipment				10,000						# of Units				0				  General Administrative

																Other				0						Session Fee				0				  Lease Payment

																				-						Rate increase years 1-4				0.000%				Gross Operating Income				0

																Total Annual Expenses				289,333						Rate increase years 5+				0.000%				Rate increase years 1-4				0.000%

																																		Rate increase years 5+				0.000%







Scenarios

		Operating Expenses:

				FY 17 Unaudited 				FY 16 Unaudited 				FY 15 Unaudited 				FY 14 Unaudited 

		Operating Expenses		$   202,159,265.00		2%		$   197,729,915.00		6%		$   187,113,026.00		4%		$   179,172,749.00

		Student Tuition & Fees Scholarship Allowances		$   13,567,892.00		9%		$   12,468,170.00		5%		$   11,887,474.00		6%		$   11,246,618.00

		Auxiliary Enterprises Scholarship Allowances		$   10,448,528.00		9%		$   9,586,269.00		-0%		$   9,623,761.00		1%		$   9,520,689.00

				$   226,175,685.00		3%		$   219,784,354.00		5%		$   208,624,261.00		4%		$   199,940,056.00

		RUF 		$   6,254,521.00		8%		$   5,777,652.00		10%		$   5,231,434.00		5%		$   5,000,305.00

				$   232,430,206.00		3%		$   225,562,006.00		5%		$   213,855,695.00		4%		$   204,940,361.00

		Estimated % Increase 		4%						Estimated % Increase 		4%				Without Foundation:

		Estimated Expenditures 		$   257,484,357.52		(Based on FY 19 Exp)				Estimated Expenditures 		$   257,484,357.52				Estimated % Increase 		4%

		Debt Service Known 		$   5,194,086		FY 2023				Debt Service Known 		$   5,194,086		FY 2018 		Estimated Expenditures 		$   248,143,963.60		(Based on FY 19 Exp)

		Debt Service Estimated 		$   8,671,917		New Projects (Avg)				Debt Service Estimated 		$   4,200,000				Debt Service Known 		$   4,055,431		FY 2023

		Estimated Debt Ratio		5.39%						Estimated Debt Ratio		3.65%				Debt Service Estimated 		$   8,671,917		New Projects (Avg)

																Estimated Debt Ratio		5.13%

		Univeristy 

		Principal 								Interest

		Fiscal Year Ending		Notes Payable Pooled Bonds		  Bonds Payable - 9c				Notes Payable Pooled Bonds		  Bonds Payable - 9c				Total University Debt Service 



		30-Jun-20		$   1,030,000.00		$   1,260,000.00				698,006		1,059,500				$   4,047,506.00

		30-Jun-21		$   1,085,000.00		$   1,320,000.00				650,181		996,500				$   4,051,681.00

		30-Jun-22		$   1,135,000.00		$   1,395,000.00				596,731		930,500				$   4,057,231.00

		30-Jun-23		$   1,190,000.00		$   1,465,000.00				539,681		860,750				$   4,055,431.00

		30-Jun-24		$   1,250,000.00		$   1,530,000.00				482,006		787,500				$   4,049,506.00



		Foundation		Princpal 		Interest 

		2020		$569,660		$1,215,020

		2021		1,449,703		$1,189,829

		2022		1,087,670		$1,153,296

		2023		1,500,434		$1,115,374



		Total 

		2020		$   5,832,185.77

		2021		$   6,691,213.49

		2022		$   6,298,196.88

		2023		$   5,194,086.10		Loan A removed 











Debt Ratio 2020 Feb Mtg

		For the February 2020 BOV Meeting the Debt Ratio was calculated to include annual debt service cost estimated for FY 20 and unaudited operating expenses for FY 19. 

		Definitions as defined in the University's Debt Management Policy:



		Annual Debt Service Cost: The maximum annual debt service cost (principal and interest payments) payable within any fiscal year on the University’s Direct Debt reduced by any amounts whereby the agreed upon funding source is from the University’s foundations.																		*as of 12/5/19

		Operating Expenses: Represented by the total operating expenses on the Statement of Revenues, Expenses and Changes in Net Assets plus scholarship allowances from student tuition and fees plus scholarship allowances from auxiliary enterprises.



		Operating Expenses:

		FY 19 Unaudited 

		$   208,377,689.00		Operating Expenses

		$   16,815,569.00		Student Tuition & Fees Scholarship Allowances

		$   13,406,707.00		Auxiliary Enterprises Scholarship Allowances

		$   238,599,965.00

		$   8,981,148.00		RUF 

		$   247,581,113.00



		Annual Debt Service Cost:

																																						New Projects (millions)

		Project		Issuance 				Fiscal Year		Principal 		Interest		Debt Service																						2030		$   12.00		Tyler

		Notes Payable - Pooled 		2009B, 16A, 11A, 12B, 13A				2020		$   1,030,000.00		$   743,306.00		$   1,773,306.00																								$   17.50		Property 

		Bonds Payable 9c		2013A, 14A, 15A, 16B				2020		$   1,260,000.00		$   1,119,500.00		$   2,379,500.00																								$   75.00		Muse 

																																						$   20.00		Athletics 

														$   4,152,806.00																								124.5		Total New Debt 

		Foundation - Note 19 F						2020		$   569,659.67		$   1,189,413.75		$   1,759,073.42







														$   5,911,879.42		Total Annual Debt Service 				FY 20

														$   247,581,113.00		Total Operating Expenses 				FY 19 Unaudited 

														2.39%		Debt Ratio 





														$   5,525,527.77		Without Fdn 				$   1,372,721.77				Properties would have to be picked up for capital lease purposes (not double counted in highlighted yellow cell) 

														$   238,599,965.00		Without Fdn 

		Source: FY 19 Unaudited Financial Statements Note 6												2.32%		Ratio Without Fdn 

		Total Long Term Debt:

				$   18,974,414.00		Notes payable - Pooled bonds

				$   28,610,933.00		Bonds Payable - 9c

				$   61,499,374.00		Total Principal

				$   13,914,027.00		Interest 

				$   75,413,401.00



		Source: FY 19 Unaudited Financial Statements Note 19 F

				$   33,931,602.00		Principal 

				$   6,617,666.11		Interest 



		Currently, as disclosed in the 2019 unaudited annual financial statements, the University's debt obligations including affiliated foundations total $.

				$   81,516,949.00		Principal 

				$   20,531,693.11		Interest 

				$   102,048,642.11





Debt Ratio 2021 Feb Mtg

		For the February 2021 BOV Meeting the Debt Ratio was calculated to include annual debt service cost estimated for FY 21 and unaudited operating expenses for FY 20. 

		Definitions as defined in the University's Debt Management Policy:



		Annual Debt Service Cost: The maximum annual debt service cost (principal and interest payments) payable within any fiscal year on the University’s Direct Debt reduced by any amounts whereby the agreed upon funding source is from the University’s foundations.																		*as of 1/17/21

		Operating Expenses: Represented by the total operating expenses on the Statement of Revenues, Expenses and Changes in Net Assets plus scholarship allowances from student tuition and fees plus scholarship allowances from auxiliary enterprises.



		Operating Expenses:

		FY 20 Unaudited 

		$   236,501,627.00		Operating Expenses

		$   20,756,624.00		Student Tuition & Fees Scholarship Allowances

		$   13,327,017.00		Auxiliary Enterprises Scholarship Allowances

		$   270,585,268.00

		$   8,159,747.00		RUF 

		$   278,745,015.00



		Annual Debt Service Cost:

																																						New Projects (millions)

		Project		Issuance 				Fiscal Year		Principal 		Interest		Debt Service																						2030		$   12.00		Tyler

		Notes Payable - Pooled 		2009B, 16A, 11A, 12B, 13A				2021		$   1,085,000.00		$   650,181.00		$   1,735,181.00																								$   17.50		Property 

		Bonds Payable 9c		2013A, 14A, 15A, 16B				2021		$   1,320,000.00		$   996,500.00		$   2,316,500.00																								$   75.00		Muse 

		17851-Acquire Property 		New -2020A				2021		$   330,000.00		$   263,712.19		$   593,712.19

		Capital Lease 						2021		$   779,570.00				$   779,570.00																								$   20.00		Athletics 

														$   5,424,963.19																								124.5		Total New Debt 

		Foundation - Note 19 F						2021		$   1,648,015.00		$   657,679.30		$   2,305,694.30







														$   7,730,657.49		Total 				FY 21

														$   278,745,015.00						FY 20 Unaudited 

														2.77%		Debt Ratio 





														$   6,797,684.96		Without Fdn 				$   1,372,721.77				Properties would have to be picked up for capital lease purposes (not double counted in highlighted yellow cell) 

														$   270,585,268.00		Without Fdn 

		Source: FY 20 Unaudited Financial Statements Note 6												2.51%		Ratio Without Fdn 

		Total Long Term Debt:

				$   31,912,229.00		Capital Lease 

				$   18,836,614.00		Notes payable - Pooled bonds

				$   28,446,248.00		Bonds Payable - 9c																										Annual Debt Service:				$   7,730,657		2.77%

				$   61,499,374.00		Total Principal																										Total Operating Expenses:				$   278,745,015

				$   27,261,524.96		Interest 

				$   75,413,401.00



		Source: FY 20 Unaudited Financial Statements Note 19 F

				$   33,618,237.00		Principal 

				$   6,617,666.11		Interest 



		Currently, as disclosed in the 2020unaudited annual financial statements, the University's debt obligations including affiliated foundations total $.

				$   112,813,328.00		Principal 

				$   33,879,191.07		Interest 

				$   146,692,519.07







Debt Burden Ratio Trend 
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RADFORD UNIVERSITY BOARD OF VISITORS 
Business Affairs and Audit Committee 

February 11, 2021 

Action Item 
Approval of the Radford University 2020-21 Third Quarter Operating Budget Adjustment 

Item: 

Board of Visitors approval of the Radford University’s 2020-21 third quarter operating budget 
adjustment and review of the actual activity as of January 31, 2021. 

Summary: 

Due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, the University has examined the fiscal impact on all available 
funding sources. Therefore, a third quarter budget adjustment is necessary to align revised revenue 
forecasts with authorized expenditure levels.   

The far-reaching effects of the global pandemic have touched all facets of University operations including 
the Educational & General (E&G) operation, Student Financial Aid Programs, and Auxiliary Enterprises. 
Given the general uncertainty associated with the pandemic many students chose to forego their 
educational pursuits for this year or opted for a virtual campus presence thereby shifting service levels 
from the initial projections included in the original budget. Revenue shortfalls associated with reduced 
service levels have been offset by institutional cost savings strategies as well as Federal and State relief 
programs initiated to support Institutions of Higher Education during this unprecedented time.   The impact 
of these factors is outlined by major program below.  

An accompanying outline of adjustments is also provided in the 2020-21 Financial Performance Report 
(Schedule A) which summarizes the adjusted operating budget and related activity through January 31, 
2021 and the Detailed University Operating Budget (Schedule B) which breakdowns the recommended 
adjustments. 

Education and General (E&G): 

The original 2020-21 revenue budget for E&G was forecasted at $146.1 million. The revised budget 
recommendation is $149.2 million, an increase of $3.1 million. The revised revenue forecast is reflective 
of the following adjustments. 

General Fund 
The University is anticipating an overall increase in E&G General Fund support of $4.2 million provided 
primarily from the fall 2020 Special Session of the General Assembly. The increase relates to additional 
allocations for tuition affordability of $4.9 million, the implementation of the December 2020 Healthcare 
Premium Holiday resulting in an appropriation decrease of $702,000, and an appropriation increase of 
$29,000 for Virtual Library of Virginia (VIVA) funding. 

As part of the 2020 Special Session of the General Assembly, the tuition affordability funding provides 
one-time operating support of $80 million to maintain affordable access to public colleges and universities 
for fiscal year 2020-21. The funding may be used to support operations, enhance financial aid, or for other 
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purposes to address the impacts of COVID-19. The University’s allocation is $4.9 million, of which, $2.0 
million is designated for RUC Operations. Funding was allocated based on in-state undergraduate 
population and addressing estimated revenue shortfalls reflective of either a minimum of 5% in-state 
undergraduate revenues or 40% of the average in-state revenue shortfall. 

Due to the success of the Healthcare Premium Holiday in November 2019 and the ability to utilize one-
time fund balances, the General Assembly authorized another Healthcare Premium Holiday for December 
2020 as part of the amended 2020-21 budget. Specifically, the event eliminated both the agency supported 
cost and the employee paid portion of health insurance for the two pay periods in December. Ultimately, 
the University saved $1.2 million in E&G as part of the holiday; however, the Commonwealth withholds 
their portion of the cost resulting in a $700,000 decrease in general fund appropriation.  

Additionally, a general fund increase of $29,000 is anticipated in support of the VIVA allocation to the 
University. The expense budget will decrease by $1.2 million as a result of these two actions (health 
insurance decrease of $1.2 million adjusted for a $29,000 increase for VIVA)   

Non-General Fund 
The University is estimating a $2.1 million decline in E&G revenue related to non-general fund business 
level factors.  This includes a revenue shortfall of $3.4 million based on actual summer and fall 2020 and 
preliminary spring 2021 enrollment levels. Based on final census data, fall traditional enrollment on main 
campus was lower than forecast.  Fall 2020 enrollment was budgeted on a projected student headcount of 
7,800. Actual headcount enrollment came in at 7,532, a decrease of 268 students or 3.4 percent. The 
University also experienced a decrease in Summer 2020 enrollment due to the elimination of all in person 
offerings.  Partially offsetting this loss is an estimated $1.3 million revenue increase related to the 
IMPACT program, which has experienced higher than budgeted revenue receipts.  

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
CBE 488 2,617 1,733
RUC 1,046 1,098
Main 9,928 9,798 9,743 9,401 9,418 8,847 8,207 7,532
Total 9,928 9,798 9,743 9,401 9,418 9,335 11,870 10,363
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In order to offset anticipated revenue losses, the University will utilize $3.5 million in cost savings realized 
through cost containment measures implemented at the start of the pandemic.   

Relief Funding 
Coronavirus Relief Funds (CRF) provided higher educational institutions an allotment of $116.0 million 
in COVID-19 relief funding, of which the University will receive $3.6 million to support telework and 
distance learning infrastructure, personal protective equipment, sanitization and cleaning, and testing for 
students, staff, and faculty. This is a direct reimbursement of expenses that have or will occur from July 
1, 2020 – December 31, 2020.  The planned expenditures represent a split of $1.0 million to E&G and 
$2.6 million to Auxiliary Enterprises. 

Miscellaneous 
Higher education institutions will have the option to use available fund balances from other fund sources, 
including E&G, to support operations, increased costs or revenue reductions for auxiliary enterprise 
programs for the 2020-2022 biennium. The exception being supporting Athletics programs other than 
transfer payments from E&G. The University will defer the required indirect contribution from Auxiliaries 
for 2020-21, resulting in a E&G budget change of $5.5 million with a respective fund availability for 
Auxiliary budgets.   

Refer to the Financial Performance Report (Schedule A) for a summary and the Detailed Operating Budget 
(Schedule B) for details on the proposed budget adjustments. 

Student Financial Assistance (SFA): 

The original revenue budget for SFA was $13.5 million. The revised budget is $15.7 million, an increase 
of $2.2 million. The revised revenue forecast is reflective of the following adjustments. 

General Fund 
General Fund appropriations for Virginia Military Survivors and Dependent Education Program, the 
College Transfer Grant program, and carryforward of graduate fellowship allocations increased by 
$185,000 over the originally budget amount. These are routine supplemental allocations that vary by year. 

Relief Funding 
The Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act or, CARES Act, was passed by Congress and 
the bill allotted $2.2 trillion to provide fast and direct economic aid to the American people negatively 
impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. Of that money, approximately $14 billion was given to the Office 
of Postsecondary Education as the Higher Education Emergency Relief Fund, or HEERF. The University 
portion of the HEERF funding is $9.1 million split equally between student financial aid and institutional 
relief. Most of the student financial aid was awarded last fiscal year requiring an adjustment to current 
year revenue and expenditures at this time of $588,602 in order to make the last fund distributions for 
students.  

Congress set aside approximately $3 billion of the $30.75 billion allotted to the Education Stabilization 
Fund through the CARES Act for the Governor’s Emergency Education Relief Fund (GEERF).  The 
Department has awarded these grants to States (governor’s offices) based on a formula stipulated in the 
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legislation. The University will receive $1.3 million in GEERF funding in 2020-21 which will be awarded 
as need based financial assistance. 

GEAR UP (Gaining Early Awareness and Readiness for Undergraduate Programs) is a $22 million seven-
year grant funded by the U.S. Department of Education and administered by the State Council of Higher 
Education for Virginia (SCHEV).  The program is designed to significantly increase the number of low-
income students who are prepared to enter and succeed in postsecondary education. The University will 
receive $78,000 in GEAR UP funding in 2020-21. 

Refer to the Financial Performance Report (Schedule A) for a summary and the Detailed Operating Budget 
(Schedule B) for details on the proposed budget adjustments. 

Sponsored Programs: 

No budget changes are indicated at this time. The budget will remain $8.9 million. 

Auxiliary Enterprises: 

The original revenue budget for Auxiliary Enterprises was $68.3 million in revenue and $64.8 million in 
expense. The revised revenue budget is $67.3 million, a decrease of $1.0 million. The revised expense 
budget is $64.7 million, a decrease of $.1 million. These adjustments result in a $.9 million decrease in 
the planned reserve contribution. The revised budgets are reflective of the following adjustments. 

Non-General Fund 
The University is estimating a decrease in auxiliary comprehensive fee revenue of $1.9 million related to 
the decrease in enrollment detailed in the E&G section above. In addition, sales and service revenue is 
estimated to decrease by $6.1 million. Dining and Residential Program sales are anticipated to be $4.0 
million below initial projections due to a combination of factors to include the impact of rollover credits 
from Spring 2020 term, decreased student participation due to students electing a virtual learning 
experience, and overall traditional enrollment falling below anticipated levels. Additionally, Athletics 
sports revenue has decreased by $0.8 million and Other Enterprise Functions revenue has decreased from 
loss of conference events, both due to the COVID-19 pandemic.   

Relief Funding 
As noted above in the SFA section, The Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act or, CARES 
Act, was passed by Congress and the bill allotted $2.2 trillion to provide fast and direct economic aid to 
the American people negatively impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. The majority of the institutional 
portion will be utilized this fiscal year to reimburse Residential and Dining Programs $3.9 million for the 
refunds to student meal plans and dorm charges for Spring 2020, leaving about $630,839 to reimburse 
other University programs as necessary. 

As noted above in the E&G section, Coronavirus Relief Funds (CRF) provided higher education 
institutions an allotment of $116.0 million in COVID-19 relief funding, of which the University will 
receive $3.6 million to support telework and distance learning infrastructure, personal protective 
equipment, sanitization and cleaning, and testing for students, staff, and faculty. This is a direct 
reimbursement of expenses that occurred from July 1, 2020 – December 31, 2020.  The executed 
expenditures represent a split of $1 million to E&G and $2.6 million to Auxiliary Enterprises. 
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Miscellaneous 
Auxiliary Enterprise budget adjustments are required for increases in one-time funding requirements of 
$816,000, decreases in Auxiliary Indirect contributions of $5.0 million as noted in the E&G section above, 
and an increase for the funding of the 2020 Early Retirement Option (ERO) of $1.7 million. The 
combination of these factors results in a net expense budget decrease of $2.5 million. 

The one-time funding adjustments contribute to the second phase of the off-campus apartment renovations 
that occurred this summer of $567,959, Student Health contractual obligations of $158,280 to Carilion 
Health Systems related to timing of invoices and the addition of the Nurse Navigator for RUC students, 
and miscellaneous personal service adjustments. 

As identified last fiscal year, the ERO program provided select participants severance payouts continuing 
through fiscal year 2022. An adjustment of $1.7 million is recommended to cover the estimated costs of 
the ERO payments for this fiscal year.  

Refer to the Financial Performance Report (Schedule A) for a summary and the Detailed Operating Budget 
(Schedule B) for details on the proposed budget adjustments. 

Preliminary Financial Performance Report: 

The Financial Performance Report (FPR) is more commonly presented at the September Board of Visitors 
meeting reflecting the prior fiscal year’s budget and actual financial activity. The FPR is generated from 
annual budget projections and actual accounting data recorded in Banner Finance. The actual accounting 
data is recorded using a modified accrual basis of accounting which recognizes revenue when received 
rather than when earned and expenditures when posted rather than when payment is issued.   

As shown on the Financial Performance Report (Schedule A), the Original Budget of $236.8 million was 
approved by the Board of Visitors at the September 2020 meeting. The Revised Budget reflects 2020-21 
recommended mid-year revenue adjustments totaling $4.3 million.  While there are a number of factors 
that influenced the recommended mid-year adjustments they are primarily attributed to the following: the 
infusion of general fund resources, COVID-19 relief funding, and actual 2020-21 enrollment levels. All 
expenditure budgets were adjusted accordingly. 

The revised budget of $241.2 million is sufficient to sustain University operations for the remainder of 
2020-21.  Actual expenditure activity through January 31, 2021 totals $140.1 million and is in line with 
expectations. The vast majority of the $98.5 million in total outstanding expense budget balance relates to 
anticipated third and fourth quarter compensation. At this time all programs are expected to come in within 
expected activity. 

Action: 

Radford University Board of Visitors approval of the 2020-21 third quarter operating budget adjustment 
as presented in Schedule B for the Total University Operating Budget.  
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RADFORD UNIVERSITY BOARD OF VISITORS 
Resolution 

February 12, 2021 

Approval of the Radford University 2020-21 Operating Budget Adjustment 

BE IT RESOLVED, the Radford University Board of Visitor approves the third quarter 
adjustments to the 2020-21 operating budget as presented in Schedule B for the Total University Operating 
Budget.   
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DRAFT Schedule A

Dollars in Thousands

Original (a) Adjustments (b) Revised (c) Actuals (d) Variance

Educational and General Programs
Revenues
General Fund $59,565 $4,227 $63,792 $30,761 (33,031)
Tuition and Fees 83,159 ($3,250) 79,909 69,485 (10,424)
All Other Income 3,326 $2,181 5,507 2,246 (3,262)

Total Revenues $146,051 $3,158 $149,209 $102,492 $46,717

Expenditures
Instructional & Academic Support ($94,006) $2,088 ($91,918) ($53,499) $38,419
Public Service Programs (938) 150 (788) (155) 633
All Other Support Programs (51,107) (5,396) (56,503) (29,674) 26,829

Total Expenses ($146,051) ($3,158) ($149,209) ($83,328) ($65,881)

Reserve Draw (Deposit) 0 0 0 (19,164) (19,164)

NET $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Student Financial Assistance
Revenue $13,542 $2,150 $15,692 $14,358 ($1,334)
Expenditures (13,542) ($2,150) (15,692) (8,709) 6,983
Reserve Draw (Deposit) 0 0 0 (5,648) (5,648)
NET $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Sponsored Programs
Revenue $8,962 $0 $8,962 $6,809 ($2,153)
Expenditures (8,962) 0 (8,962) (6,895) 2,067
Reserve Draw (Deposit) 0 0 0 86 86
NET $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Auxiliary Enterprises
Revenues $68,269 ($959) $67,310 $57,513 ($9,797)
Expenditures (64,824) 75 (64,749) (41,215) 23,534
Reserve Draw (Deposit) (3,446) 884 (2,561) (16,298) (13,737)
NET $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Total University
Revenues $236,824 $4,349 $241,173 $181,171 ($60,001)
Expenses (233,378) (5,234) (238,611) (140,148) 98,464
Reserve Draw (Deposit) (3,446) 884 (2,561) (41,024) (38,462)
NET $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

########### 181,171,493.60$ 
Notes: ########### #############
(a) Original Total Budget - Reflects the 2020-21 Operating Budget as of July 1, 2020 which was approved by the Board at the September 2020 meeting. Both recurring and one-time
operating budgets are included.
(b) Adjustments - Reflects the recommended 2020-21 Adjustments to the 2020-21 Original Total Budget. All recommended adjustments are one-time.
(c) Adjusted Total Budget - Reflects the proposed 2020-21 Operating Budget inclusive of all recommended 2020-21 Adjustments. Both recurring and one-time operating budgets are
included.
(d) Actuals -  Reflects the annual activity as of January 31, 2021 including anticipated adjustments related to the recommended 2020-21 Adjustments.

Annual Budget for 2020-21 July 1, 2020 to January 31, 2021

Financial Performance Report
Radford University

For the Period Ending January 31, 2021 (Preliminary)
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DRAFT Schedule B

Dollars in Thousands
Original Adjusted

Total Technical Operating Health Other Student IMPACT Sales & CARES GEAR One-Time FY21 Aux ERO Cost Total
Budget (a) Adj. Support Holiday Allocations Levels Lab Service Rd. I CRF GEERF UP Funding Indirect Support Savings Budget (c)

Educational and General Programs

Revenues
General Fund $59,565 $0 $4,900 ($702) $29 $63,792
Tuition and Fees 83,159 0 (3,250) 79,909
All Other Income 3,326 0 (150) 1,331 1,000 5,507

Revenue $146,051 $0 $4,900 ($702) $29 ($3,400) $1,331 $0 $0 $1,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $149,209

Expenditures
Instructional & Academic Support (94,944) 2,808 789 (29) (1,331) (92,706)
All Other Support Programs (51,107) (2,808) 422 (1,000) (5,462) 3,452 (56,503)

Expenditures ($146,051) $0 $0 $1,212 ($29) $0 ($1,331) $0 $0 ($1,000) $0 $0 $0 ($5,462) $0 $3,452 ($149,209)

Reserve Draw (Deposit) 0 0 (4,900) (510) 0 3,400 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5,462 0 (3,452) 0
NET $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Student Financial Assistance

Revenue $13,542 $0 $185 $589 $1,299 $78 $15,692
Expenditures (13,542) 0 (185) (589) (1,299) (78) (15,692)
Reserve Draw (Deposit) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
NET $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Sponsored Programs

Revenue $8,962 $0 $8,962
Expenditures (8,962) 0 (8,962)
Reserve Draw (Deposit) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
NET $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Auxiliary Enterprises

Revenues $68,269 $0 ($1,931) ($6,144) $4,546 $2,570 $67,310
Expenditures (64,824) 0 191 (2,570) (816) 4,978 (1,708) (64,749)
Reserve Draw (Deposit) (3,446) (0) 0 (191) 0 1,931 0 6,144 (4,546) 0 0 0 816 (4,978) 1,708 0 (2,561)
NET $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Total University

Revenues $236,824 $0 $4,900 ($702) $213 ($5,331) $1,331 ($6,144) $5,135 $3,570 $1,299 $78 $0 $0 $0 $0 $241,173
Expenses (233,378) 0 0 1,403 (213) 0 (1,331) 0 (589) (3,570) (1,299) (78) (816) (484) (1,708) 3,452 (238,611)
Reserve Draw (Deposit) (3,446) (0) (4,900) (701) 0 5,331 0 6,144 (4,546) 0 0 0 816 484 1,708 (3,452) (2,561)
NET $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Notes:

Radford University
University Operating Budget

2020-21

Proposed Adjustments (b)
Miscellaneous AdjustmentsGeneral Fund

(a) Original Total Budget - Reflects the 2020-21 Operating Budget as of July 1, 2020 which was approved by the Board at the September 2020 meeting. Both recurring and one-time operating budgets are included.
(b) Adjustments - Reflects the recommended adjustments to the Original Total Budget. All recommended adjustments are one-time.
(c) Adjusted Total Budget - Reflects the revised 2020-21 Operating Budget inclusive of all recommended adjustments. 

Business Level Factors Relief Funds
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2020-2021 University Operating 
Budget Update

Business Affairs and Audit Committee February 11, 2021
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2020-21 Original Budget Summary

Business Affairs and Audit Committee

Base One-Time Total Base One-Time Total

University Operating

Education & General $144,306 $1,745 $146,051 $144,835 $1,215 $146,051

Student Financial Assistance 13,542 0 13,542 13,542 0 13,542

Sponsored Programs 8,962 0 8,962 8,962 0 8,962

Auxiliary Enterprise 69,854 (1,585) 68,269 64,902 (78) 64,824

Total University $236,663 $160 $236,824 $232,241 $1,137 $233,378

Revenue ($ in Thousands) Expense ($ in Thousands)
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Current Year Fiscal Factors 

Business Affairs and Audit Committee

• Special Session 
• Routine Items 1) General Fund 

• Student Demand & Behavior
• Enrollment 2) Business Levels 

• COVID-19
• GEAR UP3) Relief Funds 

• Policy Changes
• University Initiatives4) Miscellaneous
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General Fund
2020 Special Session Impact

Business Affairs and Audit Committee

• Tuition Affordability Allocation of $4.9 million
— Supports maintaining affordable access for in-state students 
— Main Campus - $2.9 million 
— RUC - $2.0 million 

• Healthcare Premium Holiday
— Modeled from Healthcare Premium Holiday of November 2019
— Eliminates agency and employee health insurance cost for 2 pay periods
— University savings of $1.2 million 
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General Fund – Routine Items 

Business Affairs and Audit Committee

• Virtual Library of Virginia (VIVA) increase $29,000
—Acquires and provides key resources to higher education community 

• Student Financial Assistance increase $185,000
—Virginia Military Survivors and Dependent Education Program (VMSDP)
—College Transfer Grant (CTG)
—Graduate fellowship allocations 
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Business Levels
Changes in Student Demand and Behavior

Business Affairs and Audit Committee

• Virtual Experience 

• Gap Year 

• Enrollment
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Fall Enrollment Trend 2013-2020

Business Affairs and Audit Committee

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
CBE 0 0 0 0 0 488 2,617 1,733
RUC 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,046 1,098
Main 9,928 9,798 9,743 9,401 9,418 8,847 8,207 7,532
Total 9,928 9,798 9,743 9,401 9,418 9,335 11,870 10,363
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Business Levels - E&G Financial Impact 

Business Affairs and Audit Committee

• Revenue decrease projected at $3.4 million for traditional offerings
— Summer 2020: Elimination of in-person classes 
— Fall 2020: Below initial forecast impacted by COVID and online modality
— Spring 2021: *Preliminary assessment 

• Revenue increase of $1.3 million in self-generated CBE activities
— IMPACT program additional growth 
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Business Levels – Auxiliary Financial Impact 

Business Affairs and Audit Committee

• Revenue decrease projected at $8.1 million related to changes in auxiliary
business operations as a result of COVID-19, reduced campus capacity, and a
reduction in the number of students served for this fiscal year.

— Comprehensive Fee Revenue projected decrease of $1.9 million 
— Sales and Services Revenue projected decrease of $6.1 million 

o Dining and Residential Programs approximately $4.0 million
 Spring 2020 Rollover credits
 Decreased student participation
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External Relief Funding

Business Affairs and Audit Committee

• Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic 
Security Act (CARES)

- $5.1 million

• Coronavirus Relief Funds (CRF)
- $3.6 million

• Governor’s Emergency Education Relief 
Fund (GEERF )

- $1.3 million

• Gaining Early Awareness Readiness for 
Undergraduate Programs (GEAR UP)

– $78,000
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Miscellaneous:  
Policy Changes & University Initiatives 

Business Affairs and Audit Committee

• Policy Changes:
— Auxiliary indirect charges for the current fiscal year are 

permitted to be waived. This results in a reduction of $4.9 million 
of auxiliary expenses.

• University Initiatives:
— Early Retirement Option - $1.7 million
— Cost Savings - $3.5 million for reductions in E&G operating 

activity
— One-Time Allocations – $816,000 for previously approved auxiliary 

enterprise operating expenses
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Revenue Budget Changes

Business Affairs and Audit Committee

$146.1 
$4.2 

($2.1)

$1.0 

$149.2 

Original 
Budget

General 
Fund

Business 
Levels

Relief 
Funds

Adjusted
Budget

Education and General Programs

*Dollars in millions
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Revenue Budget Changes

Business Affairs and Audit Committee

$13.5 
$0.2 

___

$2.0 

$15.7 

Original 
Budget

General 
Fund

Business 
Levels

Relief
Funds

Adjusted
Budget

Student Financial Assistance

*Dollars in millions
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Revenue Budget Changes

Business Affairs and Audit Committee

$68.3 ___

($8.1) 

$7.1 

$67.3 

Original 
Budget

General 
Fund

Business 
Levels

Relief 
Funds

Adjusted
Budget

Auxiliary Enterprises

*Dollars in millions
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Total Adjusted Budget Summary

Business Affairs and Audit Committee

Original Adjustments Total Original Adjustments Total

University Operating

Education & General $146,051 $3,158 $149,209 ($146,051) ($3,158) ($149,209)

Student Financial Assistance 13,542 2,150 15,692 (13,542) (2,150) (15,692)

Sponsored Programs 8,962 0 8,962 (8,962) 0 (8,962)

Auxiliary Enterprise 68,269 (959) 67,310 (64,824) 75 (64,749)

Total University $236,824 $4,349 $241,173 ($233,378) ($5,234) ($238,611)

Radford University
2020-21 Recommended Budget Summary

Revenue ($ in Thousands) Expense ($ in Thousands)
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University Summary-FPR (A)





		Radford University

		Financial Performance Report

		For the Period Ending January 31, 2021 (Preliminary)



		Dollars in Thousands

								Annual Budget for 2020-21												July 1, 2020 to January 31, 2021



								Original (a)				Adjustments (b)				Revised (c)				Projection (d)				Actuals (d)				Variance						Net Change (%)		% Actuals to Budget

		Educational and General Programs



				Revenues

				General Fund				59565426				4226848				63792274				63792274				30761493				-33030781						7%		48%

				Tuition and Fees				83159002				-3250000				79909002				79909002				69484710.5				-10424291.5						-4%		87%

				All Other Income				3326434				2181062				5507496				5507496				2245505.37				-3261990.63						66%		41%		3915261.57



				Total Revenues				146050862				3157910				149208772				149208772				102491708.9				46717063.13						2%		69%



				Expenditures

				Instructional & Academic Support				-94006431				2087960				-91918471				-91918471				-53499031.75				38419439.25						-2%		58%

				Public Service Programs				-937550				150000				-787550				-787550				-154816.12				632733.88						-16%		20%

				All Other Support Programs				-51106881				-5395870				-56502751				-56502751				-29674141.73				26828609.27						11%		53%



				Total Expenses				-146050862				-3157910				-149208772				-149208772				-83327989.6				-65880782.4						2%		56%



				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				0				0				0				0				-19163719				-19163719



				NET				0				0				0				0				0				0





		Student Financial Assistance



				Revenue				13541673				2150324				15691997				15691997				14357563.58				-1334433.42						16%		91%

				Expenditures				-13541673				-2150324				-15691997				-15691997				-8709437.2				6982559.8						16%		56%

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				0				0				0				0				-5648126.38				-5648126.38

				NET				0				0				0				0				0				0





		Sponsored Programs



				Revenue				8961640				0				8961640				8961640				6808800.57				-2152839.43						0%		76%

				Expenditures				-8961640				0				-8961640				-8961640				-6895015.35				2066624.65						0%		77%

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				0				0				0				0				86214.78				86214.78

				NET				0				0				0				0				0				0





		Auxiliary Enterprises



				Revenues				68269427				-959050				67310377				67310377				57513420.58				-9796956.42						-1%		85%		3915261.57

				Expenditures				-64823661				74702				-64748959				-64748959				-41215275.58				23533683.42						-0%		64%

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				-3445766				884348				-2561418				-2561418				-16298145				-13736727						-26%

				NET				0				0				0				0				0				0





		Total University



				Revenues				236823602				4349184				241172786				241172786				181171493.6				-60001292.4						2%		75%

				Expenses				-233377836				-5233532				-238611368				-238611368				-140147717.7				98463650.27						2%		59%

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				-3445766				884348				-2561418				-2561418				-41023775.6				-38462357.6						-26%

				NET				0				0				0				0				0				0



																$   241,172,786.00								$   181,171,493.60

		Notes:														$   (238,611,368.00)								$   (140,147,717.73)

		(a) Original Total Budget - Reflects the 2020-21 Operating Budget as of July 1, 2020 which was approved by the Board at the September 2020 meeting. Both recurring and one-time operating budgets are included.

		(b) Adjustments - Reflects the recommended 2020-21 Adjustments to the 2020-21 Original Total Budget. All recommended adjustments are one-time.

		(c) Adjusted Total Budget - Reflects the proposed 2020-21 Operating Budget inclusive of all recommended 2020-21 Adjustments. Both recurring and one-time operating budgets are included.

		(d) Actuals -  Reflects the annual activity as of January 31, 2021 including anticipated adjustments related to the recommended 2020-21 Adjustments.

		(e) Activity 4th Quarter- Reflects the projected activity from March 31, 2020 - June 30, 2020.
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University Budget Schedule (B)

		Radford University

		University Operating Budget

		2020-21



		Dollars in Thousands						Annual Budget for 2020-21																		Proposed Adjustments (b)

																						Original																				General Fund												Business Level Factors												Relief Funds																Miscellaneous Adjustments																				Adjusted

								Original								Adjusted						Total				1x				Central				Technical				Base				Operating				Health				Other				Student				IMPACT				Sales &				CARES												GEAR				One-Time				FY21 Aux				ERO				Cost				One-Time				Total

								Total Budget		(a)		Adjustments				Total Budget		(b)				Budget (a)				Adjustments				Appropriations				Adj.				Adjustments				Support				Holiday				Allocations				Levels				Lab				Service				Rd. I				CRF				GEERF				UP				Funding				Indirect				Support				Savings				Adjustments				Budget (c)

		Educational and General Programs



				Revenues																																																																																																								Check

				General Fund				59565426				0				63792274						59565426												0								4900000				-702000				28848																																																4226848				63792274						0				184,522

				Tuition and Fees				83159002				0				80314720						83159002												0																				-3250000																																												-3250000				79909002						0

				All Other Income				3326434				0				5387233						3326434												0																				-150000				1331062												1000000																												2181062				5507496						0

																																																																																																												0

				Revenue				146050862				0				149494227						146050862				0				0				0				0				4900000				-702000				28848				-3400000				1331062				0				0				1000000				0				0				0				0				0				0				3157910				149208772						0

																																																																																																												0

				Expenditures																																																																																																								0

				Instructional & Academic Support				-94943981				2808409				-92706021						-94943981				2808409				0				2808409												789461				-28848								-1331062																																								-570449				-92706021						0

				All Other Support Programs				-51106881				-2808409				-56788206						-51106881				-2808409				0				-2808409												422263																								-1000000																-5462066								3452342				-2587461				-56502751						0

																																																																																																												0

				Expenditures				-146050862				0				-149494227						-146050862				0				0				0				0				0				1211724				-28848				0				-1331062				0				0				-1000000				0				0				0				-5462066				0				3452342				-3157910				-149208772						0

																																																																																																												0

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				-4900000				-509724				0				3400000				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				5462066				0				-3452342				0				0						0

				NET				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0						0

																																																																																																												0

																																																																																																												0

		Student Financial Assistance																																																																																																										0

																																																																																																												0

				Revenue				13541673				0				15691997						13541673												0				0												184522																588602								1299200				78000																				2150324				15691997						0

				Expenditures				-13541673				0				-15691997						-13541673												0				0												-184522																-588602								-1299200				-78000																				-2150324				-15691997						0

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0						0

				NET				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0						0

																																																																																																												0

																																																																																																												0

		Sponsored Programs																																																																																																										0

																																																																																																												0

				Revenue				8961640				0				8961640						8961640												0				0																																																												0				8961640						0

				Expenditures				-8961640				0				-8961640						-8961640												0				0																																																												0				-8961640						0

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0						0

				NET				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0						0

																																																																																																												0

																																																																																																												0

		Auxiliary Enterprises																																																																																																										0

																																																																																																												0

				Revenues				68269427				4458099				72727526						68269427				0								0																				-1931249								-6143669				4546101				2569767																												-959050				67310377						0

				Expenditures				-64823661				0				-65655704.43						-64823661				80								80												190970								0												0				-2569767												-815974				4977744				-1708351								74622				-64748959						0

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				-3445766				-4458099				-7071821.57						-3445766				80				0				-80				0				0				-190970				0				1931249				0				6143669				-4546101				0				0				0				815974				-4977744				1708351				0				884428				-2561418						0

				NET				0				0				0						0				160				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0						0

																																																																																																												0

																																																																																																												0

		Total University																																																																																																										0

																																																																																																												0

				Revenues				236823602				4458099				246875390						236823602				0				0				0				0				4900000				-702000				213370				-5331249				1331062				-6143669				5134703				3569767				1299200				78000				0				0				0				0				4349184				241172786						0

				Expenses				-233377836				0				-239803568.4						-233377836				80				0				80				0				0				1402694				-213370				0				-1331062				0				-588602				-3569767				-1299200				-78000				-815974				-484322				-1708351				3452342				-5233612				-238611368						0

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				-3445766				-4458099				-7071821.57						-3445766				80				0				-80				0				-4900000				-700694				0				5331249				0				6143669				-4546101				0				0				0				815974				484322				1708351				-3452342				884428				-2561418						0

				NET				0				0				0						0				160		$0		0				0				0		$0		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0		0				0		$0		0		$0		0		$0		0				0		$0		0		$0		0		$0		0				0				0						0





		Notes:

		(a) Original Total Budget - Reflects the 2020-21 Operating Budget as of July 1, 2020 which was approved by the Board at the September 2020 meeting. Both recurring and one-time operating budgets are included.

		(b) Adjustments - Reflects the recommended adjustments to the Original Total Budget. All recommended adjustments are one-time.

		(c) Adjusted Total Budget - Reflects the revised 2020-21 Operating Budget inclusive of all recommended adjustments. 







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































&"Arial,Regular"&11DRAFT		&"Arial,Regular"&11&K01+000Schedule B




University Budget Schedule-B%

		Radford University

		University Operating Budget - Percentage Change

		2020-21



		Dollars in Thousands						Annual Budget for 2020-21																		Proposed Adjustments (b)

																						Original																				General Fund												Business Level Factors												Relief Funds																Miscellaneous Adjustments																				Adjusted

								Original								Adjusted						Total				1x				Central				Technical				Base				Operating				Health				Other				Student				IMPACT				Sales &				CARES												GEAR				One-Time				FY21 Aux				ERO				Cost				One-Time				Total

								Total Budget		(a)		Adjustments				Total Budget		(b)				Budget (a)				Adjustments				Appropriations				Adj.				Adjustments				Support				Holiday				Allocations				Levels				Lab				Service				Rd. I				CRF				GEERF				UP				Funding				Indirect				Support				Savings				Adjustments				Budget (c)

		Educational and General Programs



				Revenues																																																																																																								Check

				General Fund				59565426				0				63792274						59565426												0.00%								8.23%				-1.18%				0.05%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				7.10%				107.10%						59565425				184,522

				Tuition and Fees				83159002				0				80314720						83159002												0.00%								0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				-3.91%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				-3.91%				96.09%						83159001

				All Other Income				3326434				0				5387233						3326434												0.00%								0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				-4.51%				40.01%				0.00%				0.00%				30.06%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				65.57%				165.57%						3326433

																																																																																																												0

				Revenue				14605086200.00%				0.00%				14949422700.00%						14605086200.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				8.23%				-1.18%				0.05%				-8.42%				40.01%				0.00%				0.00%				30.06%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				68.76%				14605086268.76%						0.00%

																																																																																																												0

				Expenditures																																																																																																								0

				Instructional & Academic Support				-94943981				2808409				-92706021						-94943981				2808409				0				-2.96%								0.00%				-0.83%				0.03%				0.00%				1.40%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.60%				-94943981.02						0

				All Other Support Programs				-51106881				-2808409				-56788206						-51106881				-2808409				0				5.50%								0.00%				-0.83%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				1.96%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				10.69%				0.00%				-6.76%				5.06%				-51106880.89						0

																																																																																																												0

				Expenditures				-14605086200.00%				0.00%				-14949422700.00%						-14605086200.00%				0.00%				0.00%				2.54%				0.00%				0.00%				-1.66%				0.03%				0.00%				1.40%				0.00%				0.00%				1.96%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				10.69%				0.00%				-6.76%				5.66%				-14605086191.80%						0.00%

																																																																																																												0

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				-1				-1						0

				NET				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0						0

																																																																																																												0

																																																																																																												0

		Student Financial Assistance																																																																																																										0

																																																																																																												0

				Revenue				13541673				0				15691997						13541673												0.00%				0				0.00%				0.00%				1.36%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				4.35%				0.00%				9.59%				0.58%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				15.88%				13541673.16						0

				Expenditures				-13541673				0				-15691997						-13541673												0.00%				0				0.00%				0.00%				1.36%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				4.35%				0.00%				9.59%				0.58%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				15.88%				-13541672.84						0

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				-0.0272524672				0				0				0				-0.086931947				0				-0.1918817564				-0.0115199946				0				0				0				0				-0.3175861653				-0.3175861653						0

				NET				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				-0.0000000004						0.0000000004

																																																																																																												0

																																																																																																												0

		Sponsored Programs																																																																																																										0

																																																																																																												0

				Revenue				8961640				0				8961640						8961640												0.00%				0				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				8961640						0

				Expenditures				-8961640				0				-8961640						-8961640												0.00%				0				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				-8961640						0

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0						0

				NET				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0						0

																																																																																																												0

																																																																																																												0

		Auxiliary Enterprises																																																																																																										0

																																																																																																												0

				Revenues				68269427				4458099				72727526						68269427				0								0.00%								0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				-2.83%				0.00%				-9.00%				6.66%				3.76%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				-1.40%				68269426.99						0

				Expenditures				-64823661				0				-65655704.43						-64823661				80								-0.00%								0.00%				-0.29%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				3.96%				0.00%				0.00%				1.26%				-7.68%				2.64%				0.00%				-0.12%				-64823661						0

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				-3445766				-4458099				-7071821.57						-3445766				80				0				0.0000012341				0				0				0.0029459922				0				0.0282886364				0				0.0899915126				-0.0665905838				-0.0772839724				0				0				-0.0125875951				0.0767889984				-0.0263538186				0				0.0151991697				-3445765.985						0

				NET				0				0				0						0				160				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0						0

																																																																																																												0

																																																																																																												0

		Total University																																																																																																										0

																																																																																																												0

				Revenues				236823602				4458099				246875390						236823602				0				0				0.00%				0				2.07%				-0.30%				0.09%				-2.25%				0.56%				-2.59%				2.17%				1.51%				0.55%				0.03%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				1.84%				236823602.8						-0.8139358163

				Expenses				-233377836				0				-239803568.4						-233377836				80				0				-0.00%				0				0.00%				-0.60%				0.09%				0.00%				0.57%				0.00%				0.25%				1.53%				0.56%				0.03%				0.35%				0.21%				0.73%				-1.48%				2.24%				-233377835.8						-0.2172242701

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				-3445766				-4458099				-7071821.57						-3445766				80				0				0.0000012341				0				0				0.0029459922				-0.0272524672				0.0282886364				0				0.0899915126				-0.1535225308				-0.0772839724				-0.1918817564				-0.0115199946				-0.0125875951				0.0767889984				-0.0263538186				0				-1.302386996				-3445767.302						0

				NET				0				0				0						0				160		$0		0				0				0		$0		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0		0				0		$0		0		$0		0		$0		0				0		$0		0		$0		0		$0		0				0				0						0





		Notes:

		(a) Original Total Budget - Reflects the 2020-21 Operating Budget as of July 1, 2020 which was approved by the Board at the September 2020 meeting. Both recurring and one-time operating budgets are included.

		(b) Adjustments - Reflects the recommended adjustments to the Original Total Budget. All recommended adjustments are one-time.

		(c) Adjusted Total Budget - Reflects the revised 2020-21 Operating Budget inclusive of all recommended adjustments. 







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































&"Arial,Regular"&11DRAFT		&"Arial,Regular"&11&K01+000Schedule B




Auxiliary Budget - Not for BOV

		Radford University

		Proposed Auxiliary Enterprise Budget

		2020-21

																																																																						-84936

		Dollars in Thousands						Annual Budget for 2020-21														2020-21				2020-21 Adjustments																																																																				2020-21



																																						NGF				Business Level Factors				Business Level Factors				Relief				Relief				MISC				MISC				MISC				MISC				MISC				MISC				MISC				MISC

								Original								Adjusted						Original				Back-out 1X				Actual				Technical				Health Holiday				Comp Fee				Sales/Service				CARES I				CRF				Indirect				ERO				Off-Campus				Interim Director				Carilion				Nurse				Other				Auxiliary				One-Time				Recommended

								Total Budget		(a)		Adjustments				Total Budget		(b)				Total Budget				Adjustments				Base Bud				Adjustments				Prem Savings				Adjustments				Adjustments				Institutional				Funding				Adjustments				Adjustments				Apt Reno				Adjustment				Contract Paymts				Navigator				Adjustments				Adjustments				Adjustments				Total Budget		(c)

		Residential & Dining Programs																																																																																																Residential & Dining Programs



				Revenues				34339483				0				34339483						34339483												0												-4000000				3915261.57																																				0				-84738.43				34254744.57				($84,738)

				Expenditures				-32760974				-696145				-33457119						-32760974												0				62818																				2734122								-567959																-2546				-570505				2226435				-30534539				$2,226,435

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				-1578509				696145				-882364						-1578509				0				0				0				-62818				0				4000000				-3915261.57				0				-2734122				0				567959				0				0				0				2546				570505				-2141696.57				-3720205.57				($2,141,697)

				NET				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0



		Bookstore																																																																																																Bookstore



				Revenues				285000				0				285000						285000												0												-102000																																								0				-102000				183000				$-102,000

				Expenditures				-272043				0				-272043						-272043												0																								7132																												0				7132				-264911				$7,132

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				-12957				0				-12957						-12957				0				0				0				0				0				102000				0				0				-7132				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				94868				81911				$94,868

				NET				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0



		Parking & Transportation																																																																																																Parking & Transportation



				Revenues				1828286				0				1828286						1828286												0								-81376				-100000																																								0				-181376				1646910				$-181,376

				Expenditures				-1694529				0				-1694529						-1694529												0				5224																				-119640																												0				-114416				-1808945				$-114,416

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				-133757				0				-133757						-133757				0				0				0				-5224				81376				100000				0				0				119640				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				295792				162035				$295,792

				NET				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0



		Telecommunications																																																																																																Telecommunications



				Revenues				560000				0				560000						560000												0																																																				0				0				560000				$0

				Expenditures				-528907				6				-528901						-528907												0				1475																				57897																												0				59372				-469535				$59,372

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				-31093				-6				-31099						-31093				0				0				0				-1475				0				0				0				0				-57897				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				-59372				-90465				$-59,372

				NET				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0



		Student Health Services																																																																																																Student Health Services



				Revenues				2814675				0				2814675						2814675												0								-202294				-75000																																								0				-277294				2537381				$-277,294

				Expenditures				-2599201				-158200				-2757401						-2599201												80				8403																				313418																-114497				-43783								-158280				163541				-2435580				$163,621

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				-215474				158200				-57274						-215474				0				0				-80				-8403				202294				75000				0				0				-313418				0				0				0				114497				43783				0				158280				113753				-101801				$113,673

				NET				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0



		Student Programming																																																																																																Student Programming



				Revenues				7524691				0				7524691						7524691												0								-436680				-100000																																								0				-536680				6988011				$-536,680

				Expenditures				-7216554				-1486				-7218040						-7216554												0				26425																				491088																								-1486				-1486				516027				-6700527				$516,027

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				-308137				1486				-306651						-308137				0				0				0				-26425				436680				100000				0				0				-491088				0				0				0				0				0				1486				1486				20653				-287484				$20,653

				NET				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0



		Building & Facilities																																																																																																Building & Facilities



				Revenues				2489443				0				2489443						2489443												0								-327224				-49069				630839.43				2569767																																0				2824313.43				5313756.43				$2,824,313

				Expenditures				-1372959				-1880256				-3253215						-1372959												0				8009																-2569767				167353				-1708351																								0				-4102756				-5475715				$-4,102,756

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				-1116484				1880256				763772						-1116484				0				0				0				-8009				327224				49069				-630839.43				0				-167353				1708351				0				0				0				0				0				0				1278442.57				161958.57				$1,278,443

				NET				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0



		Other Enterprise Functions																																																																																																Other Enterprise Functions



				Revenues				7246497				0				7246497						7246497												0								-188540				-861837																																								0				-1050377				6196120				$-1,050,377

				Expenditures				-7049426				-84936				-7134362						-7049426												0				18815																				412752												-84936																-84936				346631				-6702795				346,631

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				-197071				84936				-112135						-197071				0				0				0				-18815				188540				861837				0				0				-412752				0				0				84936				0				0				0				84936				703746				506675				703,746

				NET				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0



		Intercollegiate Athletics																																																																																																Intercollegiate Athletics



				Revenues				11181352				0				11181352						11181352												0								-695135				-855763																																								0				-1550898				9630454				$-1,550,898

				Expenditures				-11329068				-767				-11329835						-11329068												0				59801																				913622																								-767				-767				972656				-10356412				972,656

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				147716				767				148483						147716				0				0				0				-59801				695135				855763				0				0				-913622				0				0				0				0				0				767				767				578242				725958				578,242

				NET				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0



		Total Auxiliary Enterprise



				Revenues				68269427				0				68269427						68269427				0				0				0				0				-1931249				-6143669				4546101				2569767				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				-959050				67310377				($959,050)

				Expenses				-64823661				-2821784				-67645445						-64823661				0				0				80				190970				0				0				0				-2569767				4977744				-1708351				-567959				-84936				-114497				-43783				-4799				-815974				74622				-64748959				74,702

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				-3445766				2821784				-623982						-3445766				0				0				-80				-190970				1931249				6143669				-4546101				0				-4977744				1708351				567959				84936				114497				43783				4799				815974				884428				-2561418				884,348

				NET				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0





		Notes:

		(a) Original Total Budget - Reflects the 2020-21 Operating Budget as of July 1, 2020 which was approved by the Board at the September 2020 meeting. Both recurring and one-time operating budgets are included.

		(b) Adjustments - Reflects the recommended adjustments to the Original Total Budget. All recommended adjustments are one-time.

		(c) Adjusted Total Budget - Reflects the revised 2020-21 Operating Budget inclusive of all recommended adjustments. 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































BOV Charts





				Radford University

				Financial Performance Summary

				For the Period Ending January 31, 2021 (Preliminary)





						Budget ($ in Thousands)												Actual ($ in Thousands)



						Revenue				Expense				Surplus/(Deficit)				Revenue				Expense				Surplus/(Deficit)



				University Operating



				Education & General		$149,209				($149,209)				$0				$102,492				($83,328)				$19,164



				Student Financial Assistance		15,692				(15,692)				0				14,358				(8,709)				5,648



				Sponsored Programs		8,962				(8,962)				0				6,809				(6,895)				(86)



				Auxiliary Enterprise		67,310				(64,749)				2,561				57,513				(41,215)				16,298



				Total University		$241,173				($238,611)				$2,561				$181,171				($140,148)				$41,024













				Radford University																																Radford University

				2020-21 Recommended Budget Summary																																2020-21 Proposed Revenues & Expenditures







						Revenue ($ in Thousands)												Expense ($ in Thousands)																		($ in Thousands)		Proposed				Proposed						Proposed

						Original				Adjustments				Total				Original				Adjustments				Total												Revenue				Expenditure						Cont/(Draw)



				University Operating																																University Operating



				Education & General		$146,051				$3,158				$149,209				($146,051)				($3,158)				($149,209)										  Education & General		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!



				Student Financial Assistance		13,542				2,150				15,692				(13,542)				(2,150)				(15,692)										  Student Financial Assistance		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!



				Sponsored Programs		8,962				0				8,962				(8,962)				0				(8,962)										  Sponsored Programs		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!



				Auxiliary Enterprise		68,269				(959)				67,310				(64,824)				75				(64,749)										  Auxiliary Enterprise		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!



				Total University		$236,824				$4,349				$241,173				($233,378)				($5,234)				($238,611)										Total University		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!







																																				Radford University

																																				2020-21 Proposed Revenues & Expenditures





																																				($ in Thousands)		Proposed				Proposed						Proposed

																																						Revenue				Expenditure						Cont/(Draw)



																																				Auxiliary Operating



																																				   Dining Services		$15,245				$15,122						$122

																																				   Bookstore		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!

				FY21		$241,173				$0																										   Residential Services		19,095				17,639						1,456

				FY20		$241,173				0.00%																										   Parking & Transportation		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!

																																				   Telecommunications		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!

																																				   Student Health Services		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!

																																				   Student Union & Recreation		6,418				6,081						337

																																				   Student Activities		1,106				1,135						(29)

																																				   Other Auxiliary		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!

																																				   Intercollegiate Athletics		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!



																																				Total Auxiliary		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!
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2021 Operating Activity/Budget Comparison

Business Affairs and Audit Committee

Revenue Expense Surplus/(Deficit) Revenue Expense Surplus/(Deficit)

University Operating

Education & General $149,209 ($149,209) $0 $102,492 ($83,328) $19,164

Student Financial Assistance 15,692 (15,692) 0 14,358 (8,709) 5,648

Sponsored Programs 8,962 (8,962) 0 6,809 (6,895) (86)

Auxiliary Enterprise 67,310 (64,749) 2,561 57,513 (41,215) 16,298

Total University $241,173 ($238,611) $2,561 $181,171 ($140,148) $41,024

Budget ($ in Thousands) Actual ($ in Thousands)

Radford University
Financial Performance Summary

For the Period Ending January 31, 2021 (Preliminary)
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University Summary-FPR (A)





		Radford University

		Financial Performance Report

		For the Period Ending January 31, 2021 (Preliminary)



		Dollars in Thousands

								Annual Budget for 2020-21												July 1, 2020 to January 31, 2021



								Original (a)				Adjustments (b)				Revised (c)				Projection (d)				Actuals (d)				Variance						Net Change (%)		% Actuals to Budget

		Educational and General Programs



				Revenues

				General Fund				59565426				4226848				63792274				63792274				30761493				-33030781						7%		48%

				Tuition and Fees				83159002				-3250000				79909002				79909002				69484710.5				-10424291.5						-4%		87%

				All Other Income				3326434				2181062				5507496				5507496				2245505.37				-3261990.63						66%		41%		3915261.57



				Total Revenues				146050862				3157910				149208772				149208772				102491708.9				46717063.13						2%		69%



				Expenditures

				Instructional & Academic Support				-94006431				2087960				-91918471				-91918471				-53499031.75				38419439.25						-2%		58%

				Public Service Programs				-937550				150000				-787550				-787550				-154816.12				632733.88						-16%		20%

				All Other Support Programs				-51106881				-5395870				-56502751				-56502751				-29674141.73				26828609.27						11%		53%



				Total Expenses				-146050862				-3157910				-149208772				-149208772				-83327989.6				-65880782.4						2%		56%



				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				0				0				0				0				-19163719				-19163719



				NET				0				0				0				0				0				0





		Student Financial Assistance



				Revenue				13541673				2150324				15691997				15691997				14357563.58				-1334433.42						16%		91%

				Expenditures				-13541673				-2150324				-15691997				-15691997				-8709437.2				6982559.8						16%		56%

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				0				0				0				0				-5648126.38				-5648126.38

				NET				0				0				0				0				0				0





		Sponsored Programs



				Revenue				8961640				0				8961640				8961640				6808800.57				-2152839.43						0%		76%

				Expenditures				-8961640				0				-8961640				-8961640				-6895015.35				2066624.65						0%		77%

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				0				0				0				0				86214.78				86214.78

				NET				0				0				0				0				0				0





		Auxiliary Enterprises



				Revenues				68269427				-959050				67310377				67310377				57513420.58				-9796956.42						-1%		85%		3915261.57

				Expenditures				-64823661				74702				-64748959				-64748959				-41215275.58				23533683.42						-0%		64%

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				-3445766				884348				-2561418				-2561418				-16298145				-13736727						-26%

				NET				0				0				0				0				0				0





		Total University



				Revenues				236823602				4349184				241172786				241172786				181171493.6				-60001292.4						2%		75%

				Expenses				-233377836				-5233532				-238611368				-238611368				-140147717.7				98463650.27						2%		59%

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				-3445766				884348				-2561418				-2561418				-41023775.6				-38462357.6						-26%

				NET				0				0				0				0				0				0



																$   241,172,786.00								$   181,171,493.60

		Notes:														$   (238,611,368.00)								$   (140,147,717.73)

		(a) Original Total Budget - Reflects the 2020-21 Operating Budget as of July 1, 2020 which was approved by the Board at the September 2020 meeting. Both recurring and one-time operating budgets are included.

		(b) Adjustments - Reflects the recommended 2020-21 Adjustments to the 2020-21 Original Total Budget. All recommended adjustments are one-time.

		(c) Adjusted Total Budget - Reflects the proposed 2020-21 Operating Budget inclusive of all recommended 2020-21 Adjustments. Both recurring and one-time operating budgets are included.

		(d) Actuals -  Reflects the annual activity as of January 31, 2021 including anticipated adjustments related to the recommended 2020-21 Adjustments.

		(e) Activity 4th Quarter- Reflects the projected activity from March 31, 2020 - June 30, 2020.



						Check		0				0				0

								0				0				0

								0				0				0
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University Budget Schedule (B)

		Radford University

		University Operating Budget

		2020-21



		Dollars in Thousands						Annual Budget for 2020-21																		Proposed Adjustments (b)

																						Original																				General Fund												Business Level Factors												Relief Funds																Miscellaneous Adjustments																				Adjusted

								Original								Adjusted						Total				1x				Central				Technical				Base				Operating				Health				Other				Student				IMPACT				Sales &				CARES												GEAR				One-Time				FY21 Aux				ERO				Cost				One-Time				Total

								Total Budget		(a)		Adjustments				Total Budget		(b)				Budget (a)				Adjustments				Appropriations				Adj.				Adjustments				Support				Holiday				Allocations				Levels				Lab				Service				Rd. I				CRF				GEERF				UP				Funding				Indirect				Support				Savings				Adjustments				Budget (c)

		Educational and General Programs



				Revenues																																																																																																								Check

				General Fund				59565426				0				63792274						59565426												0								4900000				-702000				28848																																																4226848				63792274						0				184,522

				Tuition and Fees				83159002				0				80314720						83159002												0																				-3250000																																												-3250000				79909002						0

				All Other Income				3326434				0				5387233						3326434												0																				-150000				1331062												1000000																												2181062				5507496						0

																																																																																																												0

				Revenue				146050862				0				149494227						146050862				0				0				0				0				4900000				-702000				28848				-3400000				1331062				0				0				1000000				0				0				0				0				0				0				3157910				149208772						0

																																																																																																												0

				Expenditures																																																																																																								0

				Instructional & Academic Support				-94943981				2808409				-92706021						-94943981				2808409				0				2808409												789461				-28848								-1331062																																								-570449				-92706021						0

				All Other Support Programs				-51106881				-2808409				-56788206						-51106881				-2808409				0				-2808409												422263																								-1000000																-5462066								3452342				-2587461				-56502751						0

																																																																																																												0

				Expenditures				-146050862				0				-149494227						-146050862				0				0				0				0				0				1211724				-28848				0				-1331062				0				0				-1000000				0				0				0				-5462066				0				3452342				-3157910				-149208772						0

																																																																																																												0

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				-4900000				-509724				0				3400000				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				5462066				0				-3452342				0				0						0

				NET				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0						0

																																																																																																												0

																																																																																																												0

		Student Financial Assistance																																																																																																										0

																																																																																																												0

				Revenue				13541673				0				15691997						13541673												0				0												184522																588602								1299200				78000																				2150324				15691997						0

				Expenditures				-13541673				0				-15691997						-13541673												0				0												-184522																-588602								-1299200				-78000																				-2150324				-15691997						0

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0						0

				NET				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0						0

																																																																																																												0

																																																																																																												0

		Sponsored Programs																																																																																																										0

																																																																																																												0

				Revenue				8961640				0				8961640						8961640												0				0																																																												0				8961640						0

				Expenditures				-8961640				0				-8961640						-8961640												0				0																																																												0				-8961640						0

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0						0

				NET				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0						0

																																																																																																												0

																																																																																																												0

		Auxiliary Enterprises																																																																																																										0

																																																																																																												0

				Revenues				68269427				4458099				72727526						68269427				0								0																				-1931249								-6143669				4546101				2569767																												-959050				67310377						0

				Expenditures				-64823661				0				-65655704.43						-64823661				80								80												190970								0												0				-2569767												-815974				4977744				-1708351								74622				-64748959						0

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				-3445766				-4458099				-7071821.57						-3445766				80				0				-80				0				0				-190970				0				1931249				0				6143669				-4546101				0				0				0				815974				-4977744				1708351				0				884428				-2561418						0

				NET				0				0				0						0				160				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0						0

																																																																																																												0

																																																																																																												0

		Total University																																																																																																										0

																																																																																																												0

				Revenues				236823602				4458099				246875390						236823602				0				0				0				0				4900000				-702000				213370				-5331249				1331062				-6143669				5134703				3569767				1299200				78000				0				0				0				0				4349184				241172786						0

				Expenses				-233377836				0				-239803568.4						-233377836				80				0				80				0				0				1402694				-213370				0				-1331062				0				-588602				-3569767				-1299200				-78000				-815974				-484322				-1708351				3452342				-5233612				-238611368						0

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				-3445766				-4458099				-7071821.57						-3445766				80				0				-80				0				-4900000				-700694				0				5331249				0				6143669				-4546101				0				0				0				815974				484322				1708351				-3452342				884428				-2561418						0

				NET				0				0				0						0				160		$0		0				0				0		$0		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0		0				0		$0		0		$0		0		$0		0				0		$0		0		$0		0		$0		0				0				0						0





		Notes:

		(a) Original Total Budget - Reflects the 2020-21 Operating Budget as of July 1, 2020 which was approved by the Board at the September 2020 meeting. Both recurring and one-time operating budgets are included.

		(b) Adjustments - Reflects the recommended adjustments to the Original Total Budget. All recommended adjustments are one-time.

		(c) Adjusted Total Budget - Reflects the revised 2020-21 Operating Budget inclusive of all recommended adjustments. 







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































&"Arial,Regular"&11DRAFT		&"Arial,Regular"&11&K01+000Schedule B




University Budget Schedule-B%

		Radford University

		University Operating Budget - Percentage Change

		2020-21



		Dollars in Thousands						Annual Budget for 2020-21																		Proposed Adjustments (b)

																						Original																				General Fund												Business Level Factors												Relief Funds																Miscellaneous Adjustments																				Adjusted

								Original								Adjusted						Total				1x				Central				Technical				Base				Operating				Health				Other				Student				IMPACT				Sales &				CARES												GEAR				One-Time				FY21 Aux				ERO				Cost				One-Time				Total

								Total Budget		(a)		Adjustments				Total Budget		(b)				Budget (a)				Adjustments				Appropriations				Adj.				Adjustments				Support				Holiday				Allocations				Levels				Lab				Service				Rd. I				CRF				GEERF				UP				Funding				Indirect				Support				Savings				Adjustments				Budget (c)

		Educational and General Programs



				Revenues																																																																																																								Check

				General Fund				59565426				0				63792274						59565426												0.00%								8.23%				-1.18%				0.05%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				7.10%				107.10%						59565425				184,522

				Tuition and Fees				83159002				0				80314720						83159002												0.00%								0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				-3.91%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				-3.91%				96.09%						83159001

				All Other Income				3326434				0				5387233						3326434												0.00%								0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				-4.51%				40.01%				0.00%				0.00%				30.06%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				65.57%				165.57%						3326433

																																																																																																												0

				Revenue				14605086200.00%				0.00%				14949422700.00%						14605086200.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				8.23%				-1.18%				0.05%				-8.42%				40.01%				0.00%				0.00%				30.06%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				68.76%				14605086268.76%						0.00%

																																																																																																												0

				Expenditures																																																																																																								0

				Instructional & Academic Support				-94943981				2808409				-92706021						-94943981				2808409				0				-2.96%								0.00%				-0.83%				0.03%				0.00%				1.40%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.60%				-94943981.02						0

				All Other Support Programs				-51106881				-2808409				-56788206						-51106881				-2808409				0				5.50%								0.00%				-0.83%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				1.96%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				10.69%				0.00%				-6.76%				5.06%				-51106880.89						0

																																																																																																												0

				Expenditures				-14605086200.00%				0.00%				-14949422700.00%						-14605086200.00%				0.00%				0.00%				2.54%				0.00%				0.00%				-1.66%				0.03%				0.00%				1.40%				0.00%				0.00%				1.96%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				10.69%				0.00%				-6.76%				5.66%				-14605086191.80%						0.00%

																																																																																																												0

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				-1				-1						0

				NET				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0						0

																																																																																																												0

																																																																																																												0

		Student Financial Assistance																																																																																																										0

																																																																																																												0

				Revenue				13541673				0				15691997						13541673												0.00%				0				0.00%				0.00%				1.36%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				4.35%				0.00%				9.59%				0.58%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				15.88%				13541673.16						0

				Expenditures				-13541673				0				-15691997						-13541673												0.00%				0				0.00%				0.00%				1.36%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				4.35%				0.00%				9.59%				0.58%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				15.88%				-13541672.84						0

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				-0.0272524672				0				0				0				-0.086931947				0				-0.1918817564				-0.0115199946				0				0				0				0				-0.3175861653				-0.3175861653						0

				NET				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				-0.0000000004						0.0000000004

																																																																																																												0

																																																																																																												0

		Sponsored Programs																																																																																																										0

																																																																																																												0

				Revenue				8961640				0				8961640						8961640												0.00%				0				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				8961640						0

				Expenditures				-8961640				0				-8961640						-8961640												0.00%				0				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				-8961640						0

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0						0

				NET				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0						0

																																																																																																												0

																																																																																																												0

		Auxiliary Enterprises																																																																																																										0

																																																																																																												0

				Revenues				68269427				4458099				72727526						68269427				0								0.00%								0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				-2.83%				0.00%				-9.00%				6.66%				3.76%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				-1.40%				68269426.99						0

				Expenditures				-64823661				0				-65655704.43						-64823661				80								-0.00%								0.00%				-0.29%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				3.96%				0.00%				0.00%				1.26%				-7.68%				2.64%				0.00%				-0.12%				-64823661						0

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				-3445766				-4458099				-7071821.57						-3445766				80				0				0.0000012341				0				0				0.0029459922				0				0.0282886364				0				0.0899915126				-0.0665905838				-0.0772839724				0				0				-0.0125875951				0.0767889984				-0.0263538186				0				0.0151991697				-3445765.985						0

				NET				0				0				0						0				160				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0						0

																																																																																																												0

																																																																																																												0

		Total University																																																																																																										0

																																																																																																												0

				Revenues				236823602				4458099				246875390						236823602				0				0				0.00%				0				2.07%				-0.30%				0.09%				-2.25%				0.56%				-2.59%				2.17%				1.51%				0.55%				0.03%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				1.84%				236823602.8						-0.8139358163

				Expenses				-233377836				0				-239803568.4						-233377836				80				0				-0.00%				0				0.00%				-0.60%				0.09%				0.00%				0.57%				0.00%				0.25%				1.53%				0.56%				0.03%				0.35%				0.21%				0.73%				-1.48%				2.24%				-233377835.8						-0.2172242701

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				-3445766				-4458099				-7071821.57						-3445766				80				0				0.0000012341				0				0				0.0029459922				-0.0272524672				0.0282886364				0				0.0899915126				-0.1535225308				-0.0772839724				-0.1918817564				-0.0115199946				-0.0125875951				0.0767889984				-0.0263538186				0				-1.302386996				-3445767.302						0

				NET				0				0				0						0				160		$0		0				0				0		$0		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0		0				0		$0		0		$0		0		$0		0				0		$0		0		$0		0		$0		0				0				0						0





		Notes:

		(a) Original Total Budget - Reflects the 2020-21 Operating Budget as of July 1, 2020 which was approved by the Board at the September 2020 meeting. Both recurring and one-time operating budgets are included.

		(b) Adjustments - Reflects the recommended adjustments to the Original Total Budget. All recommended adjustments are one-time.

		(c) Adjusted Total Budget - Reflects the revised 2020-21 Operating Budget inclusive of all recommended adjustments. 
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Auxiliary Budget - Not for BOV

		Radford University

		Proposed Auxiliary Enterprise Budget

		2020-21

																																																																						-84936

		Dollars in Thousands						Annual Budget for 2020-21														2020-21				2020-21 Adjustments																																																																				2020-21



																																						NGF				Business Level Factors				Business Level Factors				Relief				Relief				MISC				MISC				MISC				MISC				MISC				MISC				MISC				MISC

								Original								Adjusted						Original				Back-out 1X				Actual				Technical				Health Holiday				Comp Fee				Sales/Service				CARES I				CRF				Indirect				ERO				Off-Campus				Interim Director				Carilion				Nurse				Other				Auxiliary				One-Time				Recommended

								Total Budget		(a)		Adjustments				Total Budget		(b)				Total Budget				Adjustments				Base Bud				Adjustments				Prem Savings				Adjustments				Adjustments				Institutional				Funding				Adjustments				Adjustments				Apt Reno				Adjustment				Contract Paymts				Navigator				Adjustments				Adjustments				Adjustments				Total Budget		(c)

		Residential & Dining Programs																																																																																																Residential & Dining Programs



				Revenues				34339483				0				34339483						34339483												0												-4000000				3915261.57																																				0				-84738.43				34254744.57				($84,738)

				Expenditures				-32760974				-696145				-33457119						-32760974												0				62818																				2734122								-567959																-2546				-570505				2226435				-30534539				$2,226,435

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				-1578509				696145				-882364						-1578509				0				0				0				-62818				0				4000000				-3915261.57				0				-2734122				0				567959				0				0				0				2546				570505				-2141696.57				-3720205.57				($2,141,697)

				NET				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0



		Bookstore																																																																																																Bookstore



				Revenues				285000				0				285000						285000												0												-102000																																								0				-102000				183000				$-102,000

				Expenditures				-272043				0				-272043						-272043												0																								7132																												0				7132				-264911				$7,132

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				-12957				0				-12957						-12957				0				0				0				0				0				102000				0				0				-7132				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				94868				81911				$94,868

				NET				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0



		Parking & Transportation																																																																																																Parking & Transportation



				Revenues				1828286				0				1828286						1828286												0								-81376				-100000																																								0				-181376				1646910				$-181,376

				Expenditures				-1694529				0				-1694529						-1694529												0				5224																				-119640																												0				-114416				-1808945				$-114,416

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				-133757				0				-133757						-133757				0				0				0				-5224				81376				100000				0				0				119640				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				295792				162035				$295,792

				NET				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0



		Telecommunications																																																																																																Telecommunications



				Revenues				560000				0				560000						560000												0																																																				0				0				560000				$0

				Expenditures				-528907				6				-528901						-528907												0				1475																				57897																												0				59372				-469535				$59,372

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				-31093				-6				-31099						-31093				0				0				0				-1475				0				0				0				0				-57897				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				-59372				-90465				$-59,372

				NET				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0



		Student Health Services																																																																																																Student Health Services



				Revenues				2814675				0				2814675						2814675												0								-202294				-75000																																								0				-277294				2537381				$-277,294

				Expenditures				-2599201				-158200				-2757401						-2599201												80				8403																				313418																-114497				-43783								-158280				163541				-2435580				$163,621

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				-215474				158200				-57274						-215474				0				0				-80				-8403				202294				75000				0				0				-313418				0				0				0				114497				43783				0				158280				113753				-101801				$113,673

				NET				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0



		Student Programming																																																																																																Student Programming



				Revenues				7524691				0				7524691						7524691												0								-436680				-100000																																								0				-536680				6988011				$-536,680

				Expenditures				-7216554				-1486				-7218040						-7216554												0				26425																				491088																								-1486				-1486				516027				-6700527				$516,027

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				-308137				1486				-306651						-308137				0				0				0				-26425				436680				100000				0				0				-491088				0				0				0				0				0				1486				1486				20653				-287484				$20,653

				NET				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0



		Building & Facilities																																																																																																Building & Facilities



				Revenues				2489443				0				2489443						2489443												0								-327224				-49069				630839.43				2569767																																0				2824313.43				5313756.43				$2,824,313

				Expenditures				-1372959				-1880256				-3253215						-1372959												0				8009																-2569767				167353				-1708351																								0				-4102756				-5475715				$-4,102,756

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				-1116484				1880256				763772						-1116484				0				0				0				-8009				327224				49069				-630839.43				0				-167353				1708351				0				0				0				0				0				0				1278442.57				161958.57				$1,278,443

				NET				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0



		Other Enterprise Functions																																																																																																Other Enterprise Functions



				Revenues				7246497				0				7246497						7246497												0								-188540				-861837																																								0				-1050377				6196120				$-1,050,377

				Expenditures				-7049426				-84936				-7134362						-7049426												0				18815																				412752												-84936																-84936				346631				-6702795				346,631

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				-197071				84936				-112135						-197071				0				0				0				-18815				188540				861837				0				0				-412752				0				0				84936				0				0				0				84936				703746				506675				703,746

				NET				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0



		Intercollegiate Athletics																																																																																																Intercollegiate Athletics



				Revenues				11181352				0				11181352						11181352												0								-695135				-855763																																								0				-1550898				9630454				$-1,550,898

				Expenditures				-11329068				-767				-11329835						-11329068												0				59801																				913622																								-767				-767				972656				-10356412				972,656

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				147716				767				148483						147716				0				0				0				-59801				695135				855763				0				0				-913622				0				0				0				0				0				767				767				578242				725958				578,242

				NET				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0



		Total Auxiliary Enterprise



				Revenues				68269427				0				68269427						68269427				0				0				0				0				-1931249				-6143669				4546101				2569767				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				-959050				67310377				($959,050)

				Expenses				-64823661				-2821784				-67645445						-64823661				0				0				80				190970				0				0				0				-2569767				4977744				-1708351				-567959				-84936				-114497				-43783				-4799				-815974				74622				-64748959				74,702

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				-3445766				2821784				-623982						-3445766				0				0				-80				-190970				1931249				6143669				-4546101				0				-4977744				1708351				567959				84936				114497				43783				4799				815974				884428				-2561418				884,348

				NET				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0





		Notes:

		(a) Original Total Budget - Reflects the 2020-21 Operating Budget as of July 1, 2020 which was approved by the Board at the September 2020 meeting. Both recurring and one-time operating budgets are included.

		(b) Adjustments - Reflects the recommended adjustments to the Original Total Budget. All recommended adjustments are one-time.

		(c) Adjusted Total Budget - Reflects the revised 2020-21 Operating Budget inclusive of all recommended adjustments. 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































BOV Charts





				Radford University

				Financial Performance Summary

				For the Period Ending January 31, 2021 (Preliminary)





						Budget ($ in Thousands)												Actual ($ in Thousands)



						Revenue				Expense				Surplus/(Deficit)				Revenue				Expense				Surplus/(Deficit)



				University Operating



				Education & General		$149,209				($149,209)				$0				$102,492				($83,328)				$19,164



				Student Financial Assistance		15,692				(15,692)				0				14,358				(8,709)				5,648



				Sponsored Programs		8,962				(8,962)				0				6,809				(6,895)				(86)



				Auxiliary Enterprise		67,310				(64,749)				2,561				57,513				(41,215)				16,298



				Total University		$241,173				($238,611)				$2,561				$181,171				($140,148)				$41,024













				Radford University																																Radford University

				2020-21 Recommended Budget Summary																																2020-21 Proposed Revenues & Expenditures







						Revenue ($ in Thousands)												Expense ($ in Thousands)																		($ in Thousands)		Proposed				Proposed						Proposed

						Original				Adjustments				Total				Original				Adjustments				Total												Revenue				Expenditure						Cont/(Draw)



				University Operating																																University Operating



				Education & General		$146,051				$3,158				$149,209				($146,051)				($3,158)				($149,209)										  Education & General		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!



				Student Financial Assistance		13,542				2,150				15,692				(13,542)				(2,150)				(15,692)										  Student Financial Assistance		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!



				Sponsored Programs		8,962				0				8,962				(8,962)				0				(8,962)										  Sponsored Programs		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!



				Auxiliary Enterprise		68,269				(959)				67,310				(64,824)				75				(64,749)										  Auxiliary Enterprise		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!



				Total University		$236,824				$4,349				$241,173				($233,378)				($5,234)				($238,611)										Total University		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!







																																				Radford University

																																				2020-21 Proposed Revenues & Expenditures





																																				($ in Thousands)		Proposed				Proposed						Proposed

																																						Revenue				Expenditure						Cont/(Draw)



																																				Auxiliary Operating



																																				   Dining Services		$15,245				$15,122						$122

																																				   Bookstore		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!

				FY21		$241,173				$0																										   Residential Services		19,095				17,639						1,456

				FY20		$241,173				0.00%																										   Parking & Transportation		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!

																																				   Telecommunications		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!

																																				   Student Health Services		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!

																																				   Student Union & Recreation		6,418				6,081						337

																																				   Student Activities		1,106				1,135						(29)

																																				   Other Auxiliary		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!

																																				   Intercollegiate Athletics		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!



																																				Total Auxiliary		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!
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2020-2022 Biennial Budget 
General Assembly Session Update 

Business Affairs and Audit Committee February 11, 2021
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Crossover Summary: Operating Support

Business Affairs and Audit Committee

Maintain affordability access and increase support for Radford 
University Carilion 

• Executive Budget: None included
• House: University allocation of $12.9 million

— Main Campus allocation of $2.9 million 
— RUC allocation of $10.0 million 

• Senate: University allocation of $6.9 million 
— Main Campus allocation of $2.9 million 
— RUC allocation of $4.0 million 
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Crossover Summary: Compensation

• Executive Budget:
— $1,500 bonus for all state employees 
— $750 bonus for all adjuncts 
— Effective 9/1/2021

• House:
— 3.5% salary increase for all state employees (including adjuncts) 
— Effective 6/10/2021

• Senate:
— 3.0% salary increase for all state employees (including adjuncts) 
— Effective 8/10/2021

Business Affairs and Audit Committee
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Crossover Summary: COVID-19 Relief

Business Affairs and Audit Committee

Provide additional funding to Institutions of Higher Education for 
COVID-19 relief

• Executive Budget: No additional provided 
• House:

— Total federal funding allocation of $34.5 million 
— University allocation is $1.1 million 

• Senate:
— Total Coronavirus Relief Funding (CRF) allocation of $17.3 million for testing 
— Total Governor’s Emergency Education Relief Fund (GEERF) allocation of 

$22.0 million for additional need based undergraduate financial aid
— University allocation unknown 
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Crossover Summary: Financial Aid

Business Affairs and Audit Committee

• Executive Budget: 
— University allocation of $2.5 million 

• House:
— No changes 

• Senate:
— No changes 
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Crossover Summary: House Language/Policy

Business Affairs and Audit Committee

• Higher Education Refund Policies
― Refund policies shall be actively disclosed by electronic or written notice. 

Each university Board of Visitors shall adopt a refund policy that clearly 
incorporates the amount of refund owed in the event of changes in the 
mode of course delivery 

• Board of Visitors Contact Information:
— Boards of Visitors shall post on their websites publicly available contact 

information for each board member, including email addresses.
• Cost Study:

― SCHEV shall conduct a pilot cost study and analysis to determine the 
effectiveness of detailed cost analysis in achieving greater financial 
efficiencies and mitigating the need for tuition increases.
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Crossover Summary: Senate Language/Policy

Business Affairs and Audit Committee

• Athletic Fee Reporting 
― Reporting requirements on intercollegiate athletic revenues and expenses, 

specifically related to the share of athletic revenues from school funds and 
student fees, shall be temporarily suspended for fiscal years 2020, 2021, 
and 2022.

• Request for Proposal Advertising:
— Consistent with the 2019 updates to the Virginia Public Procurement Act, 

institutions of higher education that have entered into memoranda of 
understanding or management agreements with the state are permitted to 
conform their Request for Proposal advertising rules to that of § 2.2-
4302.2.A.2.
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CRRSAA: Higher Education Emergency Relief Fund (HEERF II) 

Business Affairs and Audit Committee

• Coronavirus Response and Relief Supplemental Appropriations Act, 
2021 (CRRSAA) authorizes $81.88 billion in support for education.

• $21.2 billion has been approved to serve students and ensure learning 
continues during the COVID-19 pandemic.

• University allocation is $14.1 million 
― $4.5* million allocated for student aid 
― $9.5* million for institutional support 

• Institutional portion may cover:
― Lost revenue 
― Reimbursement of expenses incurred 
― Technology cost

*Amounts may not total due to rounding.
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2022 Mitigation Fund Strategies

Business Affairs and Audit Committee

CRRSAA - Institutional Portion $9,509,633
E&G One-Time Operating 3,130,193
E&G Reserve 3,523,327
Auxiliary Indirect Return - FY21 4,977,744
Auxiliary Indirect Return - FY20 2,136,628

Total $23,277,525
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University Summary-FPR (A)





		Radford University

		Financial Performance Report

		For the Period Ending January 31, 2021 (Preliminary)



		Dollars in Thousands

								Annual Budget for 2020-21												July 1, 2020 to January 31, 2021



								Original (a)				Adjustments (b)				Revised (c)				Projection (d)				Actuals (d)				Variance						Net Change (%)		% Actuals to Budget

		Educational and General Programs



				Revenues

				General Fund				59565426				4226848				63792274				63792274				30761493				-33030781						7.10%		48.22%

				Tuition and Fees				83159002				-3250000				79909002				79909002				69484710.5				-10424291.5						-3.91%		86.95%

				All Other Income				3326434				2181062				5507496				5507496				2245505.37				-3261990.63						65.57%		40.77%		3915261.57



				Total Revenues				146050862				3157910				149208772				149208772				102491708.9				46717063.13						2.16%		68.69%



				Expenditures

				Instructional & Academic Support				-94006431				2087960				-91918471				-91918471				-53499031.75				38419439.25						-2.22%		58.20%

				Public Service Programs				-937550				150000				-787550				-787550				-154816.12				632733.88						-16.00%		19.66%

				All Other Support Programs				-51106881				-5395870				-56502751				-56502751				-29674141.73				26828609.27						10.56%		52.52%



				Total Expenses				-146050862				-3157910				-149208772				-149208772				-83327989.6				-65880782.4						2.16%		55.85%



				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				0				0				0				0				-19163719				-19163719



				NET				0				0				0				0				0				0





		Student Financial Assistance



				Revenue				13541673				2150324				15691997				15691997				14357563.58				-1334433.42						15.88%		91.50%

				Expenditures				-13541673				-2150324				-15691997				-15691997				-8709437.2				6982559.8						15.88%		55.50%

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				0				0				0				0				-5648126.38				-5648126.38

				NET				0				0				0				0				0				0





		Sponsored Programs



				Revenue				8961640				0				8961640				8961640				6808800.57				-2152839.43						0.00%		75.98%

				Expenditures				-8961640				0				-8961640				-8961640				-6895015.35				2066624.65						0.00%		76.94%

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				0				0				0				0				86214.78				86214.78

				NET				0				0				0				0				0				0





		Auxiliary Enterprises



				Revenues				68269427				-959050				67310377				67310377				57513420.58				-9796956.42						-1.40%		85.45%		3915261.57

				Expenditures				-64823661				74702				-64748959				-64748959				-41215275.58				23533683.42						-0.12%		63.65%

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				-3445766				884348				-2561418				-2561418				-16298145				-13736727						-25.66%

				NET				0				0				0				0				0				0





		Total University



				Revenues				236823602				4349184				241172786				241172786				181171493.6				-60001292.4						1.84%		75.12%

				Expenses				-233377836				-5233532				-238611368				-238611368				-140147717.7				98463650.27						2.24%		58.73%

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				-3445766				884348				-2561418				-2561418				-41023775.6				-38462357.6						-25.66%

				NET				0				0				0				0				0				0



																$   241,172,786.00								$   181,171,493.60

		Notes:														$   (238,611,368.00)								$   (140,147,717.73)

		(a) Original Total Budget - Reflects the 2020-21 Operating Budget as of July 1, 2020 which was approved by the Board at the September 2020 meeting. Both recurring and one-time operating budgets are included.

		(b) Adjustments - Reflects the recommended 2020-21 Adjustments to the 2020-21 Original Total Budget. All recommended adjustments are one-time.

		(c) Adjusted Total Budget - Reflects the proposed 2020-21 Operating Budget inclusive of all recommended 2020-21 Adjustments. Both recurring and one-time operating budgets are included.

		(d) Actuals -  Reflects the annual activity as of January 31, 2021 including anticipated adjustments related to the recommended 2020-21 Adjustments.

		(e) Activity 4th Quarter- Reflects the projected activity from March 31, 2020 - June 30, 2020.



						Check		0				0				0

								0				0				0

								0				0				0
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University Budget Schedule (B)

		Radford University

		University Operating Budget

		2020-21																																																																																																								74622



		Dollars in Thousands						Annual Budget for 2020-21																		Proposed Adjustments (b)

																						Original																				General Fund												Business Level Factors												Relief Funds																Miscellaneous Adjustments																				Adjusted

								Original								Adjusted						Total				1x				Central				Technical				Base				Operating				Health				Other				Student				IMPACT				Sales &				CARES												GEAR				One-Time				FY21 Aux				ERO				Cost				One-Time				Total

								Total Budget		(a)		Adjustments				Total Budget		(b)				Budget (a)				Adjustments				Appropriations				Adj.				Adjustments				Support				Holiday				Allocations				Levels				Lab				Service				Rd. I				CRF				GEERF				UP				Funding				Indirect				Support				Savings				Adjustments				Budget (c)

		Educational and General Programs



				Revenues																																																																																																								Check

				General Fund				59565426				0				63792274						59565426												0								4900000				-702000				28848																																																4226848				63792274						0				184,522

				Tuition and Fees				83159002				0				80314720						83159002												0																				-3250000																																												-3250000				79909002						0

				All Other Income				3326434				0				5387233						3326434												0																				-150000				1331062												1000000																												2181062				5507496						0

																																																																																																												0

				Revenue				146050862				0				149494227						146050862				0				0				0				0				4900000				-702000				28848				-3400000				1331062				0				0				1000000				0				0				0				0				0				0				3157910				149208772						0

																																																																																																												0

				Expenditures																																																																																																								0

				Instructional & Academic Support				-94943981				2808409				-92706021						-94943981				2808409				0				2808409												789461				-28848								-1331062																																								-570449				-92706021						0

				All Other Support Programs				-51106881				-2808409				-56788206						-51106881				-2808409				0				-2808409												422263																								-1000000																-5462066								3452342				-2587461				-56502751						0

																																																																																																												0

				Expenditures				-146050862				0				-149494227						-146050862				0				0				0				0				0				1211724				-28848				0				-1331062				0				0				-1000000				0				0				0				-5462066				0				3452342				-3157910				-149208772						0

																																																																																																												0

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				-4900000				-509724				0				3400000				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				5462066				0				-3452342				0				0						0

				NET				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0						0

																																																																																																												0

																																																																																																												0

		Student Financial Assistance																																																																																																										0

																																																																																																												0

				Revenue				13541673				0				15691997						13541673												0				0												184522																588602								1299200				78000																				2150324				15691997						0

				Expenditures				-13541673				0				-15691997						-13541673												0				0												-184522																-588602								-1299200				-78000																				-2150324				-15691997						0

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0						0

				NET				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0						0

																																																																																																												0

																																																																																																												0

		Sponsored Programs																																																																																																										0

																																																																																																												0

				Revenue				8961640				0				8961640						8961640												0				0																																																												0				8961640						0

				Expenditures				-8961640				0				-8961640						-8961640												0				0																																																												0				-8961640						0

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0						0

				NET				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0						0

																																																																																																												0

																																																																																																												0

		Auxiliary Enterprises																																																																																																										0

																																																																																																												0

				Revenues				68269427				4458099				72727526						68269427				0								0																				-1931249								-6143669				4546101				2569767																												-959050				67310377						0

				Expenditures				-64823661				0				-65655704.43						-64823661				80								80												190970																								-2569767												-815974				4977744				-1708351								74622				-64748959						0

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				-3445766				-4458099				-7071821.57						-3445766				80				0				-80				0				0				-190970				0				1931249				0				6143669				-4546101				0				0				0				815974				-4977744				1708351				0				884428				-2561418						0

				NET				0				0				0						0				160				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0						0

																																																																																																												0

																																																																																																												0

		Total University																																																																																																										0

																																																																																																												0

				Revenues				236823602				4458099				246875390						236823602				0				0				0				0				4900000				-702000				213370				-5331249				1331062				-6143669				5134703				3569767				1299200				78000				0				0				0				0				4349184				241172786						0

				Expenses				-233377836				0				-239803568.4						-233377836				80				0				80				0				0				1402694				-213370				0				-1331062				0				-588602				-3569767				-1299200				-78000				-815974				-484322				-1708351				3452342				-5233612				-238611368						0

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				-3445766				-4458099				-7071821.57						-3445766				80				0				-80				0				-4900000				-700694				0				5331249				0				6143669				-4546101				0				0				0				815974				484322				1708351				-3452342				884428				-2561418						0

				NET				0				0				0						0				160		$0		0				0				0		$0		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0		0				0		$0		0		$0		0		$0		0				0		$0		0		$0		0		$0		0				0				0						0





		Notes:

		(a) Original Total Budget - Reflects the 2020-21 Operating Budget as of July 1, 2020 which was approved by the Board at the September 2020 meeting. Both recurring and one-time operating budgets are included.

		(b) Adjustments - Reflects the recommended adjustments to the Original Total Budget. All recommended adjustments are one-time.

		(c) Adjusted Total Budget - Reflects the revised 2020-21 Operating Budget inclusive of all recommended adjustments. 







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































&"Arial,Regular"&11DRAFT		&"Arial,Regular"&11&K01+000Schedule B




University Budget Schedule-B%

		Radford University

		University Operating Budget - Percentage Change

		2020-21



		Dollars in Thousands						Annual Budget for 2020-21																		Proposed Adjustments (b)

																						Original																				General Fund												Business Level Factors												Relief Funds																Miscellaneous Adjustments																				Adjusted

								Original								Adjusted						Total				1x				Central				Technical				Base				Operating				Health				Other				Student				IMPACT				Sales &				CARES												GEAR				One-Time				FY21 Aux				ERO				Cost				One-Time				Total

								Total Budget		(a)		Adjustments				Total Budget		(b)				Budget (a)				Adjustments				Appropriations				Adj.				Adjustments				Support				Holiday				Allocations				Levels				Lab				Service				Rd. I				CRF				GEERF				UP				Funding				Indirect				Support				Savings				Adjustments				Budget (c)

		Educational and General Programs



				Revenues																																																																																																								Check

				General Fund				59565426				0				63792274						59565426												0.00%								8.23%				-1.18%				0.05%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				7.10%				107.10%						59565425				184,522

				Tuition and Fees				83159002				0				80314720						83159002												0.00%								0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				-3.91%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				-3.91%				96.09%						83159001

				All Other Income				3326434				0				5387233						3326434												0.00%								0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				-4.51%				40.01%				0.00%				0.00%				30.06%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				65.57%				165.57%						3326433

																																																																																																												0

				Revenue				14605086200.00%				0.00%				14949422700.00%						14605086200.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				8.23%				-1.18%				0.05%				-8.42%				40.01%				0.00%				0.00%				30.06%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				68.76%				14605086268.76%						0.00%

																																																																																																												0

				Expenditures																																																																																																								0

				Instructional & Academic Support				-94943981				2808409				-92706021						-94943981				2808409				0				-2.96%								0.00%				-0.83%				0.03%				0.00%				1.40%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.60%				-94943981.02						0

				All Other Support Programs				-51106881				-2808409				-56788206						-51106881				-2808409				0				5.50%								0.00%				-0.83%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				1.96%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				10.69%				0.00%				-6.76%				5.06%				-51106880.89						0

																																																																																																												0

				Expenditures				-14605086200.00%				0.00%				-14949422700.00%						-14605086200.00%				0.00%				0.00%				2.54%				0.00%				0.00%				-1.66%				0.03%				0.00%				1.40%				0.00%				0.00%				1.96%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				10.69%				0.00%				-6.76%				5.66%				-14605086191.80%						0.00%

																																																																																																												0

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				-1				-1						0

				NET				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0						0

																																																																																																												0

																																																																																																												0

		Student Financial Assistance																																																																																																										0

																																																																																																												0

				Revenue				13541673				0				15691997						13541673												0.00%				0				0.00%				0.00%				1.36%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				4.35%				0.00%				9.59%				0.58%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				15.88%				13541673.16						0

				Expenditures				-13541673				0				-15691997						-13541673												0.00%				0				0.00%				0.00%				1.36%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				4.35%				0.00%				9.59%				0.58%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				15.88%				-13541672.84						0

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				-0.0272524672				0				0				0				-0.086931947				0				-0.1918817564				-0.0115199946				0				0				0				0				-0.3175861653				-0.3175861653						0

				NET				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				-0.0000000004						0.0000000004

																																																																																																												0

																																																																																																												0

		Sponsored Programs																																																																																																										0

																																																																																																												0

				Revenue				8961640				0				8961640						8961640												0.00%				0				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				8961640						0

				Expenditures				-8961640				0				-8961640						-8961640												0.00%				0				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				-8961640						0

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0						0

				NET				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0						0

																																																																																																												0

																																																																																																												0

		Auxiliary Enterprises																																																																																																										0

																																																																																																												0

				Revenues				68269427				4458099				72727526						68269427				0								0.00%								0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				-2.83%				0.00%				-9.00%				6.66%				3.76%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				-1.40%				68269426.99						0

				Expenditures				-64823661				0				-65655704.43						-64823661				80								-0.00%								0.00%				-0.29%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				3.96%				0.00%				0.00%				1.26%				-7.68%				2.64%				0.00%				-0.12%				-64823661						0

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				-3445766				-4458099				-7071821.57						-3445766				80				0				0.0000012341				0				0				0.0029459922				0				0.0282886364				0				0.0899915126				-0.0665905838				-0.0772839724				0				0				-0.0125875951				0.0767889984				-0.0263538186				0				0.0151991697				-3445765.985						0

				NET				0				0				0						0				160				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0						0

																																																																																																												0

																																																																																																												0

		Total University																																																																																																										0

																																																																																																												0

				Revenues				236823602				4458099				246875390						236823602				0				0				0.00%				0				2.07%				-0.30%				0.09%				-2.25%				0.56%				-2.59%				2.17%				1.51%				0.55%				0.03%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				1.84%				236823602.8						-0.8139358163

				Expenses				-233377836				0				-239803568.4						-233377836				80				0				-0.00%				0				0.00%				-0.60%				0.09%				0.00%				0.57%				0.00%				0.25%				1.53%				0.56%				0.03%				0.35%				0.21%				0.73%				-1.48%				2.24%				-233377835.8						-0.2172242701

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				-3445766				-4458099				-7071821.57						-3445766				80				0				0.0000012341				0				0				0.0029459922				-0.0272524672				0.0282886364				0				0.0899915126				-0.1535225308				-0.0772839724				-0.1918817564				-0.0115199946				-0.0125875951				0.0767889984				-0.0263538186				0				-1.302386996				-3445767.302						0

				NET				0				0				0						0				160		$0		0				0				0		$0		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0		0				0		$0		0		$0		0		$0		0				0		$0		0		$0		0		$0		0				0				0						0





		Notes:

		(a) Original Total Budget - Reflects the 2020-21 Operating Budget as of July 1, 2020 which was approved by the Board at the September 2020 meeting. Both recurring and one-time operating budgets are included.

		(b) Adjustments - Reflects the recommended adjustments to the Original Total Budget. All recommended adjustments are one-time.

		(c) Adjusted Total Budget - Reflects the revised 2020-21 Operating Budget inclusive of all recommended adjustments. 
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Auxiliary Budget - Not for BOV

		Radford University

		Proposed Auxiliary Enterprise Budget

		2020-21

																																																																						-84936

		Dollars in Thousands						Annual Budget for 2020-21														2020-21				2020-21 Adjustments																																																																				2020-21



																																						NGF				Business Level Factors				Business Level Factors				Relief				Relief				MISC				MISC				MISC				MISC				MISC				MISC				MISC				MISC

								Original								Adjusted						Original				Back-out 1X				Actual				Technical				Health Holiday				Comp Fee				Sales/Service				CARES I				CRF				Indirect				ERO				Off-Campus				Interim Director				Carilion				Nurse				Other				Auxiliary				One-Time				Recommended

								Total Budget		(a)		Adjustments				Total Budget		(b)				Total Budget				Adjustments				Base Bud				Adjustments				Prem Savings				Adjustments				Adjustments				Institutional				Funding				Adjustments				Adjustments				Apt Reno				Adjustment				Contract Paymts				Navigator				Adjustments				Adjustments				Adjustments				Total Budget		(c)

		Residential & Dining Programs																																																																																																Residential & Dining Programs



				Revenues				34339483				0				34339483						34339483												0												-4000000				3915261.57																																				0				-84738.43				34254744.57				($84,738)

				Expenditures				-32760974				-696145				-33457119						-32760974												0				62818																				2734122								-567959																-2546				-570505				2226435				-30534539				$2,226,435

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				-1578509				696145				-882364						-1578509				0				0				0				-62818				0				4000000				-3915261.57				0				-2734122				0				567959				0				0				0				2546				570505				-2141696.57				-3720205.57				($2,141,697)

				NET				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0



		Bookstore																																																																																																Bookstore



				Revenues				285000				0				285000						285000												0												-102000																																								0				-102000				183000				$-102,000

				Expenditures				-272043				0				-272043						-272043												0																								7132																												0				7132				-264911				$7,132

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				-12957				0				-12957						-12957				0				0				0				0				0				102000				0				0				-7132				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				94868				81911				$94,868

				NET				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0



		Parking & Transportation																																																																																																Parking & Transportation



				Revenues				1828286				0				1828286						1828286												0								-81376				-100000																																								0				-181376				1646910				$-181,376

				Expenditures				-1694529				0				-1694529						-1694529												0				5224																				-119640																												0				-114416				-1808945				$-114,416

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				-133757				0				-133757						-133757				0				0				0				-5224				81376				100000				0				0				119640				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				295792				162035				$295,792

				NET				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0



		Telecommunications																																																																																																Telecommunications



				Revenues				560000				0				560000						560000												0																																																				0				0				560000				$0

				Expenditures				-528907				6				-528901						-528907												0				1475																				57897																												0				59372				-469535				$59,372

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				-31093				-6				-31099						-31093				0				0				0				-1475				0				0				0				0				-57897				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				-59372				-90465				$-59,372

				NET				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0



		Student Health Services																																																																																																Student Health Services



				Revenues				2814675				0				2814675						2814675												0								-202294				-75000																																								0				-277294				2537381				$-277,294

				Expenditures				-2599201				-158200				-2757401						-2599201												80				8403																				313418																-114497				-43783								-158280				163541				-2435580				$163,621

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				-215474				158200				-57274						-215474				0				0				-80				-8403				202294				75000				0				0				-313418				0				0				0				114497				43783				0				158280				113753				-101801				$113,673

				NET				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0



		Student Programming																																																																																																Student Programming



				Revenues				7524691				0				7524691						7524691												0								-436680				-100000																																								0				-536680				6988011				$-536,680

				Expenditures				-7216554				-1486				-7218040						-7216554												0				26425																				491088																								-1486				-1486				516027				-6700527				$516,027

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				-308137				1486				-306651						-308137				0				0				0				-26425				436680				100000				0				0				-491088				0				0				0				0				0				1486				1486				20653				-287484				$20,653

				NET				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0



		Building & Facilities																																																																																																Building & Facilities



				Revenues				2489443				0				2489443						2489443												0								-327224				-49069				630839.43				2569767																																0				2824313.43				5313756.43				$2,824,313

				Expenditures				-1372959				-1880256				-3253215						-1372959												0				8009																-2569767				167353				-1708351																								0				-4102756				-5475715				$-4,102,756

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				-1116484				1880256				763772						-1116484				0				0				0				-8009				327224				49069				-630839.43				0				-167353				1708351				0				0				0				0				0				0				1278442.57				161958.57				$1,278,443

				NET				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0



		Other Enterprise Functions																																																																																																Other Enterprise Functions



				Revenues				7246497				0				7246497						7246497												0								-188540				-861837																																								0				-1050377				6196120				$-1,050,377

				Expenditures				-7049426				-84936				-7134362						-7049426												0				18815																				412752												-84936																-84936				346631				-6702795				346,631

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				-197071				84936				-112135						-197071				0				0				0				-18815				188540				861837				0				0				-412752				0				0				84936				0				0				0				84936				703746				506675				703,746

				NET				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0



		Intercollegiate Athletics																																																																																																Intercollegiate Athletics



				Revenues				11181352				0				11181352						11181352												0								-695135				-855763																																								0				-1550898				9630454				$-1,550,898

				Expenditures				-11329068				-767				-11329835						-11329068												0				59801																				913622																								-767				-767				972656				-10356412				972,656

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				147716				767				148483						147716				0				0				0				-59801				695135				855763				0				0				-913622				0				0				0				0				0				767				767				578242				725958				578,242

				NET				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0



		Total Auxiliary Enterprise



				Revenues				68269427				0				68269427						68269427				0				0				0				0				-1931249				-6143669				4546101				2569767				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				-959050				67310377				($959,050)

				Expenses				-64823661				-2821784				-67645445						-64823661				0				0				80				190970				0				0				0				-2569767				4977744				-1708351				-567959				-84936				-114497				-43783				-4799				-815974				74622				-64748959				74,702

				Reserve Draw (Deposit)				-3445766				2821784				-623982						-3445766				0				0				-80				-190970				1931249				6143669				-4546101				0				-4977744				1708351				567959				84936				114497				43783				4799				815974				884428				-2561418				884,348

				NET				0				0				0						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0





		Notes:

		(a) Original Total Budget - Reflects the 2020-21 Operating Budget as of July 1, 2020 which was approved by the Board at the September 2020 meeting. Both recurring and one-time operating budgets are included.

		(b) Adjustments - Reflects the recommended adjustments to the Original Total Budget. All recommended adjustments are one-time.

		(c) Adjusted Total Budget - Reflects the revised 2020-21 Operating Budget inclusive of all recommended adjustments. 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































BOV Charts





				Radford University

				Financial Performance Summary

				For the Period Ending January 31, 2021 (Preliminary)





						Budget ($ in Thousands)												Actual ($ in Thousands)



						Revenue				Expense				Surplus/(Deficit)				Revenue				Expense				Surplus/(Deficit)



				University Operating



				Education & General		$149,209				($149,209)				$0				$102,492				($83,328)				$19,164



				Student Financial Assistance		15,692				(15,692)				0				14,358				(8,709)				5,648



				Sponsored Programs		8,962				(8,962)				0				6,809				(6,895)				(86)



				Auxiliary Enterprise		67,310				(64,749)				2,561				57,513				(41,215)				16,298



				Total University		$241,173				($238,611)				$2,561				$181,171				($140,148)				$41,024













				Radford University																																Radford University

				2020-21 Recommended Budget Summary																																2020-21 Proposed Revenues & Expenditures







						Revenue ($ in Thousands)												Expense ($ in Thousands)																		($ in Thousands)		Proposed				Proposed						Proposed

						Original				Adjustments				Total				Original				Adjustments				Total												Revenue				Expenditure						Cont/(Draw)



				University Operating																																University Operating



				Education & General		$146,051				$3,158				$149,209				($146,051)				($3,158)				($149,209)										  Education & General		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!



				Student Financial Assistance		13,542				2,150				15,692				(13,542)				(2,150)				(15,692)										  Student Financial Assistance		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!



				Sponsored Programs		8,962				0				8,962				(8,962)				0				(8,962)										  Sponsored Programs		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!



				Auxiliary Enterprise		68,269				(959)				67,310				(64,824)				75				(64,749)										  Auxiliary Enterprise		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!



				Total University		$236,824				$4,349				$241,173				($233,378)				($5,234)				($238,611)										Total University		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!







																																				Radford University

																																				2020-21 Proposed Revenues & Expenditures





																																				($ in Thousands)		Proposed				Proposed						Proposed

																																						Revenue				Expenditure						Cont/(Draw)



																																				Auxiliary Operating



																																				   Dining Services		$15,245				$15,122						$122

																																				   Bookstore		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!

						Total				Main Campus				RUC				Total																		   Residential Services		19,095				17,639						1,456

																																				   Parking & Transportation		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!

				CRRSAA - Institutional Portion		$9,509,633				$9,509,633								$9,509,633																		   Telecommunications		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!

				E&G One-Time Operating		3,130,193				3,130,193								$3,130,193																		   Student Health Services		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!

				E&G Reserve		3,523,327				3,420,881				102,446				$3,523,327																		   Student Union & Recreation		6,418				6,081						337

				Auxiliary Indirect Return - FY21		4,977,744				4,977,744								$4,977,744																		   Student Activities		1,106				1,135						(29)

				Auxiliary Indirect Return - FY20		2,136,628				2,136,628								$2,136,628																		   Other Auxiliary		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!





				Total		$23,277,525				$23,175,079				$102,446				$23,277,525
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BUSINESS AFFAIRS AND AUDIT COMMITTEE 
2:00 P.M. 

DECEMBER 3, 2020 
DAVIS COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS, ROOM 340 

 
DRAFT 

MINUTES 
            
 
COMMITTEE MEMBERS PRESENT 
Mr. Mark S. Lawrence, Vice Chair, arrived at 2:15 p.m. 
Dr. Jay A. Brown 
Dr. Susan Whealler Johnston 
Dr. Debra K. McMahon 
 
Mr. Gregory A. Burton, chair, participated via electronic communication from his home.  Mr. Burton 
contacted the Rector prior to the meeting to inform him of a health-related matter that would prevent 
him from attending the meeting in person. 
 
COMMITTEE MEMBERS ABSENT 
Ms. Nancy Angland Rice 
 
BOARD MEMBERS PRESENT 
Mr. Robert A. Archer, Rector 
Dr. Thomas Brewster  
Ms. Krisha Chachra 
Dr. Rachel D. Fowlkes 
Mr. David A. Smith 
Ms. Georgia Anne Snyder-Falkinham 
Ms. Lisa Throckmorton 
 
OTHERS PRESENT 
Dr. Brian O. Hemphill, President 
Ms. Karen Casteele, Secretary to the Board of Visitors and Special Assistant to the President 
Ms. Stephanie Jennelle, Associate Vice President for Finance and University Controller 
Mr. Peter McCann, Director of Emergency Management 
Ms. Margaret McManus, University Auditor 
Mr. Chad A. Reed, Vice President for Finance and Administration and Chief Financial Officer 
Ms. Ashley Schumaker, Chief of Staff and Vice President for Strategic Operations 
Mr. Allen Wilson, Senior Assistant Attorney General, Commonwealth of Virginia 
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CALL TO ORDER 
Mr. Gregory A. Burton, Chair, formally called the meeting to order at 2:01 p.m. via electronic 
communication, with a quorum in the Davis College of Business and Economics, Room 340.  Mr. Burton 
welcomed everyone to the December meeting of the Business Affairs and Audit Committee.  
 
APPROVAL OF AGENDA 
Mr. Burton asked for a motion to approve the December 3, 2020 meeting agenda, as published. Dr. Jay 
A. Brown so moved, Dr. Debra K. McMahon seconded, and the motion carried unanimously. 
 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES 
Mr. Burton asked for a motion to approve the minutes of the February 13, 2020 meeting of the Business 
Affairs and Audit Committee, as published.  Dr. Brown so moved, Dr. Susan Whealler Johnson seconded, 
and the motion carried unanimously. 
 
REPORTS  
University Auditor’s Report 
University Auditor Margaret McManus presented an oral report on the review of University Discretionary 
Fund expenditures for the quarter ended September 30, 2020.  One hundred percent of the fund 
expenditures were reviewed, and all were found in compliance with the Board of Visitors guidelines.  She 
also presented a report on the audit of Sponsored Programs and Grants Management and a follow-up audit 
status report. A copy of the report is attached hereto as Attachment A and is made a part hereof. 
 
Mr. Mark Lawrence, Vice Chair, led the meeting upon arrival, and asked Vice President for Finance and 
Administration and Chief Financial Officer Chad A. Reed to provide the following reports. 
 
Capital Projects Update 
Vice President for Finance and Administration and Chief Financial Officer Chad A. Reed provided an 
update on capital projects currently in progress. Vice President Reed addressed the status of the Center 
for Adaptive Innovation and Creativity, including an overview of the project budget approval and 
anticipated next steps, along with an update on property acquisition, the forthcoming hotel, 
Tyler/Norwood renovation, and river campus project. A copy of the report is attached hereto as 
Attachment B and is made a part hereof. 
 
Succession Planning Update 
Vice President Reed provided an update of the University’s Succession Plan submitted to the Virginia 
Department of Human Resource Management. The University’s Succession Plan is composed of five key 
elements: identifying key positions, identifying job requirements, identifying and building competencies, 
identifying successor(s), and assessing progress.  Vice President Reed shared that, as a result of COVID-
19, substantial progress was unable to be made to fully implement the succession planning analysis during 
Fiscal Year 2020.  However, this remains a focus and high priority for the current fiscal year, and the 
Board will continue to be updated annually on the progress made. A copy of the report is attached hereto 
as Attachment C and is made a part hereof. 
 
2020-22 Biennial Budget Update 
Vice President Reed provided an overview of the proposed 2020-22 Budget Amendments from the 2020 
Special Session of the General Assembly. The overview included the impact of funding changes proposed 
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for the University’s operating budget. This included compensation and benefits, reversion of unallotted 
funds, one-time operating support, financial flexibility language and COVID-19 relief.  
 
Dr. Susan Whealler Johnston commended the efforts of the University and stated that this was a good 
story to tell and not the story that is often heard across the nation.  Other Board members echoed her 
recognition. 
 
ACTION ITEM 
Recommendation to Adopt the Crisis and Emergency Management Plan  
Vice President Reed presented the recommendation to adopt Radford University’s Crisis and Emergency 
Management Plan. This plan was originally approved by the Board in 2008 and provides all-hazard 
guidance intended to preserve life, protect property and contain an incident, emergency or event on 
campus in order to continue the University’s mission.  Vice President Reed outlined the critical elements 
of the plan, as well as changes made since the last approval in 2016.   Mr. Lawrence asked for a motion 
to adopt the Crisis Emergency Management Plan as presented.  Dr. Johnston so moved, Ms. Georgia Anne 
Snyder-Falkinham seconded, and the motion carried unanimously. 
 
A copy of the report and resolution are attached hereto as Attachment D and is made a part hereof. 
 
 
ADJOURNMENT 
With no further business to come before the committee, Mr. Lawrence adjourned the meeting at 2:58 
p.m. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
Pamela Fitchett 
Administrative Assistant to the  
Vice President for Finance and Administration  
and Chief Financial Officer  
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RADFORD UNIVERSITY – OFFICE OF AUDIT & ADVISORY SERVICES 
Sponsored Programs and Grants Management Audit 

November 6, 2020 

BACKGROUND 
Sponsored Programs and Grants Management (SPGM) is the pre- and post-award administration office for all externally sponsored 
projects for Radford University.  SPGM provides assistance in proposal budget development and proposal submission.  All contracts 
with the University which involve sponsored projects are reviewed, negotiated, and executed by SPGM.  When awards are received, 
SPGM assists with such matters as institutional cost sharing, contractual terms, and budgeting.  Changes to accounts, 
communication with sponsors, and project closeout are coordinated through SPGM.  SPGM also advises the University community 
on rules, regulations, and federal and state laws affecting research administration.  For FY 2020, SPGM assisted with over $14.6 
million in federal grant spending.   

OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE 

The objective of this audit was to determine whether the SPGM department has policies and procedures designed and implemented 
to properly manage federally funded grants.  The audit examined policies, procedures, and controls to determine if key controls in 
selected functional areas are adequate to comply with Federal grant requirements, outlined in the Uniform Guidance issued by the 
U.S. Office of Management and Budget.  The following are the direct and material attributes for which key controls were evaluated: 
Activities Allowed, Allowable Costs, Cash Management, Matching/Level of Effort, Reporting, and Subrecipient Monitoring.  Our 
scope was limited to determining whether the policies and procedures are effective to be materially compliant with direct and 
material attributes under the Uniform Guidance related to the Appalachian Support for Specialized Education Training (ASSET) 
grant (CFDA 84.423).  The audit examined internal controls in place and their operating effectiveness at the time of our review. 
For transactional testing on the ASSET grant, our review period was grant year 2017 (10/1/2017-9/30/2018). 

This review was conducted in accordance with the International Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal Auditing. 

CONCLUSION 
At the time of the audit and relative to the controls and processes reviewed, they appeared adequate to provide reasonable 
assurance that the objective noted above is being met.  However, improvements are needed to help ensure compliance with the 
Uniform Guidance and industry best practices.     

BUSINESS ISSUES 
The following issues were identified in this audit.  Pages 2-4 contain information on planned actions and action completion dates 
and, accordingly, those pages are an integral part of this report.     

1. Improvements are needed in the policies and procedures related to compensation.
2. There is a lack of documentation regarding the evaluation and determination of subrecipient or contractor.
3. The subrecipient risk assessment process needs improvement.
4. Improvements are needed in the processing of non-personnel expenditures.
5. An incorrect space allocation rate was used for one month in the expenditures for the grant matching requirements.
6. The approval of the tuition/fee rate used in the expenditures for the grant matching requirement was not documented.
7. Published policies refer to outdated Federal guidance.
8. An overpayment to a vendor occurred.

Attachment A
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RADFORD UNIVERSITY – OFFICE OF AUDIT & ADVISORY SERVICES 
Sponsored Programs and Grants Management Audit 

November 6, 2020 
 
 BUSINESS ISSUE  PLANNED ACTION COMPLETION 

DATE 
1. Improvements are needed in the policies and 

procedures related to compensation.  Specifically,  
 

1. The University lacks a policy(ies) to define 
institutional base salary (IBS) and 
supplemental/extra-service pay. Such 
policy(ies) are required by the Uniform 
Guidance.  Not having the required policy(ies) 
could result in unallowable compensation costs 
charged to Federal grants.  

 
2. One employee’s supplemental pay amount was 

required to be revised after the original amount 
had been fully approved.  The revision was 
required because the approved supplemental 
pay amount would violate a Federal 
requirement that the employee’s total 
supplemental pay could not exceed the 
allowable percentage of the employee’s normal 
salary.  However, lack of University 
documentation outlining this requirement has 
led to confusion.   

 
3. One PR-40 form (the form that is used to 

authorize supplemental pay) documented a 
50% allocation to the ASSET grant, but the 
payments were allocated 100% to the grant.  
After further inquiry, we determined that 
management completed the form incorrectly, 
and the charge to the grant was deemed to be in 
accordance with the original intent.  However, 
because the form on file wasn’t corrected, it 
gives the appearance of unallowable activity.  
Furthermore, the form contained numerous 
mark-outs, revisions, and hand-written notes, 
making it difficult to determine the intent of the 
personnel action.    

 
 
 

1.1 Human Resources, after consultation 
1.2 with SPGM and the Controller’s Office, 

will develop a policy to define 
institutional base salary.  The policy will 
also address any restrictions that apply, 
such as the one noted on supplemental 
pay, in accordance with 2 CFR § 200.430 
- Compensation - personal services.  The 
new policy will be communicated 
campus-wide.       

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1.3.1 To address the specific PR-40 noted and to 

mitigate the appearance of unallowable 
activity, SPGM will issue a memo to attach 
to the PR-40 to document the intent and the 
correct payment allocation.   

 
1.3.2 To improve upon existing PR-40 business 

practices, Human Resources will develop 
procedures/guidelines for proper 
completion of the PR-40 form.  The new 
procedures/guidelines will be 
communicated campus-wide. 

 
 
   

 
 
 

October 31, 2021 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Complete 
 
 
 
 
 

March 31, 2021 
  

2. There is a lack of documentation to support the 
evaluation and determination of whether an entity 
is a subrecipient or a contractor.  Although 
management asserted that meetings were held 
regarding that evaluation and determination for the 
ASSET grant, there was no documentation 
available.  Lack of such  documentation could result 
in non-compliance with Federal grant requirements. 

2. SPGM will create a checklist to document 
the justification used to make the 
determination of subrecipient or contractor.  
SPGM will also update its policies and 
procedures to require completion of the 
checklist.   

Complete 
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RADFORD UNIVERSITY – OFFICE OF AUDIT & ADVISORY SERVICES 
Sponsored Programs and Grants Management Audit 

November 6, 2020 
 
 BUSINESS ISSUE  PLANNED ACTION COMPLETION 

DATE 
3. Improvements are needed in the subrecipient risk 

assessment process.  Specifically,  
 
1. In the area of subrecipient monitoring, the 

Uniform Guidance requires the University to 
assess and to document the risk of grant non-
compliance by the subrecipient.  This 
assessment is necessary so the University can 
develop monitoring activities to mitigate the 
risk of subrecipient non-compliance.  
Management’s conclusion for all three 
subrecipients was that the risk of non-
compliance was “low”; however, there was no 
documentation of how that conclusion was 
reached.   Not having a documented risk 
assessment results in non-compliance with 
Federal grant requirements.      

 
2. For one of the three subrecipients, insufficient 

documentation was obtained to perform a risk 
assessment.  Not obtaining sufficient 
documentation could result in an inaccurate risk 
assessment determination.     

 

 
 
 

3.1 SPGM will update its policies and 
procedures on subrecipient risk to require 
documentation of the risk assessment and 
the criteria used to evaluate such risk prior 
to entering into a subaward agreement.       

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3.2 SPGM will implement a subrecipient 
checklist to ensure that adequate steps are 
taken and adequate documentation is 
obtained to evaluate and determine the 
subrecipient risk prior to entering into a 
subaward agreement.  The checklist will 
be maintained on file.     

  
 
 

Complete  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Complete 
   

4. Improvements are needed regarding the processing of 
non-personnel expenditures.  Specifically, 
 
1. In our sample of 40 direct expenditures, 19 (48%) 

did not document that the expense was only for 
the ASSET grant.  Not obtaining and maintaining 
documentation to substantiate that expenses are 
for the specific grant being charged increases the 
risk of non-compliance with Federal grant 
requirements.       
 

2. It appears that SPGM does not review/approve 
automatic postings (such as for copiers, 
telephone, fuel, etc. that are typically posted by 
journal entry).  When charges are posted to a 
grant without such review/approval and 
corresponding substantiation, there is an 
increased risk of unallowable costs being posted 
to the grant.    

 
3. The eVA approval queue is set up to require 

SPGM approval based on organization code.  In 
our sample of 40 expenditures, three (8%) were 
not approved by SPGM.  This appeared to be due  

 
 
 

4.1 SPGM will ensure that adequate 
supporting documentation is maintained 
to substantiate expenses charged to 
grants.     

 
 
 
 
 

4.2 SPGM will document and implement 
procedures to verify that automatic 
charges are appropriate to be charged on 
the grant.     

 
 
 
 
 

4.3 The Department of Procurement & 
Contracts will work with the University’s 
eVA Account Executive to change the 
eVA approval queue so that SPGM      

 
 
 

Complete 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Complete 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Complete 
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RADFORD UNIVERSITY – OFFICE OF AUDIT & ADVISORY SERVICES 
Sponsored Programs and Grants Management Audit 

November 6, 2020 
 

BUSINESS ISSUE PLANNED ACTION COMPLETION 
DATE 

to SPGM not being set up in the approval queue 
for an organization code used by the ASSET 
grant during its early phase.  Not obtaining 
SPGM approval increases the risk of unallowable 
costs being posted to the grant.     

approval is triggered by program code 
instead of organizational code.  Because 
all federal grants have the same program 
code, this will ensure that changes in 
organization codes do not affect SPGM 
approvals.   

 

5. The office space allocation rate used in the 
expenditures to meet the grant matching 
requirement for one month was in excess of the 
actual allocation rate for that month.  Using an 
incorrect rate could result in unsupported 
expenditures being charged to the grant.      

5.  SPGM will provide training to SPGM staff on 
the importance of documenting the 
methodology used to calculate charges for 
the matching requirement.  This will help  
ensure that the project file for each Federal 
grant includes proper documentation on the 
determination and methodology for all 
matching requirements for that specific grant.   

Complete 

6. The approval of the tuition/fee rate used in the  
expenditures to meet the grant matching requirement 
was not documented.  The University’s Fee Policy 
requires documentation of the approval.   

6. The tuition/fee rate approval will be 
documented, as required by the University 
Fee Policy.   

Complete 

7. Four of the online SPGM department policies 
contained references to Federal guidance that had 
been superseded by the Uniform Guidance.  Policies 
that follow outdated guidelines could result in non-
compliance with Uniform Guidance.   

7.  SPGM will review and update policies and 
procedures on its webpage to incorporate the 
Uniform Guidance. 

Complete 

8.  During our testing of direct expenditures charged to 
the ASSET grant, we noted an error that resulted in 
an overpayment of approximately $104,000 to a 
vendor.  Although the error was corrected when the 
vendor contacted the University and returned the 
check, such errors could result in undetected 
overpayments and potentially unallowable costs 
posted to a grant.   

8. To determine if a control issue exists, the 
Controller’s Office will perform control 
testing over invoice processing by reviewing 
transactions that could have potentially been 
paid improperly.   

Complete 
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RADFORD UNIVERSITY 

OFFICE OF AUDIT AND ADVISORY SERVICES 

FOLLOW-UP AUDIT STATUS REPORT 

BUSINESS AFFAIRS AND AUDIT COMMITTEE 

DECEMBER 2020 
 

Audit:  IT – Contingency Planning Program – Backup and Recovery   

Business Issue Planned Action Completion Date Status  

1.1 For every IT system that is identified as sensitive relative to 

availability, the Standard requires implementation of backup 

and recovery plans. Improvements are needed in the 

University’s current strategy. Specifically,  

 

1.1 The University has not documented the strategy for 

testing that IT system and data backups are 

functioning as expected and that the data is present in 

a usable form. Documentation of the strategy is 

required by the Standard. 

  

1.1 DoIT will document the 

strategy for testing backups.   

 

July 1, 2020 

Revised to 

October 1, 2020 

Revised to 

April 1, 2021 

In Process 

2.2 

2.3 
The University has identified systems that are necessary to 

recover essential business functions. Accordingly, the 

Standard requires that a Recovery Time Objective (RTO) and 

a Recovery Point Objective (RPO) must be assigned to each of 

these systems. Improvements are needed in the IT backup 

strategies for some of these business essential systems, 

specifically, for the physical server environment.  

 

2.2 The RPO for a system has not been defined, as 

required by the Standard.  Because the RPO 

establishes the maximum amount of data that is 

tolerable to lose, defining the metric is necessary to 

help ensure business continuity after an unexpected IT 

incident.  

 

2.3 This issue was communicated to management in a         

separate document marked Freedom of Information 

Act exempt under § 2.2-3705.2 of the Code of Virginia 

due to its sensitivity and description of security 

mechanisms.  

 

 

 

2.2. DoIT will coordinate with the 

System Owner and Data Owner 

to review the risk and data 

requirements and develop and 

RPO.   

 

2.3. Management provided a planned 

action under the same public 

disclosure exemption as noted in 

the business issue. 

July 1, 2020 

Revised to 

October 1, 2020  

 

 

 

July 1, 2020 

Revised to 

October 1, 2020 

Revised to 

April 1, 2021 

Complete 

 

 

 

 

 

In Process 
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RADFORD UNIVERSITY 

OFFICE OF AUDIT AND ADVISORY SERVICES 

FOLLOW-UP AUDIT STATUS REPORT 

BUSINESS AFFAIRS AND AUDIT COMMITTEE 

DECEMBER 2020 

Audit:  IT – Contingency Planning Program – Backup and Recovery 

Business Issue Planned Action Completion Date Status 

3.1 Improvements are needed related to infrastructure and network 

services operations:  

1. This issue was communicated to management in a

separate document marked Freedom of Information

Act exempt under § 2.2-3705.2 of the Code of Virginia

due to its sensitivity and description of security

mechanisms.

Management provided a planned 

action under the same public 

disclosure exemption as noted in the 

business issue. 

July 1, 2020 

Revised to 

November 4, 2020 

Follow-up 

is in 

Process 

4.1 Improvements are needed in certain agreements.  The 

University has a contract with a vendor to provide two separate 

dedicated fiber connections to the University’s alternate data 

storage site. However, the contract lacks measurable 

guarantees for network uptime. In the event of a service 

interruption, not having a minimum guaranteed uptime could 

hinder the University’s ability to meet backup and recovery 

availability requirements for business essential systems.  

DoIT will review the contract, 

discuss updated terms with the 

vendor, and, for changes that are 

mutually agreeable, modify the 

contract accordingly.  

July 1, 2020 

Revised to 

October 1, 2020 

Complete 
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RADFORD UNIVERSITY 

OFFICE OF AUDIT AND ADVISORY SERVICES 

FOLLOW-UP AUDIT STATUS REPORT 

BUSINESS AFFAIRS AND AUDIT COMMITTEE 

DECEMBER 2020 
 

Audit:  IT – Contingency Planning Program – Backup and Recovery  
Business Issue  Planned Action Completion Date Status 

4.2.2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Improvements are needed in certain agreements.  The University 

has two memorandums of understanding (MOUs) with an entity 

for the alternate data storage site. One MOU addresses providing 

space, access, power, and environmental controls, and the other 

addresses providing network connection services for the 

University-owned server rack within the entity’s data center.  

Improvements are needed in these MOUs.  Specifically,  

 

a. Neither MOU guarantees an expected level of 

infrastructure uptime, which could hinder the 

University’s ability to meet its availability requirements. 

 

b. The MOUs do not require a minimum lead time for the 

entity to notify DoIT staff before scheduled 

maintenance is performed.  This could increase the risk 

of a service interruption resulting from scheduled 

maintenance. 

 

c. In each MOU, the entity’s contact list appears to have 

last been updated over three years ago.  Similarly, in 

each MOU, the list of staff contacts provided by DoIT is 

outdated.  Having outdated contact lists could result in 

delays during service interruption events. 

 

d. The terms of each MOU allow for either party to 

terminate the MOU within 180 days after written notice 

to the other party.  If the entity was to terminate the 

MOU, this would create an inadequate window of time 

for DoIT to find an alternate solution for off-site data 

storage. 

 

 

 

 

 

Where such updates are mutually 

agreeable by both parties, the MOUs 

will be modified accordingly. Where 

MOU updates are not feasible, DoIT 

will document alternate strategies or 

controls. Contact lists for each MOU 

will be updated as appropriate. 

June 1, 2020 

Revised to 

October 1, 2020 

Complete 
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RADFORD UNIVERSITY 

OFFICE OF AUDIT AND ADVISORY SERVICES 

FOLLOW-UP AUDIT STATUS REPORT 

BUSINESS AFFAIRS AND AUDIT COMMITTEE 

DECEMBER 2020 
 

Audit:  E-Verify   

Business Issue Planned Action Completion Date Status  

3.1.2 

3.2.2 
Improvements are needed to ensure the timely entry of 

cases into E-Verify.  As required by the E-Verify MOU, 

the University must create an E-Verify case for new 

employees within three employer business days after 

each employee has started working for pay.  Cases 

created after that timeframe are considered late and 

require an explanation.         

 

Out of all 781 E-Verify cases entered during our review 

period, we noted 100 cases (13%) that were entered late 

with explanations that E-Verify does not deem as 

acceptable.  Most significantly,  

 

• The explanation for 59 (59%) of those cases 

attributed the lateness to Human Resources not 

entering the cases timely.  The majority of those 

noted "work overload" by Human Resources.  

Additionally, we noted that all of these 59 cases 

were for hire dates in August - September 2018, the 

beginning of a semester, which we identified as a 

peak hiring period for the University.   

• The explanation for 32 (32%) of those cases 

attributed the lateness to the new hire or the new 

hire’s department not submitting required 

documents to Human Resources timely.  

 

Timely entry of cases into E-Verify is essential to ensure 

compliance with E-Verify rules and regulations.  

Noncompliance could result in penalties for the 

University or further investigation by USCIS, 

Immigration and Customs Enforcement, the Department 

of Justice, or other agencies. 

3.1.2 HR will ensure new hires are entered 

into E-Verify within 3 business days of 

the employee beginning work for pay. 

October 31, 2020 

 

 

Complete 

3.2.2  HR will work with the Vice President 

for Finance & Administration to 

document the University’s position on 

whether or not to terminate employees 

who do not provide employment 

verification documentation in the 

required timeframe. 

March 31, 2020 

Revised to 

September 30, 2020 

Revised to  

December 31, 2020 

 

  

In Process 
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RADFORD UNIVERSITY BOARD OF VISITORS 
Business Affairs and Audit Committee 

December 3, 2020 

Information Item 
Capital Projects Update 

Item: Facilities Planning and Construction update on capital projects. 

1. Center for Adaptive Innovation and Creativity

Project Budget -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- $101,000,000

Architect/Engineer Firm--------------------------------------------------------------- Hord Coplan and Macht

Construction Manager------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Skanska

The Center for Adaptive Innovation and Creativity (Center) project was approved for Detailed Planning 
in July 2018, as described in the Radford University’s (University) six-year capital plan submission to
the state in December of 2017.

The Center will address an array of significant existing programmatic and building deficiencies across
a number of academic colleges. The approximately 178,000-square-foot multi-story building will
include state-of-the-art instruction, laboratory, maker, studio, computer, and collaborative spaces that
integrate the arts and health sciences, along with office and other academic support functions. Specialty
spaces will include an instructional auditorium and support spaces, health science clinical lab spaces,
painting and drawing studio spaces, and music and dance studio spaces. The project will be located in
a prominent area of campus directly adjacent to East Main Street, and will respond aesthetically to the
existing buildings along this important campus corridor.

The project scope will generally provide for demolition of the existing Porterfield East and West Halls
and McGuffey Hall and construction of the new building and building systems and components
including HVAC, plumbing, electrical, fire alarm and detection, fire suppression, lightning protection,
and elevators. The project will replace existing facilities and building systems nearly 50 years old that
are inadequate for today’s learning environment and technologies. Significant utility impacts will be
accommodated, along with erosion/sediment control and stormwater management requirements. The
impact of required swing spaces is being investigated during the preliminary design phases of the
project.

The solicitation for design services was advertised on May 1, 2018, and the firm of Hord, Coplan and
Macht was selected and the design began in July 2018. The initial Programming effort has been
completed, and early building schemes were developed and approved by the University. Geotechnical
investigations and site/utility surveying are complete. The Virginia Department of Historic Resources
has approved the proposed demolition, and the Environmental Impact Report has been approved by the
Virginia Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ). The demolition package has been approved by
the Art and Architectural Review Board (AARB), along with final approval of the new building design
package by AARB as well. The Schematic Design Package was submitted to Virginia Department of
Engineering and Buildings (DEB) in November, with subsequent approval in December. The
Preliminary Design Package and Estimate was submitted to DEB in May 2019, with subsequent
approval in July 2019.
The University’s request to utilize the Construction Management-at-Risk delivery method was
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approved by DEB, and the solicitation for Construction Management-at-Risk services was advertised 
on July 22, 2018. Qualifications packages were received on August 21, with RFP proposals and 
interviews in mid-September. The contract for pre-construction services was awarded to Skanska on 
October 8, 2018, and their team is providing pre-construction services for the project. 

The Capital Budget Request for the project was submitted in June 2019, was included in the approved 
2020-22 biennial budget bond package and is awaiting final execution. Final design began in October 
in order to be ready for full project funding by the end of 2020. This allows the design to be sufficiently 
complete for required permitting for the demolition to get underway in Summer 2021. This schedule 
will facilitate project completion and move-in for classes in Fall 2024.  

2. Property Acquisition

The expansion of student residential housing has been in the University’s master plans and capital
outlay initiatives for the last decade. The acquisition of properties in 2018 by the Radford University
Foundation (RUF) provided an opportunity for the University to expand its residential housing along
with strategic land acquisition. Upon acquisition of the properties by RUF, the University entered a
long term capital lease with the intent to acquire the majority of the properties within two years.

The University strategically defined approximately $22.5 million worth of properties for acquisition.
Of the $22.5 million, $17.5 million is financed through the issuance of 9(c) debt, while the remaining
$5.0 million will utilize auxiliary reserves. This transfer will allow Radford University to leverage the
Commonwealth’s favorable financing options to acquire the property.

The University is currently acquiring nineteen properties comprised of multi-family and single family
units with an estimated property value of $17 million.  The Real Estate Purchase Agreement (REPA)
is currently with RUF; updated surveys have been received; Phase I Environmental surveys, including
hazardous material sampling and analysis, have been completed; Phase I Environmental Site
Assessment was submitted and approval received from the DEQ; and Phase II Environmental surveys
and new appraisal waivers from BRES have been received.

As part of the acquisition and terms of the REPA, there are ten (10) single family homes RUF will have
demolished prior to closing.  RUF is currently soliciting bids for the demolition and site stabilization
of the identified properties. Bids are anticipated to be received mid-November with work complete by
December 31, 2020.  Once the REPA is executed, the houses have been demolished, any exceptions
between the survey and title reports are cleared or noted, a closing date will be established. It is
anticipated closing will occur in January 2021.

Following the completion of the first acquisition, efforts to remaining desired properties will begin with
an anticipated closing date of June 2021.

3. Hotel and Conference Center

The RUF and the City of Radford have identified the property location at the corner of Tyler Avenue
and Lawrence/Calhoun Streets for a hotel/conference center. The RUF and the City of Radford are
working with Jones Lang LaSalle, a commercial real estate firm, for this development opportunity. The
hotel is planned to have approximately 125 rooms; street level restaurant, coffee shop, and business
center; rooftop lounge and exercise center; conference center with meeting spaces; and adjacent
parking.
The RUF and the University jointly applied for rezoning to the City of Radford of Radford Planning
Committee, met on site with the Committee, and presented to the Radford City Council on August 10.
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The request for rezoning was approved in October, and the design is moving forward this fall and 
winter. Ground-breaking for the site should occur sometime early in 2021. With a construction schedule 
of approximately 18 months, the project would be open sometime potentially in late 2022. 

4. Tyler-Norwood Renovation

The Master Plan identifies Norwood Hall and Tyler Hall as the next on-campus residence halls to be
renovated. The renovation scope will provide for the replacement of plumbing piping, fixtures, HVAC
systems, fire alarm systems, electrical upgrades, accessibility improvements, and asbestos abatement,
similar to the renovation scopes recently completed for the Moffett Quad residence halls in 2016. In
addition to the above project scopes, the buildings will incorporate living-learning community
components, possibly for the Honors College. These transforming features will give vibrant new life to
these buildings built in the 1930’s.

A request for proposal (RFP) has been solicited for the architect and engineering (AE) design firm and
the Building Committee has been selected.  Proposals were received in February, but the project
solicitation has been placed on hold. The target date for the start of construction has not been
established, and the total project budget is $17.0 million.

5. River Campus

The Master Plan identified development of the River Campus on University and City of Radford
properties adjacent to the New River. Stakeholder meetings have taken place, including academic and
student affairs, and an initial visioning document has been compiled. The visioning document will serve
to identify initial projects for execution, and planning and prioritization of further River Campus
development projects.

The overall River Campus development includes zones for higher density public activities such as an
amphitheater, event space, food and beverage areas, and associated support spaces; for quieter academic
and passive recreation spaces; and for highly active recreation and student engagement areas.

Initial projects will likely include greenway extension and trails, outdoor seating and gazebos, riverside
boardwalks, and event areas. Further development projects include more significant public projects
such as the amphitheater and food services, along with more recreation-based projects such as access
to the river for people and boats, climbing walls and bouldering, and zip lines and ropes courses.

The City of Radford has developed construction documents to rehabilitate the University Drive bridge
across the Norfolk Southern tracks adjacent to East Main Street. As part of this project, the University
has agreed to fund the replacement of the fencing, the addition of street lighting along the bridge, and
the widening of the existing sidewalks. This project will serve as a significant improvement to the main
entry to this portion on campus, and help highlight future River Campus development projects. The
City of Radford plans to complete this project by the summer of 2021.

The development of the River Campus will need to be carefully executed with the cooperation of the
City of Radford, and will also need to be coordinated with all regulatory and permit requirements.
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RADFORD UNIVERSITY BOARD OF VISITORS 
Business Affairs and Audit Committee 

December 3, 2020 

Information Item 
Succession Planning Update 

Item: 
An update of Radford University’s succession planning efforts. 

Background: 
In 2017, § 2.2-1209.C of the Code of Virginia was amended to require that all Executive Branch Agencies 
develop succession plans for key personnel, executive positions, and employees nearing retirement. 

The purpose of the succession plan is to ensure the University is able to fulfill its mission when a key staff 
separate from the University.  The succession plan is a “living document” that will be ever evolving and 
responsive to the changing realities of the workplace. Realities, such as retirements of aging workforce, lack of 
an emerging group to replace baby boomers, increasing demand for senior management expertise, must be taken 
into consideration to ensure continuity of operations. Identifying, mentoring, and providing professional 
development opportunities to the ‘next generation’ of managers is critical to the success of the succession plan.  

The University’s succession plan was derived into five key elements: identifying key positions, identifying job 
requirements, identifying and building competencies, identifying successor(s), and assessing progress.   Creating 
a plan around these five elements is the responsibility of the Department of Human Resources in conjunction 
with senior staff. While Human Resources is able to provide guidance on how to create and enact a succession 
plan, senior staff play a vital role in ensuring the proper positions, responsibilities, and accomplishments are 
achieved.  

The Commonwealth’s Division of Human Resource Management (DHRM) has provided a succession plan tool 
that is being employed in the University’s ongoing process and additional data on positions is being gathered 
from each senior officer’s area. To assist in identifying job requirements, information questionnaires will be 
completed on all identified positions. Once the positions and critical job requirements are identified, core 
competencies will be defined to assist with creating necessary training and development programs. Identifying 
successors within existing institutional staff that have necessary credentials and performance evaluations in 
accordance with Affirmative Action Equal Opportunity Guidelines would be the next step in the process. Human 
Resources will utilize the University’s personnel system, PeopleAdmin, to measure (over a three year period) 
“down time” and “gaps” between incumbent departure and appointment of successors versus new hires from 
searches.  As a result of COVID-19, substantial progress was unable to be made to fully implement the 
succession planning analysis. Human Resources will continue to monitor and assess the progress made under 
the succession plan and modify as necessary to ensure the plan is effectively addressing the need of ensuring 
continuity of operations during periods of employee turnover.   

Radford University’s Succession Plan was submitted to the Department of Human Resource Management in 
Fall 2020.  

Action: 
None. Informational only. 
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Succession Planning Update

Business Affairs and Audit Committee
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Succession Planning

Business Affairs and Audit Committee

In 2017, § 2.2-1209.C of the Code of Virginia was amended to require 
that all Executive Branch Agencies develop succession plans for key 
personnel, executive positions and employees nearing retirement.

• Ensures responsiveness to the changing realities of the workplace.
• Provides the University with long-term stability in fulfilling its mission.

• Increases the availability of experienced and capable employees that are
prepared to assume key positions as they become available.
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Fiscal Year 2020 – Workforce Demographics

Business Affairs and Audit Committee
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Succession Planning Steps

Business Affairs and Audit Committee

1) Identify Key Positions
2) Identify Job Requirements
3) Identify and Build Competencies
4) Identify Successors
5) Assess Progress
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RADFORD UNIVERSITY BOARD OF VISITORS 
Business Affairs and Audit Committee 

December 3, 2020 

Information Item 
2020-22 Biennial Budget Update 

Item: 

Overview of the proposed 2020-22 Budget Amendments from the 2020 Special Session I of the General 
Assembly.  

Background: 

On Tuesday, August 18, 2020, Governor Ralph Northam presented proposed amendments to the 2020-22 
Biennial Budget to the General Assembly Joint Money Committee to address the economic issues related 
to the COVID-19 pandemic and the resulting $2.7 billion shortfall. The General Assembly considerations 
of the special session budget amendments were completed on October 16, 2020 after the Senate of Virginia 
and the House of Delegates were able to finalize negotiations. The Governor’s response was expected by 
November 3, 2020. Meeting the deadline, the Governor has returned the budget proposing ten additional 
amendments for consideration by the General Assembly. The General Assembly took up the amendments 
on November 9, 2020 and returned the budget to the Governor, who now has until December 9, 2020 to 
take action.   

The following is an overview of the funding changes proposed for Radford University’s (University) 
operating budget.  

Compensation and Benefits: 

Employee Compensation:   
Additional compensation adjustments are included in the amended budget as follows, all of which are 
dependent upon actual revenues except for bonuses to sworn officers. 

1) A bonus to the sworn officers of $500 on December 1, 2020, who were employed as of November
24, 2020, is proposed in the amended budget.

2) A bonus to all classified employees who are employed on April 1, 2021, and remain employed until
at least August 24, 2021.  The one-time bonus payment will be equal to one and a half percent of
their base salary on September 1, 2021. The employees must also have an equivalent rating of at
least “Contributor” on their performance evaluation and have no active written notices under the
Standards of Conduct within the preceding twelve-month period. Faculty may receive a bonus on
performance or other related factors as long as the total bonuses do not exceed the average of what
would have been given based on the classified methodology.

3) Adjunct faculty are to receive a $750 one-time bonus on September 1, 2021. All bonus adjustments
will be supported from the general fund.
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Benefits - Health Care Adjustment: 
Due to the success of the health care holiday in November 2019, the amended budget includes another 
health care premium holiday. The holiday will recognize savings for members in the state employee health 
benefits program and state agencies for two pay periods in December 2020. The projected University one-
time savings from the holiday is expected to be $800,000. 

Reversion of Unallotted Funds:  
Within the 2020-22 Biennial Budget were several funding initiatives that were originally allocated pre-
COVID-19 that were subsequently unallotted pending final execution of the budget. The following items 
all are proposed to be eliminated from the amended budget: 

• Undergraduate Student Financial Assistance - $2.5 million

• Tuition Moderation - $2.1 million

• RUC Operating Support - $4.0 million

One-Time Operating Support: 
Affordable Access: 
The amendments included from the Special Session provide general fund one-time operating support of 
$80 million to maintain affordable access to public colleges and universities for fiscal year 2020-21. The 
funding may be used to support operations, enhance financial aid, or for other purposes to address the 
impacts of COVID-19. The University’s allocation is proposed to be $4.9 million, of which, $2.0 million 
is designated for RUC Operations.   

Funding was allocated based on in-state undergraduates and addressing estimated revenue shortfalls 
reflective of either a minimum of 5% of in-state undergrad revenues or 40% of the average in-state revenue 
shortfall. 

COVID-19 Relief: 
Coronavirus Relief Funds (CFR): 
Higher education institutions have been allocated $116.0 million in COVID-19 relief funding of which the 
University will receive $3.6 million to support telework and distance learning infrastructure, personal 
protective equipment, sanitization and cleaning, and testing for students, staff, and faculty. This is a direct 
reimbursement of expenses that have or will occur from July 1, 2020 – December 31, 2020.   

Financial Flexibility Language: 
Auxiliary Enterprise Investment Yields: 
Higher education institutions will have the option to use available fund balances from other fund sources, 
including E&G, to support operations, increased costs or revenue reductions for auxiliary enterprise 
programs for the 2020-2022 biennium. The exception being supporting Athletics programs other than 
transfer payments from E&G. 

Action: 

None.  Information item only. 
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2020 Special Session I
On August 18, 2020, Governor Northam presented proposed amendments 
to the 2020-22 Biennial Budget to the General Assembly Joint Money 
Committee addressing the economic issues related to COVID-19 and the 
resulting $2.7 billion shortfall.

• The General Assembly considerations on the amendments were 
finalized on October 16, 2020 and submitted for Executive 
review.  

• The Governor returned the budget to the General Assembly 
requesting the adoption of additional amendments on 
November 5, 2020. 

• The General Assembly took up the amendments on November 
9, 2020 and returned the budget to the Governor, who now has 
until December 9, 2020 to take action. 

Notable University Items Include:
 Reversion of Unallotted Funds
 Compensation & Benefits
 One-time Operating Support
 COVID-19 Relief
 Financial Flexibility Language
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Reversion of Unallotted Funds

• Undergraduate Student Financial Assistance
• Tuition Moderation
• RUC Operating Support

Within the 2020-22 Biennial Budget, there were several funding initiatives 
that were originally allocated pre-COVID-19 that were subsequently 
unallotted pending final execution of the budget. The following items all 
are proposed to be eliminated from the amended budget:
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Compensation and Benefits 
Employee Bonuses: 
• Effective December 1, 2020

– Police Officers - $500 each
• Effective September 1, 2021 – dependent on actual revenues

– Faculty and Staff – 1.5% of base pay 
– Adjunct Faculty - $750 each 

Benefits:
• Health Holiday – Utilizes one-time savings to fund a health care premium holiday 

for members in the state employee health benefits program for two pay periods in 
December 2020. 
− Provides institutional and employee savings Page 99 of 170



One-time Operating Support

General fund one-time support of $80 million to maintain affordable access to 
public colleges and universities for fiscal year 2021 is proposed. The funding 
may be used to support operations, enhance financial aid or for other purposes 
to address the impacts of COVID-19. 

• The University’s proposed allocation is $4.9 million, of which, $2.0 million is 
designated for RUC. 
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COVID-19 Relief

Coronavirus Relief Funds (CFR):  Higher education institutions have been allocated 
$116 million in COVID-19 relief funding to support telework and distance learning 
infrastructure, personal protective equipment, sanitization and cleaning, and 
testing for students, staff, and faculty.  

• The University’s proposed
allocation is $3.6 million.
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Financial Flexibility Language

Auxiliary Enterprise Investment Yields:  Higher education institutions will 
have the option to use available fund balances from other fund sources, 
including E&G, to support operations, increased costs or revenue reductions 
for auxiliary enterprise programs for the 2020-2022 biennium.

– The exception being supporting Athletics programs other than transfer payments
from E&G.
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RADFORD UNIVERSITY BOARD OF VISITORS 
Business Affairs and Audit Committee 

December 3, 2020 

Crisis and Emergency Management Plan (CEMP) 
Background Information 

Public Safety 
Radford University Public Safety is charged with creating a safe and secure University 
environment.  Public Safety encompasses the Police Department, Emergency Management, and 
Parking Enforcement.  

Public Safety is committed to providing the highest level of professional services to foster a safe 
learning and working environment for the entire campus community including: students, faculty, 
staff, alumni, and visitors.  

Office of Emergency Management 
Through an all-hazards approach, the Office of Emergency Management strives to provide a 
safe, secure, and resilient environment by fostering the emergency management mission of 
mitigating against, preparing for, responding to, and recovering from emergencies to support the 
University’s mission of academics, institutional research, and service to the community. 

The Office of Emergency Management is responsible for instilling a culture of preparedness by 
enhancing and improving individual preparedness, departmental readiness, and institutional 
resiliency. 

Office of Emergency Management Responsibilities 
• Develop and manage University-level emergency planning including:

— Crisis and Emergency Management Plan (CEMP); 
— Continuity of Operations Plan (COOP); and 
— Hazard Mitigation Plan. 

• Provide a training and exercise program at the University, departmental, and individual
levels.

• Promote preparedness initiatives through presentations and other various outreach
methods.

• Serve as the Universities Emergency Management Coordinator as required by Virginia’s
Executive Order 41 (2019).

• Serve as the coordinator for incident management system implementation, to include
collaboration with University departments, and external agencies, that have key roles in
incident or emergency preparedness, response, and/or recovery activities.

Phases of Emergency Management 
The emergency management process is broken out into five phases with each phase overlapping 
the next. 

Mitigation - Makes structural and non-structural changes to limit impact of disasters. 
Prevention – Preventative measures, such as evacuation plans, environmental planning, 
and design standards. 
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Preparedness – Planning, organizing, equipping, exercising, evaluating and corrective 
actions. 
Response – Coordination and management of resources, responding to a disaster 

• Public information and warning 
• Requests for assistance/resource management 

Recovery – Restore critical functions, Manage Stabilization, Return to normalcy 
• Debris Management 
• Damage Assessment 
• Continuity 
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PLAN DOCUMENTATION 
PROMULGATION 
By virtue of the authority vested in me by the Board of Visitors as President of Radford 
University, and as the administrator ultimately responsible for emergency management 
on campus, I hereby promulgate and issue the Radford University Crisis & Emergency 
Management Plan (CEMP, formerly Emergency Operations Plan).  The Plan provides 
for Radford University’s response to emergencies and disasters in order to save lives; to 
protect public health, safety, and property; to restore essential services; and to enable 
and assist with economic recovery. 
 
The Plan is consistent with Code of Virginia § 23.1-804 and Title 44, Chapter 3.2, and 
the National Incident Management System as implemented in the National Response 
Framework (NRF) adopted October 2019. 
 
Companion documents to the CEMP include, but are not limited to, the Radford 
University Hazard Mitigation Plan (HMP) and the Radford University Continuity of 
Operations Plans (COOP) which are distinct, complementary plans that together 
provide a sound decision-making foundation with regard to Radford University’s 
approach to emergency management.  
  
In concert with companion plans, exercises, training, and outreach, the CEMP 
substantially enhances Radford’s capabilities to prepare for, respond to, recover from, 
prevent and mitigate against all hazards. A component of Radford’s emergency 
management program, the CEMP assists in continuing to build a culture of 
preparedness and resiliency throughout the Radford University community. 
 
This Promulgation shall be effective upon its signing and shall remain in full force and 
effect until amended or rescinded by further promulgation. 
 
 
Signed,  
 
 
 
              
Dr. Brian O. Hemphill, President     Date 
Radford University 
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LEGAL 
Disclaimer 

The information contained in the Radford University Crisis and Emergency Management 
Plan (CEMP) has been prepared for use by Radford University. The information is 
guidance for managing an incident, recognizing that individual circumstance or events 
not anticipated by the CEMP may occur. The experience and judgment of those utilizing 
the CEMP is an important consideration in how and when the CEMP is used. The 
content represents the best opinions on the subject in conjunction with current 
legislative mandates. No warranty, guarantee, or representation is made by the 
University of the sufficiency of the information contained herein and the University 
assumes no responsibility in connection therewith. The CEMP is intended to provide 
guidelines for safe practices; therefore, it cannot be assumed that all plausible and non-
plausible scenarios are contained in this document, or that other or additional 
information or measures may be required. 
 
Confidentiality 
Public disclosure of this document would have a reasonable likelihood of threatening 

public safety by exposing vulnerabilities. It contains sensitive and confidential 

information that is not subject to the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) under Virginia 

Code §2.2-3705.2. Accordingly, Radford University is withholding elements of the 

CEMP from public disclosure.  
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FOREWARD 
Radford University (hereafter University) is vulnerable to a variety of hazards such as 
flash flooding, river flooding, hurricanes, winter storms, tornadoes, hazardous materials 
transportation incident (rail and vehicular), resource shortages, infectious disease, and 
terrorism. The University is also vulnerable to technological incidents such as power 
outages and human-caused hazards such as a cyber-attack. To respond effectively to 
any emergency of a size or complexity beyond routine response systems, it is critical 
that all Radford University faculty, staff, and students; City of Radford public officials; 
regional, city; and state departments and agencies; and non-governmental emergency 
organizations understand their roles and responsibilities.  These non-routine 
responsibilities begin as the incident is recognized and response ensues.  These 
responsibilities become particularly important as command organizes beyond the initial 
reactive phase of first responders.  
 
To address these hazards, Radford University developed this Crisis and Emergency 
Management Plan (CEMP).  The CEMP provides the University with flexible, scalable, 
“all-hazards” guidance, which is applicable to all phases of emergency management.  
The CEMP is compatible with the National Response Framework and provides the 
structure for coordinating with local jurisdictions and external emergency response 
agencies.   
  
Companion documents to the CEMP include, but are not limited to, 
departmental/university-wide Continuity of Operations Plans (COOPs) and the Radford 
University Hazard Mitigation Plan (HMP).  Each of these documents are distinct, 
complementary plans that together provide a foundation for Radford University’s 
approach to emergency management.   
  
In concert with companion plans, exercises, training, and outreach, the CEMP 
substantially enhances Radford University’s capabilities to prepare for, respond to, 
recover from, prevent, and mitigate against all hazards.  A component of the Radford 
University’s emergency management program, the CEMP also assists in continuing to 
build a culture of preparedness and resiliency throughout the University community.    
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PLAN FORMAT 
The Basic Plan, using an all-hazards approach, illustrates the overall methodology for 
how incidents are managed by the institution.  
  
The Annexes outline the incident management process regarding the Emergency 
Notification System (ENS), functional needs, and Emergency Support Functions 
(ESFs), as well as procedures for managing an infectious disease outbreak, active 
threat incident, severe weather incident, and earthquakes. 
     
The Appendices contain supplemental information relevant to all CEMP elements. 
 
 
 

BASIC PLAN

Annexes Appendices

A. V ictim Assistance 

Contact In formation

B. ICS Forms

A: Emergency 

Support Functions

B: Active Threat

Incident

F: Functional Needs 

Support P lan

C: Emergency 

Notification System

E: Severe Weather

Incident

C. NIMAA

D. Maps
D: Infectious Disease 

Outbreak Incident

G: Earthquake

Plan

H: Emergency 

Operations Center

 
Figure 1 CEMP Graphic Layout 
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RECORD OF CHANGES 
Submit recommended changes to this document to the Director of Emergency 
Management. 
 

Table 1 Record of Changes 

Contacts Date of 
Change 

Revision 
Number 

Page or  
Section 

Changed 
Summary of Change 

Peter McCann 
 

October 
2020 

1.0 Basic Plan 
All Annexes 
All Appendices 

Comprehensive Review and Update of 
the entire CEMP, formerly EOP. 
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RECORD OF DISTRIBUTION 
It is the intent, based on the sensitivity of information contained within this document, 
that distribution is limited.  The following list is not all inclusive.  Additional copies may 
be distributed at the discretion of the Director of Emergency Management or designee.  
Distribution beyond the recipients listed below may not be made without authorization 
from the Director of Emergency Management or designee.   Requests for additional 
distribution must be submitted to the Director of Emergency Management. 
 

Table 2 Record of Distribution 

Agency Department Recipient Title/Department 

Radford University 
Incident Management 
Team 

President 

Vice President for Finance and Administration and Chief Financial 
Officer 

Chief of Staff and Vice President for Strategic Operations 

Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Vice President for University Advancement & University Relations 
Vice President for Student Affairs 
Special Advisor to the President for Partnerships and Chief 
Innovation Officer 
Vice President for Enrollment Management 
Executive Director of Administration 
Athletics Director 
Chief of Police 
Director of Emergency Management 
Assistant Vice President for Facilities Management 
Associate Vice President for Information Technology and Chief 
Information Officer 
Legal Counsel 

Radford University 
Division of Finance 
and Administration 

Associate Vice President for Finance and University Controller 
University Budget Director 
Assistant Vice President for Human Resources 
Executive Director of Strategic Sourcing and Chief Procurement 
Officer 
Director of University Services 
Assistant Director of Environmental Health and Safety 
Director of Facilities Management Operations 

Radford University 
Division of Student 
Affairs 

Associate Vice President for Student Affairs and Dean of Students 
Associate Vice President for Student Life 
Assistant Vice President for Student Success and Retention 
Student Health Medical Director 
Director of Housing and Residential Life 
Director of Student Counseling Services 

Radford University 
Division of Academic 
Affairs 

Associate Provost for Academic Program 
Assistant Provost, Center for Global Education and Engagement 

City of Radford City Administration 
City Manager 
Emergency Management Coordinator 

Montgomery 
County 

Emergency 
Management 

Emergency Services Coordinator 

VDEM Preparedness Division All Hazards Planner 
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AUTHORITIES AND STANDARDS 
POLICES AND REGULATIONS 
Radford University’s Crisis and Emergency Management Plan (CEMP) is guided by 
provisions in the following authorities: 
 
Federal: 

• Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Title 44, Emergency Management 
Assistance  

• Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) National Response 
Framework 

• Homeland Security Presidential Directive 5  

• Homeland Security Presidential Directive 8  

• National Incident Management System (NIMS)  

• The Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act, Public 
Law 93-288, as amended 

 
State: 

• Commonwealth of Virginia Emergency Services and Disaster Law of 2000, as 
amended.  

• The Code of Virginia, 23.1-804, Institutional Crisis and Emergency Management 
Plan (CEMP).  

• The Commonwealth of Virginia Emergency Operations Plan (COVEOP) 
 
Local: 

• City of Radford Emergency Operations Plan 
 
 
 
REFERENCES 
The following standards and plans were used in the development of this CEMP. 

 

• FEMA Comprehensive Preparedness Guide 101 Version 2 

• National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 1600 Standard on 
Disaster/Emergency Management and Business Continuity Programs 
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INTRODUCTION 
MISSION 
Radford University 
As a mid-sized, comprehensive public institution dedicated to the creation and 
dissemination of knowledge, Radford University empowers students from diverse 
backgrounds by providing transformative educational experiences, from the 
undergraduate to the doctoral level, within and beyond the classroom. As an inclusive 
University community, we specialize in cultivating relationships among students, faculty, 
staff, alumni and other partners, and in providing a culture of service, support, and 
engagement. We embrace innovation and tradition and instill students with purpose and 
the ability to think creatively and critically. We provide an educational environment and 
the tools to address the social, economic, and environmental issues confronting our 
region, nation, and the world. 
 
Radford University Emergency Management 
Through an all-hazards approach, the Office of Emergency Management strives to 
provide a safe, secure, and resilient environment by fostering the emergency 
management mission of mitigating against, preparing for, responding to, and recovering 
from emergencies to support the University’s mission of academics, institutional 
research, and service to the community. 
 
The office is responsible for instilling a culture of preparedness by enhancing and 
improving individual preparedness, departmental readiness, and institutional resiliency. 
 
 
PURPOSE 
Radford University Crisis and Emergency Management Plan (CEMP) provides all-
hazard guidance intended to preserve life, protect property, and contain an incident, 
emergency, or event on campus in order to continue the University’s mission.  The 
CEMP establishes incident organization to direct and control operations by assigning 
broad responsibilities to specific entities for disaster mitigation, prevention, 
preparedness, response, and recovery.  These responsibilities are generally extensions 
of normal, day-to-day functions involving the same resources.  The CEMP also provides 
the framework within which more detailed emergency plans and procedures can be 
developed and maintained.    
  
This plan does not supersede or replace the procedures for safety, hazardous materials 
response, or other procedures that are already in place. Rather, it supplements those 
procedures with an organizational structure that provides for the immediate focus of 
management on response operations and the early transition to recovery operations.  
  
The CEMP is based on the situation, risk assessment, capability assessment, mitigation 
overview, and planning assumptions presented in this section. 
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SCOPE 
The CEMP and its contents apply to all Radford University faculty, staff, students, and 
visitors. The CEMP applies to the primary campus located in the City of Radford. 
Facilities located outside of this primary campus such as Radford University Carilion 
facilities in the City of Roanoke fall under the guidance of Carilion’s facility’s emergency 
plans.     
  
The University modeled the CEMP in accordance with prevailing practices in the field of 
emergency management, including incorporation of the National Incident Management 
System (NIMS), to facilitate coordination and communication between all responding 
entities.  Radford University cooperates and collaborates with local, state, and federal 
emergency management agencies and other stakeholders in the development, 
implementation, and execution of emergency response plans.    
 
SITUATION OVERVIEW 
The institution now known as Radford University was founded by the Virginia General 
Assembly in the spring of 1910. The State Normal and Industrial School for Women at 
Radford grew out of a late nineteenth-century effort to expand Virginia's public-school 
system and prepare a sufficient number of teachers.  
 
Radford University is a comprehensive public university of over 10,000 students that 
has received national recognition for many of its undergraduate and graduate academic 
programs, as well as its sustainability initiatives. Radford University serves the 
Commonwealth of Virginia and the nation through a wide range of academic, cultural, 
human service, and research programs.  The main campus is located in Radford, 
Virginia on a beautiful 204-acre American classical campus.  Radford University also 
offers a clinical-based educational experience for more than 1,000 students living and 
learning in Roanoke, Virginia, as part of Radford University Carilion, a public-private 
partnership focused on the cutting-edge delivery of health sciences programming, 
outreach, and service. 
 
Radford University has embraced its historical mission of teaching and learning while, at 
the same time, looking to the future with a focus on innovation. 
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PLANNING ASSUMPTIONS 
• An emergency or disaster may occur at any time of the day or night, weekend or 

holiday, with little or no warning.  

• The succession of events in an emergency or disaster is not predictable; 
therefore, published plans, such as this one, only serve as a guide and may 
require modifications to meet the requirements of the emergency.  

• The University may be impacted by an event that occurs in the neighborhoods or 
community adjacent to the campus or offsite facilities.    

• Disasters affecting the University may affect the surrounding community. 
Therefore, it is necessary for the University to prepare for and carry out disaster 
response and short-term recovery operations in conjunction with local resources.  

• Based on the event, outside resources may not be readily available to assist the 
University.    

• Departments maintain plans relevant to their areas and operations, ensure that 
all personnel are trained and familiar with the CEMP, and are capable of 
implementing emergency procedures in a timely and effective manner.  

• Incidents including major emergencies or catastrophic events will require full 
coordination of operations and resources, and might:   

o result in numerous casualties, fatalities, displaced people, property loss, 
significant damage to the environment, and disruption of economic and 
normal life support systems, essential public services, and basic 
infrastructure;  

o overwhelm capabilities of the University; 
o require extremely short-notice asset coordination and response timelines; 

and/or   
o require prolonged, sustained incident management operations and 

support activities requisite to long-term recovery and mitigation.   

• Incident management activities will be initiated and conducted using the 
principles contained in the National Incident Management System (NIMS).   

• The top priorities for incident management are protecting life safety, securing 
critical infrastructure and facilities, and resuming teaching and research.    

• Faculty, staff, students, and visitors will fully cooperate with instructions given by 
first responders and University leadership.  
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PHASES OF EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT 
The current model of emergency management describes the emergency management 
process in five phases: mitigation, prevention, preparedness, response, and recovery 
with each phase overlapping the next. 
 

  
 
Mitigation - Makes structural 
and non-structural changes to 
limit impact of disasters 
Prevention – Preventative 
measures such as Evacuation 
Plans, Environmental Planning, 
and Design Standards 
Preparedness – Planning, 
Organizing, Equipping, 
Exercising, Evaluating and 
Corrective Actions  
Response – Coordination and 
Management of Resources, 
Responding to a disaster 
Recovery – Restore critical 
functions, Manage Stabilization, 
Return to normalcy 
 
 

Figure 2 Phases of Emergency Management 
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CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS 
GENERAL 
This section describes coordinating structures, processes, and protocols employed for 
incident management by Radford University. These coordinating structures and 
processes are designed to enable execution of the responsibilities of the President 
through the appropriate departments and to integrate local, state, federal, non-
governmental agencies and organizations, and private-sector efforts into a 
comprehensive approach to emergency management.  
 
The CEMP is founded upon the concept that incident response begins with the 
University and that outside assistance will be requested when an emergency or disaster 
exceeds institutional capabilities.  It establishes the concepts and policies under which 
all elements of the University will operate during emergencies.  Additionally, the CEMP 
provides a basis for the preparation of more detailed plans and procedures and for 
emergency management training programs. Departments with primary emergency 
duties and responsibilities are also expected to develop and maintain separately 
published and more detailed standard operating procedures (SOPs) as needed.  
 
In the event an incident exceeds the University’s emergency response capabilities, 
outside assistance is available, either through mutual support agreements with nearby 
jurisdictions or volunteer organizations. University resources must be fully committed 
before assistance is requested from the adjacent jurisdictions.    
   
The following general principles apply to all parts of the CEMP: 

• On-scene coordination of emergency response will be accomplished within the 
Incident Command System (ICS) framework allowing for the incorporation of 
local, state, federal agencies and other responsible parties into one 
organizational framework called Unified Command.   

• The EOC is the central location from which off-scene activities are coordinated.   

• The EOC may be virtually, partially, or fully activated.  

• All appropriate available resources will be fully committed before requesting 
outside assistance. 

 
CRISIS AND EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PLAN UTILIZATION 
The CEMP may be utilized, in whole or in part, whenever incident conditions exist 
where immediate action is required to: 

• Save and protect lives.  

• Prevent and/or mitigate damage to property, systems, and the environment. 

• Initiate the Incident Command System (ICS) and develop an appropriate 
organization structure to manage the incident. 

• Coordinate communications. 

• Provide essential services. 

• Temporarily assign University staff to perform emergency work. 

• Invoke emergency authorization to procure and allocate resources. 

• Activate and staff the Radford University Emergency Operations Center (EOC). 
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The CEMP may be utilized, in whole or in part, in conjunction with local, regional, state, 
or federal response plans as necessary to effectively manage an incident requiring the 
incorporation of external response capabilities into the University’s response. Critical 
University departments having a role in response will be associated with Emergency 
Support Functions (ESFs) to facilitate integration into emergency operations.    
 
The Radford University President, Vice President for Finance and Administration, Chief 
of Police, and the Director of Emergency Management, or their designees, may 
implement the CEMP. 
 
OVERALL INCIDENT MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE 
Radford University applies the nationally recognized Incident Command System (ICS) 
to incident, emergency, and major event management. A standardized, all-hazards 
management tool, ICS enables the University to utilize the following characteristics to 
more efficiently respond to and recover from an incident on campus: 
 

• Modular Organization:  An incident’s organizational structure is flexible and 
scalable to the needs of the incident.  Only the personnel and resources required 
to meet the incident objectives are utilized (and demobilized) in an effort to 
maximize productivity and minimize cost and duplication of effort.  

• Common Terminology:  Use of common terminology to define organizational 
functions, incident facilities, resource descriptions, and position titles.    

• Incident Action Planning:  A verbal or written plan for achieving incident 
objectives, as determined by leadership, is completed to provide a common 
operation picture during response and recovery objectives.  

• Span of Control:  One individual in an incident management supervisory 
capacity oversees between 3 and 7 personnel (5 being ideal) to provide for 
adequate control, communication, and resource management.  

• Chain of Command and Unity of Command:  An orderly line of 
authority/communication exists within the incident management organization. 
Responders report to one supervisor to clarify reporting relationships and 
eliminate confusion brought on by multiple, conflicting directives.  

• Unified Command:  Representatives from multiple affected departments/ 
agencies/ jurisdictions collaborate together to establish incident objectives and 
make collective decisions without affecting individual agency authority, 
responsibility, or accountability.  

• Multi-Agency Coordination:  Provides the architecture to support coordination 
for incident prioritization, critical resource allocation, communications systems 
integration, and information coordination.    

• Comprehensive Resource Management:  Maintaining an accurate and up-to-
date picture of resource utilization.  Resources include personnel, teams, 
equipment, supplies, and facilities available or potentially available for 
assignment or allocation in support of incident management and emergency 
response activities.    
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• Integrated Communications:  Incident communications are facilitated through 
the development and use of a common communications plan and interoperable 
communications processes and architectures.    

• Pre-designated Facilities:  Operational locations and support facilities 
designated before an incident to support response and recovery.    

• Accountability:  Resource and personnel tracking, unity of command, personal 
responsibility, span of control, incident action planning, and documentation all 
contribute to effective accountability throughout the incident management 
process.    

 
TYPES OF INCIDENTS 
An incident is defined as “an occurrence or event, natural or human-caused, which 
requires a response to protect life or property.”1  An incident may evolve into an 
emergency when that event overwhelms or nearly overwhelms day-to-day resources, 
plans, and personnel in place to manage it, while causing a significant disruption of 
normal business in all or a portion of the campus.    
  
Incidents and emergencies can range from a small utility failure or criminal act that can 
be handled internally to a major winter storm that may exceed internal capabilities and 
requires external response support. To assist with conveying the complexity or severity 
of a situation, the University developed various levels of incidents shown in Table 3. The 
incident types align with the National Incident Management System, with Type 1 being 
the most complex or severe and Type 5 being the lease complex or severe. 
 

Table 3 Types of Incidents 

Type Description 

5 

A minor department or building incident that can be resolved by the responding 
service unit (Custodial, Physical, Police, Telecommunications, etc.). This may 
result in calling in personnel and notifying the department where the problem 
occurred. For example, Facilities responds to a report of no heat in a building.  

4 

A department or building incident that can be resolved with existing University 
resources or limited outside help. A Type 4 incident is usually a one-
dimensional event that has a limited duration and little impact to the campus 
community beyond those using the space/building in which it occurred. For 
example, a broken pipe with some flooding or a minor fire confined to a room.   

3 

Type 3 incidents may emerge as a single incident, but have the potential to 
quickly evolve into a multi-faceted campus crisis.  Examples could include a 
large fire contained to a single building or complex.  The incident may stretch 
University resources, but the impact across campus would be limited. 

1 As defined in the Federal Emergency Management Agency’s National Response Framework 
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Type Description 

2 

A major emergency that impacts a sizable portion of the campus and/or outside 
community. Type 2 emergencies may be single or multi-hazard situations, and 
often require considerable and timely coordination both within and outside the 
University. Type 2 incidents also include imminent events on campus or in the 
general community that may develop into a major crisis or full disaster affecting 
the University.  For example, an active shooter, bomb threat, heating failure, 
extended power outage, severe storm, or domestic water contamination.  

1 
A catastrophic event involving the entire campus and surrounding community. 
Immediate resolution of the disaster, which is usually multi-hazard, is beyond 
internal emergency response capabilities.  

 
 
MONITORING AND DETECTION 
The Radford University Police Department Dispatch Center serves as the institution’s 
continuously operating warning point and also monitors local and regional information-
sharing networks and weather alerts.  The functions provided by the Dispatch Center 
include: 

• Receiving emergency and non-emergency calls from Radford University 
community. 

• Monitoring campus alarm systems for detection of fire, building system failure, 
physical security breach, or other abnormal conditions. 

• Communicating with first responders and local and state public safety agencies;  

• Monitoring weather and hazard warning messages. 

• Making notifications, as appropriate, to University officials and outside agencies; 
and  

• Issuing warnings in accordance with the Emergency Notification System (ENS) 
Protocols. 

 
PLAN IMPLEMENTATION 
Incidents or emergencies affecting safety, health, property, the environment, or critical 
operations should be reported to the Radford University Police Dispatch Center.  The 
Dispatch Center will dispatch first responders to the scene and make appropriate 
notifications as directed by the Incident Commander.    
  
Depending on the incident type, the Incident Commander will initiate the notification of 
the Director of Emergency Management, or designee, to coordinate incident response 
and recovery.  Once notified, if necessary the Director of Emergency Management, or 
designee, notifies the Incident Management Team and determines what level of EOC 
activation is necessary.  Notification may occur by telephone, text message, or email.  
Once notification is received by the recipients, they should respond as directed. 
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INCIDENT PRIORITIES 
In all emergency response and recovery operations Radford University should prioritize 
incident response based on the following considerations; 

 

• Protect Life Safety 

• Secure critical infrastructure and facilities including 
o Buildings used by the Radford University community 
o Buildings critical to health and safety 
o Facilities that sustain the response 
o Classroom and research buildings 
o Administrative buildings 

• Resume teaching and research programs 
 
An additional priority, coordination among appropriate stakeholders, extends across all 
priorities and phases of the incident. 
 
EMERGENCY OPERATIONS CENTER 
In the event of an incident that may cause significant impact to University operations or 
last for a prolonged period, the Radford University Emergency Operations Center (EOC) 
may be activated to centralize the command, control, and coordination necessary to 
manage the incident.  Personnel will work collaboratively to define emergency priorities, 
establish policies, assign resources, and coordinate requests for assistance. Upon 
activation of the CEMP, the EOC may be partially or fully activated (physically or 
virtually) depending on the type and scope of the incident, emergency, or event.  
 
EOC Levels of Activation 
The EOC has three levels of activation: monitoring, partial, and full. 
 

• Monitoring: EOC operations are decentralized. Normal emergency response, 
communication, and resource management protocols are in place. 

• Partial Activation: Through physical or virtual activation, certain key designated 
departments and agencies report to the EOC. Partial EOC activations normally 
take place within regular business hours but may include after-hours or weekend 
operations. Examples of events necessitating a partial EOC activation include 
planned events, emergencies of limited scope involving multiple departments, or 
ramp-up operations ahead of a large-scale anticipated or forecasted emergency 
(e.g., severe weather event or demonstration on campus). 

• Full Activation: All designated EOC personnel and Emergency Support 
Functions, as needed, are staffed on up to a 24-hour rotational basis. Examples 
of events warranting a full EOC activation include major disasters affecting the 
entire University, regional emergencies, terrorist events, etc. 
 

EMERGENCY NOTIFICATION SYSTEM 
Radford University’s Emergency Notification System (ENS), commonly referred to as 
Radford Alert, is a multi-channel, redundant communication platform that disseminates 
critical information to the campus community in case of an incident.  During an incident 
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or emergency when the ENS would be used, all subscribers are considered part of the 
population vulnerable to the threat or hazard.  The Outdoor Warning System, classroom 
phones, email, landline and cellular phones, SMS messaging, desktop alerts, digital 
signs, and website banners may provide, at a minimum the following information: 

• Nature of incident 

• Location of incident 

• Actions to be taken 
 
Annex C of the CEMP, the ENS Protocols provides operational guidelines for issuing 
emergency messages via Radford Alert. The Protocols contain system background 
information, a list of responsible University authorities, how and when the Protocols are 
to be used, and descriptions of the various channels employed for notification 
distribution. Also included are staff roles and responsibilities, checklists, and approved 
notification templates for rapid execution during an incident. 
 
CAMPUS STATE OF EMERGENCY 
In responding to major emergencies and disasters, the President may declare a 
Campus State of Emergency to allow for activation of the University’s emergency plans 
that protect public health, provide safety, preserve property, and continue critical 
functions for the University campus community. When a State of Emergency has been 
declared: 
 

a) The President may use all available campus resources to respond to the disaster 
and temporarily suspend rules where compliance to the rules would hinder or 
delay actions necessary to save lives, stabilize the incident, and conserve 
property and the environment. 

b) Only authorized students, faculty, staff, and emergency personnel are to be on 
campus.  Those who are not authorized to be on campus will be directed to 
leave. 

c) The proclamation shall be in writing. The President shall take reasonable steps to 
give notice of the terms of the proclamation to those affected by it and shall post 
a copy of it on the University website and in public places throughout campus.   

 
If the President is unavailable to declare a state of emergency, the responsibility will 
automatically be delegated to the president’s designee as outlined in the Continuity of 
Operations Plan. 
 
Imposing Restrictions 
The President, by proclamation, may impose restrictions to provide for the protection of 
life, property, and the environment. The President may impose as many restrictions as 
reasonably necessary to maintain an acceptable level of public order and services and 
to protect lives, safety, and property. The President should detail in writing his or her 
reasons for imposing restrictions in the proclamation. 
 
The following restrictions may be imposed through the declaration of Campus State of 
Emergency: 
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• Evacuation: The President may direct and compel the voluntary or mandatory 
evacuation of all or part of the population of the campus; to prescribe routes, 
modes of transportation and destination in connection with evacuation; and to 
control ingress and egress of a disaster area, the movement of persons within 
the area, and the occupancy of premises therein. Details of the evacuation may 
be included or amended in a subsequent proclamation.  

• Restricted Access: In the best interest of the University community’s safety, 
access to campus may be limited to residential students and essential personnel.  

• Curfew: The proclamation may impose a curfew prohibiting in certain areas and 
during certain periods the appearance in public of anyone who is not performing 
protective actions sanctioned by the University.   

• Restricting Activities: The following activities or conditions may be restricted: 1) 
movement of people in public places; 2) the operations of offices on campus; and 
3) other activities or conditions the control of which may be reasonably necessary 
to maintain order and protect lives and property during the state of emergency 
within the area designated in the proclamation. 

 
Termination of Campus State of Emergency 
The President will, by proclamation, terminate the entire declaration of emergency or 
remove any of the restrictions when the emergency no longer requires them. 
 
DEMOBILIZATION 
The Incident Commander (IC) or Unified Command (UC) in coordination with the EOC 
and the Incident Management Team will determine when the incident is under control 
and response operations can be demobilized. Demobilization requires the deactivation 
of the active General Staff sections and EOC (if applicable) and compilation of incident 
documentation. The Planning Section, if activated and in conjunction with the IC/UC, will 
develop a written or verbal demobilization plan as early in the incident as possible. 
Section Chiefs will be responsible for the demobilization of their respective sections. 
 
CAMPUS RECOVERY 
Aligning with the University’s incident response priorities, the first recovery step for any 
incident is to establish a safe and secure campus. Property protection, including 
research materials and intellectual property, is followed by environmental protection and 
restoration of essential program functions, including necessary dependencies such as 
critical utilities.  An additional priority, coordination among appropriate stakeholders, 
extends across all priorities and phases of the incident.  The Continuity of Operations 
Plan, provides applicable, all-hazard, tiered guidance in support of restoring normal 
operations on campus. 
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ORGANIZATION AND ASSIGNMENT OF RESPONSIBILITIES 
BOARD OF VISITORS 

• Provides governance-level oversight to ensure that the University implements an 
effective emergency management program.  

• Consistent with the obligations imposed on public institutions of higher education 
under Virginia Code §23.1-804, ensures that Radford University develops, 
adopts, and keeps current a written crisis and emergency management plan. 

 
PRESIDENT 
The President is responsible for the public safety and welfare of the students, faculty, 
staff, and visitors at the University.  The President has the ability to, but not limited to: 

• Directs and works with the Cabinet, Emergency Management, RUPD, and other 
key faculty and staff to coordinate University resources to address the full 
spectrum of actions to prevent, prepare for, respond to, and recover from incident 
involving all hazards impacting the University. 

• Authorizes temporary suspension of classes, or a campus closure or evacuation, 
when necessary.  

• As the key public official, provides leadership and plays a key role in 
communicating to the public, and in helping faculty, staff, students, and visitors 
cope with the consequences of any type of incident affecting the University. 

• Supports the University’s emergency management program.  

• Ensures that the University maintains and annually reviews the CEMP. 
 
VICE PRESIDENT FOR FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION 
The Vice President for Finance and Administration duties during an emergency or 
incident include, but are not limited to: 

• Works directly with the President, RUPD, Emergency Management, and other 
key faculty and staff in addressing campus emergencies and incidents. 

• Communicates with the cabinet to coordinate response activities. 

• Authorizes emergency expenditures and maintaining accurate records of 
expenses related to the emergency. 

• Maintains authority, in consultation with the President and other key 
stakeholders, to close the University or cancel classes, as appropriate. 

• Serves as the Chief Executive Officer due to the unavailability of the President 
with all authorities granted 

 
DIRECTOR OF EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT 

• Develops and updates the CEMP consistent with Virginia Code §23.1 -804.  

• Coordinates resources to address the full spectrum of actions to prevent, prepare 
for, respond to, and recovery from, and mitigate against incidents involving all 
hazards.  

• Requests assistance when University capabilities have been exceeded or 
exhausted.   
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• Coordinates with local, state, and federal officials after a disaster to implement 
recovery strategies and programs.  

• Develops and implements a training, testing, and exercise plan to assure all 
parties involved in incident response and recovery are fully prepared to fulfill their 
tasks.    

• Serves as the coordinator for incident management system implementation.    
 
ON-SCENE INCIDENT COMMANDER(S) 
The front-line staff in departments such as Police, Facilities, Environmental Health and 
Safety, Emergency Management and others, handle most incidents with response 
activities primarily conducted at the field level. Once an incident occurs or is imminent, 
the Radford University Police Department establishes an on-scene incident command, 
including the designation of an Incident Commander (IC). If the incident requires the 
response of external partners, the IC will set up a Unified Command (UC) structure. The 
IC/UC provides command and control, which includes planning, accountability, and 
executing a plan to resolve the situation. The IC/UC allocates resources assigned to the 
incident.  Depending on the scope of the incident, resource needs, and necessary 
coordination efforts, the Director of Emergency Management may be contacted and the 
Incident Management Team may be activated to provide support.    
 
UNIFIED COMMAND 
The traditional single Incident Commander model (first person/department on scene in-
charge) may transition to Unified Command (UC) as collaborative decision-making 
between multiple responsible internal and/or external departments/agencies becomes 
necessary to resolve the incident in a more efficient manner. Unified Command usually 
evolves during larger incidents, where representatives from separate University 
departments or external entities coordinate decision-making and leverage resources. 
Unified Command is typically exercised within the Emergency Operations Center but 
may be used in the field as necessary. Unified Command serves as the single voice of 
incident operations. 
 
INCIDENT MANAGEMENT TEAM 
The Incident Management Team (IMT) provides leadership support to emergency 
operations, addresses the safety and welfare of students, faculty, staff, and visitors, and 
assures, to the extent possible, the continuity and timely resumption of University 
operations.  Additionally, the IMT: 
 

• Provides overall incident management and coordination while maintaining 
situational awareness and a common operating picture throughout the incident 

• Determines the scope and impact of the incident 

• Approves overall priorities and strategies for incident response and recovery and 
when necessary, negotiates resolutions to conflicting priorities 

• Approves any temporary policies, as recommended, to include coordinating 
policy issues specific to the preparation, implementation and execution of the 
CEMP 
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• Approves temporarily suspending classes and events or closing the University 

• Identifies and approves financial resource allocations for emergency protective 
measures or recovery efforts 

• Coordinates and issues press releases and external communications 

• Re-assigns/deploys individuals and resources in support of response and 
recovery operations 

• Executes contracts for restoration services 

• Coordinates with local, state, and federal government agencies, as needed 

• Implements University continuity of operations plan 

• Approves returning to normal operations at the conclusion of the emergency  
 
The IMT consists of the following key members: 
 

• President 

• Vice President for Finance and 
Administration and Chief 
Financial Officer 

• Chief of Staff and Vice President 
for Strategic Operations 

• Provost and Vice President of 
Academic Affairs 

• Vice President for University 
Advancement and University 
Relations 

• Vice President for Student Affairs 

• Vice President for Enrollment 
Management 

• Executive Director of 
Administration 

• Special Advisor to the President 
for Partnerships and Chief 
Innovation Officer 

• Chief of Police 

• Assistant Vice President for 
Facilities Management 

• Director of Emergency 
Management 

• Director of Athletics 

• Associate Vice President for 
Information Technology and 
Chief Information Officer 

• Attorney General’s Office 
 
The President generally serves as the IMT Chair.  In the absence of the President, the 
Vice President for Finance and Administration and Chief Financial Officer will serve as 
Chair.  Depending on the type/scale/nature of the incident, not all members of the IMT 
may be present or activated. For incident subject matter expertise, support, and/or 
resources, additional ad hoc members/liaisons may be appointed/activated at the 
request of the President, or designee.  
 
In the event of an actual or threatened large-scale incident, the other departments 
assigned emergency duties augment the incident management structure through their 
appropriate ESF.    
 
INCIDENT MANAGEMENT ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE 
The EOC is organized using ICS principles and consists of Command Staff (Liaison, 
Safety, and Public Information Officers) and General Staff (Operations, Planning, 
Logistics, and Finance/Administration Section Chiefs).   
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Command Staff positions perform the following essential duties: 

• Liaison Officer(s): Coordinates with external groups. The University EOC may 
also invite external partners to assign a liaison. 

• Safety Officer: Monitors, evaluates, and recommends procedures for all incident 
operations for hazardous and unsafe conditions, including the health and safety 
of emergency response personnel.  

• Public Information Officer(s): Relay incident information to internal and 
external stakeholders. When necessary, establish and coordinate Joint 
Information Center operations. This is usually lead by a representative of 
University Relations. 

 
General Staff positions perform the following essential duties: 

• Operations Section: Directs and coordinates all operations, receives and 
implements Incident Action Plans from the Planning Section.  

• Planning Section: Maintains situational awareness; initiates, collects, and 
verifies field reports; assesses reconnaissance and other data; prioritizes 
situation reports and plans; develops Incident Action Plans.  

• Logistics Section: Obtains and stages resources in support of incident 
operations.  

• Finance/Administration Section: Tracks all incident costs and manages the 
University’s claims and reimbursement process. 

 
The only required position of the Incident Command System is the Incident Commander 
(IC).   As the incident continues and becomes more complex, the IC may need to 
delegate duties to others, accomplished by activating additional functions that comprise 
the Incident Management Team. The functions that are activated, and when these 
functions are activated, will depend on the nature of the incident. Activation of these 
functions ensure appropriate span of control is maintained.  All functions without a 
designated section chief or officer remain the responsibility of the IC. 
 
EMERGENCY SUPPORT FUNCTIONS 
Radford University organized its response and recovery capabilities into Emergency 
Support Functions (ESFs).  ESFs is a grouping of capabilities into an organizational 
structure to provide support, resources, program implementation, and emergency 
services that are most likely needed during incidents. 
 
Each ESF is led by a primary department(s), which is designated because of its 
authorities, resources, and capabilities in the particular functional area.  Other 
departments are designated as support departments for one or more of the ESFs based 
on their resources and capabilities to support the functional area(s).  Departments 
designated within each ESF are expected to support one another in carrying out their 
respective missions. In addition, External Support Agencies & Organizations are listed 
in the plan.   
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Note that not all incidents result in the activation of the ESFs.  It is possible an incident 
may be addressed without activating the ESFs. Departments with an ESF role are 
responsible for:   
 

• Developing and maintaining detailed plans and standard operating procedures 
(SOPs) or standard operating guidelines (SOGs) to support their role as outline 
in this plan 

• Identifying sources of emergency supplies, equipment, and transportation 
necessary to maintain their daily operations 

• Review mutual aid agreements or other emergency contracts.   

• Maintaining records of disaster related expenditures and appropriate 
documentation, when appropriate 

• Protecting and preserving records essential for continuity of the institution, and 
establish and maintain a list of succession of key personnel 

• Maintain contact with external support agencies and organizations 

• Participate in training, drills and exercises in support of the CEMP 
 
Detailed information for each Emergency Support Function is provided in Annex A:  
Emergency Support Functions. Table 4 on the following page list the ESFs with 
examples of critical responsibilities and associated departments with primary (lead) 
authority and departments or external entities that could provide additional support. To 
provide for greatest scalability during an incident, ESFs or elements thereof may be 
used wholly or in part as necessitated by the incident management structure.   
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Table 4: Summary of ESF Roles and Responsibilities 

Emergency Support Functions: 
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ESF #1 Transportation         S  L       S        
ESF #2 Information Technology & 
Communications 

        S      L   S      S  
ESF #3 Facilities Management         S S L     S  S        
ESF #4 Fire Prevention and Firefighting         S L S  S     S        
ESF #5 Emergency Management         L S S    S   S      S  
ESF # 6 Mass Care Housing & Mental 
Health Services 

     S  L S  S  S     S    S S S S 
ESF #7 Finance & Resource 
Management 

   S S  S  S  S   S  L          
ESF #8 Public Health & Medical 
Services 

       S S     S    L  S  S S   
ESF #9 Urban Search & Rescue         L S S       L  S      
ESF #10 Hazardous Materials 
Response 

        S L S       S        
ESF #11 Academics S L S      S      S  S    S     
ESF #12 Energy         S  L               
ESF #13 Public Safety & Security         S         L        
ESF #14 Long-Term Recovery  S       L  S S  S    S S  S  S  S 
ESF #15 Media Relation         S      S   S      L  
ESF # 16 Volunteer & Donations 
Management 

        L  S S         S   S S 
 
L = Lead Department (Multiple departments may share lead roles) 

S = Support Role (Multiple departments may share support roles) 
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The following basic incident management structure (Figure 3) illustrates the lines of direction, communication, and 
authority present when the CEMP is utilized. 
 

Incident/Unified 
Command/IMT

EOC Manager
Public

Information
Officer(s)

Liaison Officer(s)

Planning
Section

Logistics
Section

Operations
Section

Finance/Admin
Section

Figure 3: CEMP Incident Management Structure

Safety Office External
Agencies
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STUDENTS 
General Responsibilities 
Students should be aware of their surroundings and familiar with building evacuation 
routes, exits, and assembly points. Students should also be enrolled in Radford Alert 
and have a personal emergency kit. Additional information on emergency procedures is 
posted throughout campus in residence halls, classrooms, and laboratories and is 
available on the emergency management website (www.radford.edu/em).  
 
Role During an Incident 
Students involved in an incident should assess the situation quickly and thoroughly and 
employ common sense when determining how to respond. If directly involved in an 
emergency, students should call Radford University Police Department by calling 540-
831-5500, or dial 911 for the City of Radford Police Department as soon as possible, 
direct responders to where the incident occurred if possible, and cooperate with first 
responders.  
  
Strong partnerships with student groups and organizations enhance preparedness, 
response, recovery, and mitigation efforts within the University. Additionally, student 
groups can provide capabilities and expand available resources to augment the 
University’s response and recovery activities. Organizations such as RUEMS represent 
volunteers interested in helping to make their University safer and/or offer volunteer 
service opportunities to support first responders, disaster relief activities, and overall 
safety efforts.   
 
FACULTY AND STAFF 
General Responsibilities 
University faculty and staff are seen as leaders by students and should be prepared to 
provide leadership during an incident. Faculty and staff should be familiar with building 
evacuation procedures in areas where they work and teach. Faculty and staff may likely 
be the first person to arrive at an incident scene and are responsible for following 
standard operating procedures and contacting appropriate individuals. They should be 
familiar with the basic concepts of individual preparedness and incident response as 
outlined in the CEMP distributed by the Office of Emergency Management.  
  
Role During an Incident 
Faculty and staff involved in an incident should assess the situation as quickly and 
thoroughly as possible and employ common sense when determining how to respond. 
When responding, faculty and staff should follow University emergency procedures. 
Emergencies on campus should be reported to Radford University Police Department 
by calling 540-831-5500. If evacuation of a building is necessary, faculty and staff are 
expected to evacuate immediately and report to the designated assembly point(s). 
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NONGOVERNMENTAL AND VOLUNTEER ORGANIZATIONS 
Nongovernmental and voluntary organizations (NGOs) collaborate with first responders, 
government at all levels, and other agencies and organizations providing relief services 
to sustain life, reduce physical and emotional distress, and promote recovery of disaster 
victims. Nongovernment organizations, such as the American Red Cross, in cooperation 
with University departments, may provide specific disaster relief services during 
response and recovery efforts.   
  
The Virginia Voluntary Organizations Active in Disaster (VAVOAD) is a statewide 
consortium of faith-based and non-profit organizations that are active in disaster relief. 
The VAVOAD communicates with the many voluntary organizations that provide 
significant capabilities to incident management and response and recovery efforts at all 
levels. The Office of Emergency Management, as necessary, will coordinate VAVOAD 
activities to address unmet needs during an incident on campus. 
 
EXTERNAL SUPPORT 
Major incidents, emergencies, or events may impact the surrounding community in 
addition to the campus. If this occurs, Radford University will make every effort to 
coordinate and work with local, state, and federal officials in their delivery of emergency 
services.  When an emergency or disaster is beyond the management capability and 
resources are inadequate of the University, the Director of Emergency Management 
may request assistance from neighboring jurisdictions through the City of Radford or the 
Commonwealth of Virginia. The Director of Emergency Management will serve as the 
point of contact for Radford University when resource requests are necessary.    
  
Radford University is also a signatory of the Southwest Virginia Incident Management 
Team (SWVAIMT) and National Intercollegiate Mutual Aid Agreement (NIMAA).  
Radford University may request assistance from the SWVAIMT to support EOC 
operations to include, but not limited to; planning, logistics, operations, and finance.  In 
addition to aid from local and state governmental entities, the NIMAA provides a 
framework for the University to request (and provide) assistance from peer institutions 
who are also signatories to the NIMAA.  NIMAA procedures for requesting resources 
are available in Appendix 4. 
 
MEDIA RELATIONS 
Public Information Officers (PIOs) coordinate press releases with the Incident 
Commander/Unified Command and/or the Incident Management Team. For information, 
the media can contact University Relations.  In large-scale incidents, information may 
be more readily accessible on Radford University website, www.radford.edu, as it 
becomes available. 
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PROGRAM ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
The Emergency Management Program Advisory Committee (EMPAC) provides for 
coordinated input by stakeholders in the preparation, implementation, evaluation, and 
revision of the University’s emergency management program.  The committee 
continually evaluates the needs of the University, developing appropriate planning, 
programmatic response, and mitigation strategies designed to reduce risks and to 
improve the disaster resiliency of Radford University.   
 
EMPAC membership is comprised of internal stakeholders and local or regional 
emergency preparedness partners.  When appropriate, additional stakeholders may be 
invited to participate by the Director of Emergency Management. 
 

• Chief of Police 

• Assistant Vice President for 
Facilities Management 

• Associate Vice President and 
Dean of Students 

• Assistant Director for 
Environmental Health and Safety 

• Director of University Services 

• Assistant Vice President for 
Human Resources 

• Associate Vice President for 
Information Technology and 
Chief Information Officer 

• Director of Risk Management 

• Associate Vice President for 
University Relations 

• Director of Housing and 
Residential Life 

• Director of New Student and 
Family Programs 

• Associate Vice President for 
Student Life 

• City of Radford Emergency 
Management Coordinator 

• VDEM Region IV Representative 

 
SUCCESSION OF AUTHORITY 
Succession of decision-making authority, as related to critical incident management, is 
outlined in the Continuity of Operations Plan. 
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PLAN DEVELOPMENT AND MAINTENANCE 
The Director of Emergency Management maintains the Radford University Crisis and 
CEMP to include the Basic Plan and associated Annexes and Appendices. Changes to 
the CEMP are made and submitted to the President of the University for certification 
annually. The annual review and updated CEMP is then certified in writing to the 
Virginia Department of Emergency Management. 
 
Every four years, Radford University Office of Emergency Management shall conduct a 
comprehensive review and revision of its CEMP to ensure that the plan remains current, 
and the revised plan shall be adopted formally by the governing board. Such review 
shall also be certified in writing by the President of Radford University to the Virginia 
Department of Emergency Management. The institution shall coordinate with the local 
emergency management organization, as defined in § 44-146.16, to ensure integration 
into the local emergency operations plan. 
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PLAN TRAINING AND EXERCISES 
TRAINING 
Trained and knowledgeable personnel are essential for the prompt and proper 
execution of the Radford University’s CEMP. Personnel with emergency  
management responsibilities will be provided training opportunities to better understand 
their roles and responsibilities during an incident.  Additionally, awareness information 
and training will be periodically provided to the University community.    
 
EXERCISES               Figure 4: Building-block approach to exercises 

Radford University applies the U.S.  
Department of Homeland Security, 
Homeland Security Exercise and Evaluation 
Program’s (HSEEP) building-block approach 
to exercise design, planning, and execution 
(see Figure 4).    
 

• Seminar:  A seminar involves brief 
discussions of preparedness 
strategies and goals.  It helps orient 
participants to new plans, policies or 
procedures, research assess interagency capabilities, and construct a common 
framework.  

• Workshop:  A workshop involves more participants and often includes breakout 
sessions to develop new ideas, processes or procedures, and can be used to 
develop and obtain consensus for written plans.  

• Tabletop Exercise:  A tabletop exercise gathers participants with an 
experienced facilitator to identify areas for sustainability and improvement in 
existing plans, present new concepts, and features a slower-paced problem-
solving process.  

• Game:  A game features a realistic scenario in a tabletop exercise to test existing 
and potential strategies, and prepare for more complex exercises.  

• Drill:  A drill is a supervised activity that tests a specific operation or function or 
maintains a specific operations or emergency response capability.  

• Functional Exercise:  A functional exercise is a single or multi-agency activity 
designed to evaluate capabilities and multiple functions using simulated 
response.  It can be used to evaluate management of EOCs, command posts, 
and headquarters, and assess the adequacy of response plans and resources.  

• Full-Scale Exercise:  A full-scale exercise is a high-stress, multi-agency, 
multijurisdictional activity involving actual deployment of resources in a 
coordinated response.  It includes mobilization of units, personnel, and 
equipment and scripted exercise scenarios. 

 
Radford University Office of Emergency Management works with departments across 
campus to design, plan, and conduct these various exercise formats in the appropriate 
scale, to allow players to test their knowledge of their roles and responsibilities given 
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incident scenarios unique to their working environment. External support agencies and 
organization may be added to the exercise, as needed. Radford University shall 
annually conduct a test or exercise in accordance with the protocols established by the 
institution's crisis and emergency management plan and certify in writing to the 
Department of Emergency Management that such a test or exercise was conducted. 
(As per Code of Virginia, Title 23.1-804)  
 
The activation of its crisis and emergency management plan and completion of an after-
action report by a public institution of higher education in response to an actual event or 
incident satisfies the requirement to conduct such a test or exercise. 
 
AFTER ACTION REVIEW  
Post-incident and exercise evaluation often lead to ways to improve response and 
recovery practices.  One of the most effective ways of summarizing an incident and 
capturing lessons learned is the After-Action Report (AAR) process.  During an AAR, 
participants, observers, and evaluators appraise prior incident/exercise actions.  The 
comments are incorporated into a verbal or written report summarizing strengths and 
opportunities for improvement, which then may be incorporated in Radford University’s 
emergency management program and associated plans or procedures.  Radford 
University may conduct an AAR, following the activation of the EOC. This AAR will be 
used to strengthen our emergency plans, polices, and procedures. 
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GLOSSARY AND ACRONYMS 
GLOSSARY 
Campus State of 
Emergency 

With any crisis situation it is understood that a state of 
emergency may need to be declared. The authority to 
declare a campus state of emergency rests with the 
president or designee. These allows immediate decisions to 
be made by the president to take actions to assure the 
safety of students, faculty, staff, and the preservation and 
protection of University property. 

Continuity of 
Operations Plan 

A plan of action to continue business functions of a 
department/unit/organization after a disaster threatens to 
prevent them from resuming and/or continuing. 

Crisis and Emergency 
Management Plan 

An all-hazards incident management document that 
provides guidance intended to preserve life, protect 
property, and contain an incident or emergency on the local 
campus in order to continue the University’s mission. 

Critical Incident 
Stress Debriefing 

Critical incident stress management (CISM) is an adaptive, 
short-term psychological helping-process that focuses 
solely on an immediate and identifiable problem. It can 
include pre-incident preparedness to acute crisis 
management to post-crisis follow-up. Its purpose is to 
enable people to return to their daily routine more quickly 
and with less likelihood of experiencing post-traumatic 
stress disorder (PTSD). 

Damage Assessment The process used to appraise or determine the number of 
injuries and deaths, damage to public and private property, 
and status of key facilities and services resulting from a 
human-caused or natural disaster, 

Drills (Exercise) An exercise to validate a single operation or function 

Emergency An incident that overwhelms or nearly overwhelms day-to-
day resources, plans, and personnel in place to manage 
them, while causing a significant disruption of normal 
business in all or a portion of the campus. 

Emergency 
Management 

The process of coordinating available resources to 
effectively manage emergencies or disaster that threaten 
the entity or institution, thereby saving lives, injury, and 
minimizing economic loss. This involves five phases: 
prevention, mitigation, preparedness, response, and 
recovery. 

Emergency 
Notification System 

The technology, polices, and procedures that define the 
University’s emergency notification capabilities. 

Emergency 
Operations Center 

The Emergency Operations Center is responsible for 
oversight during an incident. The physical location at which 
the coordination of information and resources to support 
incident management activities normally takes place. 
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Emergency Support 
Function 

The primary mechanism at the operational level to organize 
and provide assistance. ESFs use standardized resource 
management concepts such as typing, inventorying, and 
tracking to facilitate the dispatch, deployment, and recovery 
of resources before, during, and after an incident. 

EOC Manager The person that coordinates activities of the IMT/ EOC 
representatives. This individual will be the Emergency 
Manager or designee. 

Exercise A test of plans, protocol, and/or procedures intended to 
validate the planning and training process. Exercises 
include seminars, workshops, tabletops, drills, games, and 
functional and full-scale exercises. 

Finance & 
Administration 
Section (EOC) 

Tracks all incident costs and manages the University’s 
claims and reimbursements. This includes keeping time 
and handling workman’s compensation claims. 

Full-Scale Exercise An exercise that is typically the most complex and 
resource-intensive of the exercise types and often involves 
multiple departments/agencies and organizations and real-
time movement of resources. 

Functional Exercise An exercise designed to assess and evaluate capabilities 
and functions while in a realistic environment, movement of 
resources is usually simulated. 

Games (Exercise) An exercise that a structured form of play designed for 
individuals or teams in a competitive or noncompetitive 
environment. It is an event experienced by the players and 
guided by clear rules, data, and procedures for its 
execution. Games are designed to depict an actual or 
hypothetical situation to ensure that the participants make 
decisions and take actions that would be plausible. Games 
can be used to reinforce training, stimulate team building, 
or enhance operational and tactical capabilities. 

Hazard Any source of danger or element of risk to people or 
property. 

Hazard Mitigation 
Plan 

A risk management tool used to identify natural and human-
caused hazards facing the Radford University campus. 

HAZMAT An incident involving a substance or material that, when 
released in sufficient quantities, poses a risk to people’s 
health, safety, and/or property. These substances and 
materials include explosives, radioactive materials, 
flammable liquids or solids, combustible liquids or solids, 
poisons, oxidizers, toxins and corrosive materials. 

Improvement Plan A document that includes a consolidated list of corrective 
action, responsible parties, and a timeline for completion. 
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Incident An occurrence or event, natural, technological, or human 
caused, that requires a response to protect life, property, or 
the environment. 

Incident Action Plan The statement of objectives and priorities for supporting 
activities during a designated period. 

Incident Command 
System 

A standardized on-scene emergency management 
construct specifically designed to provide an integrated 
organizational structure that reflects the complexity and 
demands of single or multiple incidents, without being 
hindered by jurisdictional boundaries. The Incident 
Command System is the combination of facilities, 
equipment, personnel, procedures, and communications 
operating within a common organizational structure and 
designed to aid in the management of resources during 
incidents. It is used for all kinds of emergencies and is 
applicable to small, as well as large and complex, incidents. 
The Incident Command System is used by various 
jurisdictions and functional agencies, both public and 
private, to organize field-level incident management 
operations 

Incident Commander The person responsible for all aspects of an emergency 
response; including quickly developing incident objectives, 
managing all incident operations, applying resources, and 
holding responsibility for all persons involved in the 
response. 

Incident Management 
Team  

A team composed of personnel from multiple departments 
and agencies, which provide incident management support 
during a major incident. At Radford University, they are 
personnel that staff the University EOC. 

Joint Information 
Center 

A location where personnel with public information 
responsibilities perform critical emergency information 
functions, crisis communications, and public affairs 
functions. 

Jurisdiction  A range or sphere of authority. Radford University has 
jurisdiction at an incident related to their legal 
responsibilities and authority. Jurisdictional authority at an 
incident can be political or geographical boundary lines, or 
functional (e.g., law enforcement, public health). The 
University has responsibility for ensuring public safety, 
health, and welfare within the University’s legal authority 
and geographic boundaries. 

Liaison Officer The Emergency Operations Center position responsible for 
internal/external coordination with departments/agencies 
playing a supporting response role during an event. 

Logistics Section 
(EOC) 

Obtains and stages resources in support of incident 
operations. 
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Mass Care   Activities include mass evacuation, mass sheltering, mass 
feeding, access and functional needs support. 

Memorandum of 
Agreement 

A Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) is a written document 
describing a cooperative relationship between two parties 
wishing to work together on a project or to meet an agreed 
upon objective. A MOA serves as a legal document and 
describes the terms and details of the partnership 
agreement. 

Memorandum of 
Understanding 

A memorandum of understanding is a document that 
describes the broad outlines of an agreement that two or 
more parties have reached. MOUs communicate the 
mutually accepted expectations of all of the parties involved 
in a negotiation. However, MOUs need not contain legally 
enforceable promises. 

Mitigation Activities providing a critical foundation in the effort to 
reduce the loss of life and property from natural and/or 
human-caused disasters by avoiding or lessening the 
impact of a disaster and providing value to the public by 
creating safer communities. Mitigation seeks to fix the cycle 
of disaster damage, reconstruction, and repeated damage. 
These activities or actions, in most cases, will have a long-
term sustained effect. 

National Incident 
Management System 

The group of principles that are legislated for all entities to 
assist in coordination national emergency response 
functions. 

National 
Intercollegiate Mutual 
Aid Agreement 

The National Intercollegiate Mutual Aid Agreement (NIMAA) 
is a source for providing and/or receiving assistance. 
Participating in multiple agreements provides institutes of 
higher education with flexibility when evaluating the most 
effective and efficient means of obtaining resources during 
an emergency. NIMAA membership can include both public 
and private institutions. The NIMAA is a mutual aid 
agreement that is complementary to other mutual aid 
agreements / programs, and works in cooperation with 
other plans. By adopting the NIMAA approach to mutual aid 
and assistance, colleges and universities are able to sign a 
single agreement covering issues such as indemnification, 
workers’ compensation, and reimbursement. The 
agreement allows institutes of higher education to share 
equipment, personnel and other resources. Institutions 
participating in the NIMAA may be eligible for FEMA 
assistance / reimbursement and are not precluded from 
participation in, nor does NIMAA supersede, other mutual 
aid agreements / programs. 
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Operations Section 
(EOC) 

Directs and coordinates all operations, reviews and 
implements Incident Action Plans from the Planning 
section. 

Planning Section 
(EOC) 

Maintains situational awareness, initiates, collects, and 
verifies field reports and plans. Develops the Incident 
Action Plan. 

Preparedness Actions that involve a combination of planning, resources, 
training, exercising, and organizing to build, sustain, and 
improve operational capabilities. Preparedness is the 
process of identifying the personnel, training, and 
equipment needed for a wide range of potential incidents, 
and developing jurisdiction specific plans for delivering 
capabilities when needed for an incident. 

Prevention Actions to avoid an incident or to intervene to stop an 
incident from occurring. Prevention involves actions to 
protect lives and property. It involves applying intelligence 
and other information to a range of  activities that may 
include such countermeasures as deterrence operations; 
heightened inspections;  improved surveillance and security 
operations; investigations to determine the full nature and 
source of the threat; public health and agricultural 
surveillance and testing processes; immunizations, 
isolation, or quarantine; and, as appropriate, specific law 
enforcement operations aimed at deterring, preempting, 
interdicting, or disrupting illegal activity and apprehending 
potential perpetrators and bringing them to  justice. 

Protection Actions to reduce or eliminate a threat to people, property, 
and the environment. Primarily focused on adversarial 
incidents, the protection of critical infrastructure and key 
resources is vital to the University, campus security, public 
health and safety, and economic vitality. Protective actions 
may occur before, during, or after an incident and prevent, 
minimize, or contain the impact of an incident. 

Public Information 
Officer 

The Emergency Operations Center position responsible for 
information management during an event. 

Recovery The development, coordination, and execution of service 
and site restoration plans; the reconstitution of University 
operations and services; individual, University programs; 
and economic restoration; evaluation of the incident to 
identify lessons learned; post-incident reporting; and 
development of initiatives to mitigate the effects of future 
incidents. 

Response Immediate actions to save and sustain lives, protect 
property and the environment, and meet basic human 
needs. Response also includes the execution of plans and 
actions to support short-term recovery 
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Radford Alert The name given to the University’s emergency alert system 
used to deliver warnings to the campus community and 
public. The system has several methods of delivering these 
notifications. 

Safety and Security 
Policy Committee 

An operational committee appointed by the President to 
serve as a coordinating and policy body, with 
responsibilities for establishing the framework for an 
overarching safety, emergency management, and security 
program for all Radford University facilities (on- and off-
campus, owned and leased) and ensuring that it is 
implemented through the appropriate offices; evaluating the 
overall safety and security infrastructure; and providing 
oversight to the work of University operational committees 
responsible for environmental health and safety, violence 
prevention, emergency management, and other safety and 
security related efforts. 

Seminar (Exercise) An exercise that orients participants to provide an overview 
of authorities, strategies, plans, policies, procedures, 
protocols, resources, concepts, and ideas. 

Situation Report The Situation Report (sitrep) serves as a status update for 
the University and external agencies involved in the 
response to an incident. Sitreps are prepared by the 
Planning Section in coordination with the Operations 
Section and approved by the EOC Manager. Sitreps are to 
be prepared and disseminated regularly throughout the life 
of an incident at intervals to be determined by the EOC 
Manager. At a minimum, one sitrep should be prepared at 
the beginning of the operational period. 

Situational Awareness Situational awareness is a foundational part of knowing 
how to establish a course of action and then assess those 
actions in light of outputs and outcomes.  Being aware of 
what is happening around you and understanding what that 
information means to you now and in the future to make 
informed decisions. 

Span of Control Refers to the number of individuals or resources that one 
supervisor can manage effectively during an incident. The 
optimal span of control is one supervisor to five 
subordinates (1:5). This ratio is a guideline, if too much 
responsibility is given to the supervisor, the span of control 
may become unmanageable. A manageable span of control 
on incidents may actually vary depending upon the type of 
incident, nature of the task, hazards and safety factors, and 
distances between personnel and resources. Maintaining a 
manageable span of control is particularly important at 
incidents where safety and accountability are a top priority. 
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Standard Operating 
Procedure/Guideline 

A reference document or operations manual that provides 
the purpose, authorities, duration, and details for the 
preferred method of performing a single function or a 
number of interrelated functions in a uniform manner 

Tabletop Exercise An exercise in response to a scenario intended to generate 
a dialogue of various issues to facilitate a conceptual 
understanding, identify strengths and areas for 
improvement, and/or achieve changes in perceptions about 
plans, policies or procedures. 

Terrorism Activity that involves an act that is dangerous to human life 
or potentially destructive of critical infrastructure or key 
resources; is a violation of the criminal laws of the United 
States or of any state or other subdivision of the United 
States; and appears to be intended to intimidate or coerce 
a civilian population, to influence the policy of a government 
by intimidation or coercion, or to affect the conduct of a 
government by mass destruction, assassination, or 
kidnapping. 

Unified Command An incident management method employing collaborative 
decision-making between multiple responsible internal 
and/or external departments/agencies to resolve an 
incident in a more efficient manner. 

Virginia Association 
of State College & 
University Purchasing 
Professionals 
(VASCUPP) 

The VASCUPP contracts were established with the intent to 
allow for cooperative procurement. Accordingly, any public 
body, cooperative purchasing organizations, public or 
private health or educational institutions or any University 
related foundation and affiliated corporations may access 
these contracts if authorized by the Contractor and the 
purchasing entity is permitted to utilize cooperative 
contracts (subject to applicable law). 

Virginia Criminal 
Injury Compensation 
Fund 

Any incident meeting the definition of an emergency in 
accordance with the Radford University CEMP and where 
there are victims as defined by §19.2‐11.01 of the Code of 
Virginia, it is required that the Department of Criminal 
Justice Services (DCJS) and the Virginia Criminal Injuries 
Compensation Fund (VCICF) shall be contacted 
immediately to deploy assistance. (See Appendix 1 for 
more detail) 

Workshop (Exercise) AN exercise often employed to develop policy, plans or 
procedures. 
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ACRONYMS 

AAR After-Action Report 

AED Automatic Electronic Defibrillator 

ARC American Red Cross 

ATF Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms 

CDC Center for Disease Control 

CEMP Crisis and Emergency Management Plan 

CISD Critical Incident Stress Debriefing 

COOP Continuity of Operations Plan 

EHS Environmental Health and Safety 

EMS Emergency Medical Services 

ENS Emergency Notification System 

EOC Emergency Operations Center 

ESF Emergency Support Function 

eVA Virginia eProcurement Portal 

FBI Federal Bureau of Investigation 

FEMA Federal Emergency Management Agency 

FOIA Freedom of Information Act 

HMP Hazard Mitigation Plan 

HR Human Resources 

IAP Incident Action Plan 

IC Incident Commander 

ICS Incident Command System 

IMT Incident Management Team 

IT Information Technology 

JIC Joint Information Center 

LEPC Local Emergency Planning Committee 

MOA Memorandum of Agreement 

MOU Memorandum of Understanding 

MSDS Material Safety Data Sheets 

NFPA National Fire Protection Association 

NIMAA National Intercollegiate Mutual Aid Agreement 

NIMS National Incident Management System 

OCME Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

OEM Office of Emergency Management 

PIO Public Information Officer 

PPE Personal Protection Equipment 

RUEMS Radford University’s Emergency Medical Services (Non-transporting) 

SACSCOC Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on 
Colleges 

SAR Search and Rescue 

SHC Student Health Services 
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SitRep Situation Report 

SOP Standard Operating Procedures 

SPCC Small Purchasing Charge Card 

UC Unified Command 

VASCUPP Virginia Association of State College & University Purchasing 
Professionals 

VDEM Virginia Department of Emergency Management 

VDEM 
EOC 

Virginia Department of Emergency Management Emergency 
Operations Center 

VDH Virginia Department of Health 

VFDA Virginia Funeral Directors Association 

VVOAD Virginia Voluntary Organizations Active in Disasters 
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RADFORD UNIVERSITY BOARD OF VISITORS 
Business Affairs and Audit Committee 

December 3, 2020 
 

Action Item 
Adoption of the Crisis and Emergency Management Plan 

 
Item: 
Adoption of the Crisis and Emergency Management Plan in accordance with Virginia Governor’s 
Executive Order 41 and § 23.1-804 of the Code of Virginia. 
 
Background: 
The first Radford University Emergency Operations Plan (EOP) was adopted by the Radford 
University Board of Visitors on September 4, 2008. The EOP, now referred to as the Crisis 
Management Emergency Plan, as been reviewed and adopted by the Board of Visitors every four years 
thereafter.  
 
In 2019 Virginia’s Governor signed Executive Order 41which describes the overarching strategic 
preparedness initiatives for State Agencies.  Emergency preparedness is a core responsibility of all 
executive branch agencies and public institutions of higher education.  Executive Order 41 directs “that 
all State Agencies implement the emergency management initiatives prescribed in this Order to 
enhance emergency preparedness in our Commonwealth, focusing on continuity of government, 
continuity of operations, and the operational capability to fulfill their roles in the event of a disaster.”  
As part of this order, each State Agency shall appoint an Emergency Management Coordinator with 
responsibility for duties that requires in part the: “development, adoption, and maintenance of a written 
Crisis and Emergency Management Plan with respect to public institutions of higher education, and 
compliance with all related requirements in § 23.1-804 of the Code of Virginia.” 
 
Code of Virginia § 23.1-804, Institutional crisis and emergency management plan, requires in part, 
that: “Every four years, each public institution of higher education shall conduct a comprehensive 
review and revision of its crisis and emergency management plan to ensure that the plan remains 
current, and the revised plan shall be adopted formally by the governing board. Such review shall also 
be certified in writing to the Department of Emergency Management.” 
 
The Radford University Crisis and Emergency Management Plan (CEMP) provides all-hazard 
guidance intended to preserve life, protect property, and contain an incident, emergency, or event on 
campus in order to continue the University’s mission.  The CEMP establishes incident organization to 
direct and control operations by assigning broad responsibilities to specific entities for disaster 
mitigation, prevention, preparedness, response, and recovery. The CEMP also provides the framework 
within which more detailed emergency plans and procedures can be developed and maintained.    
 
This plan does not supersede or replace the procedures for safety, hazardous materials response, or 
other procedures that are already in place. Rather, it supplements those procedures with an 
organizational structure that provides for the immediate focus of management on response operations 
and the early transition to recovery operations. 
 
The Plan includes; the Basic Plan, which provides high-level strategic guidance and a conceptual 
management framework; Annexes which provide operational guidance relative to University 
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functional areas, foreseeable hazards, and other key information; and Appendices which contain 
supplement information relevant to all CEMP elements. 
 
The CEMP may be utilized, in whole or in part, whenever incident conditions exist where immediate 
action is required.  Incident response should be prioritized based on several considerations of; protect 
life safety, secure critical infrastructure and facilities, or to resume teaching and research programs. 
 
Should an incident, emergency, or event require University response, members of the University 
Incident Management Team (IMT) may be activated.  The IMT provides leadership support to 
emergency operations, addresses the safety and welfare of students, faculty, staff, and visitors, and 
assures, to the extent possible, the continuity and timely resumption of University operations.   
 
Additionally, the IMT provides overall incident management and coordination, determines the scope 
and impact of the incident, approves over all priorities and strategies for incident response and recover, 
approves any temporary polices, identifies and approves financial resource allocations, coordinates and 
issues communications, re-assign or deploy individuals or resources in sport of response and recovery 
operations, executes contracts for restoration services, coordinates with external agencies, implements 
University continuity of operations, and approves returning to normal operations. 
 
In the event of an incident that may cause significant impact to University operations or last for a 
prolonged period, the Radford University Emergency Operations Center (EOC) may be activated to 
centralize the command, control, and coordination necessary to manage the incident.  Members of the 
IMT would convene at the University EOC, as needed.  Upon activation of the CEMP, the EOC may 
be partially or fully activated (physically or virtually) depending on the type and scope of the incident, 
emergency, or event. 
 
Throughout 2020, the Office of Emergency Management led efforts with University stakeholders, in 
conducting a comprehensive review and update to ensure the plan remains current and operable as 
deemed necessary.  Modifications to the previously adopted plan include: format and wording changes 
to adopt best practices; modification to Roles and Responsibilities section; creation of “Campus State 
of Emergency”; explanation of the National Incident Management System; outline of the roles, 
responsibilities, and personnel associated with the Executive Policy Group and the Incident 
Management Team; creation of the Emergency Management Program Advisory Committee; inclusion 
of details based upon the building block approach to exercising the University’s CEMP; update of 
Emergency Support Functions and Annexes; and the creation of Appendices.  
 
Action: 
Radford University Board of Visitors adoption of the Crisis and Emergency Management Plan, as 
presented.  
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RADFORD UNIVERSITY BOARD OF VISITORS 
RESOLUTION 

Adoption of the Crisis and Emergency Management Plan 
December 4, 2020 

 
Adoption of the Radford University Crisis and Emergency Management Plan, formerly the 
Emergency Operation Plan; 
 
WHEREAS, the Board of Visitors of Radford University is concerned with the health and well-
being of its students, faculty and staff and desires that the best possible emergency service be 
available to them; and  
 
WHEREAS, the President is concerned with the health and well-being of its students, faculty 
and staff and desires that the best possible emergency service be available to them; and 
 
WHEREAS, the Code of Virginia § 23.1-804 states that all public institutions of higher 
education shall develop, adopt, and keep current a written crisis and emergency management 
plan; and  
 
WHEREAS, every four years, each institution shall conduct a comprehensive review and 
revision of its crisis and emergency management plan to ensure the plan remains current, and the 
revised plan shall be adopted formally by the Board of Visitors; and 
 
WHEREAS, such review shall be certified in writing to the Virginia Department of Emergency 
Management; and 
 
WHEREAS, such a plan has been developed by University staff in compliance with Virginia 
Department of Emergency Management planning standards and in cooperation with the City of 
Radford Emergency Management Coordinator; 
 
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Radford University Board of Visitors does 
hereby officially adopt the Radford University Crisis and Emergency Management Plan.  
 
 
Adopted: December 4, 2020 
 
 
 
              
Robert A. Archer      Karen Casteele 
Rector        Secretary to the Board of Visitors 
Radford University Board of Visitors    Radford University 
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Crisis and 
Emergency Management Plan

(CEMP)

Business Affairs and Audit Committee
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Crisis and Emergency Management Plan

Business Affairs and Audit Committee

Establishes a flexible organizational
framework for the University community
and external partners to work together to
implement the emergency management
cycle to manage all-hazards incident,
emergency and event situations in a
coordinated manner to provide for the
health, safety, security and mission
continuity of the institution.
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Requirements

Business Affairs and Audit Committee

• Virginia Executive Order 41 (2019):
− Emergency Management Coordinator shall be responsible for

development, adoption, and maintenance of a written Crisis
and Emergency Management Plan with respect to public
institutions of higher education, and compliance with all
related requirements in § 23.1-804 of the Code of Virginia.

• Code of Virginia § 23.1-804. Institutional crisis and 
emergency management plan:
− Develop, adopt and keep current a written crisis and 

emergency management plan;
− Review and exercise annually; and
− Review and approve every four years by Board of Visitors.
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CEMP Structure

Business Affairs and Audit Committee

• Basic Plan:
− Illustrates the overall methodology for how 

incidents are managed by the institution 
− Includes critical information pertaining to 

organizational structures, roles, responsibilities 
and other strategic-level operational concerns

• Annexes:
− Provides operational guidance relative to 

University functional areas
− Outlines the incident management process 

regarding Emergency Support Functions

• Appendices:
− Contains supplemental information relevant to 

all CEMP elements 
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CEMP Basic Plan - Key Elements

Business Affairs and Audit Committee

Basic 
Plan

Authorities & 
Standards

Introduction

Concept of 
Operations

Organization & 
Assignment of 

Responsibilities

Plan 
Development & 

Maintenance

Training & 
Exercises

Plan 
Documentation
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CEMP Utilization and Activation

Business Affairs and Audit Committee

The CEMP may be utilized, in whole or in part, whenever incident conditions exist where 
immediate action is required to:

− Save and protect lives; 
− Prevent and/or mitigate damage;
− Initiate the Incident Command System; 
− Coordinate communications;
− Provide essential services;
− Temporarily assign University staff to perform emergency work;
− Invoke emergency authorization to procure and allocate resources; and
− Activate and staff the Radford University Emergency Operations Center.

The CEMP may be implemented by Radford University President, Vice President for Finance and 
Administration, Chief of Police and the Director of Emergency Management, or their designees.
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Incident Priorities

Business Affairs and Audit Committee

In all emergency response and recovery operations, incident response is prioritized based on
the following considerations.

− Protect Life Safety.

− Secure critical infrastructure and facilities including:

− Buildings used by the Radford University community;

− Buildings critical to health and safety;

− Facilities that sustain the response;

− Classroom and research buildings; and

− Administrative buildings.

− Resume teaching and research programs.
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Executive Roles and Responsibilities

Business Affairs and Audit Committee

President
Responsible for the public safety and welfare of the students, faculty, staff and visitors at the
University. The President directs and works with the Cabinet, Emergency Management, RUPD and
other key faculty and staff to coordinate University resources to address the full spectrum of
actions to prevent, prepare for, respond to, and recover from incident involving all hazards
impacting the University.

Vice President for Finance and Administration (VPFA)
Day-to-day span-of-control encompasses the primary operational areas of the University required to
moderate and recover from most emergencies. The VPFA works directly with the President, RUPD,
Emergency Management and other key faculty and staff in addressing campus emergencies and
incidents and authorizes emergency expenditures and maintaining accurate records of expenses
related to the emergency. Page 161 of 170



Additional Roles and Responsibilities

Business Affairs and Audit Committee

Director of Emergency Management
Coordinates resources to address the full spectrum of actions to prevent, prepare for, respond to, 
and recovery from, and mitigate against incidents involving all hazards and serves as the 
coordinator for incident management system implementation. 

Incident Commander(s)
Provides command and control, which includes planning, accountability and executing a plan to 
resolve the situation. 

Unified Command
The traditional single Incident Commander model may transition to Unified Command (UC) as 
collaborative decision-making between multiple responsible internal and/or external 
departments/agencies becomes necessary to resolve the incident in a more efficient manner. 
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Incident Management Team

Business Affairs and Audit Committee

The Incident Management Team (IMT) provides leadership support to emergency operations, addresses 
the safety and welfare of students, faculty, staff and visitors, and assures, to the extent possible, the 
continuity and timely resumption of University operations.  Additionally, IMT:

− Provides overall incident management and coordination; 
− Determines the scope and impact of the incident;
− Approves overall priorities and strategies; 
− Approves any temporary policies;
− Approves temporarily suspending classes and events or closing the University;
− Identifies and approves financial resource allocations;
− Coordinates and issues press releases and external communications;
− Re-assigns/deploys individuals and resources in support of response and recovery operations;
− Executes contracts for restoration services;
− Coordinates with local, state and federal government agencies;
− Implements University continuity of operations plan; and
− Approves returning to normal operations at the conclusion of the emergency.
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Incident Management Team Members

Business Affairs and Audit Committee

− President (Chair)
− Vice President for Finance and 

Administration and Chief Financial Officer
− Chief of Staff and Vice President for 

Strategic Operations
− Provost and Vice President of Academic 

Affairs 
− Vice President for Advancement and 

University Relations
− Vice President for Student Affairs
− Vice President for Enrollment Management

− Executive Director of Administration
− Special Advisor to the President for 

Partnerships and Chief Innovation Officer
− Chief of Police
− Assistant Vice President for Facilities 

Management
− Director of Emergency Management
− Director of Athletics
− Associate Vice President for Information 

Technology and Chief Information Officer
− Attorney General’s Office
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Emergency Operations Center

Business Affairs and Audit Committee

The Radford University Emergency Operations Center (EOC) may be activated to centralize the
command, control and coordination necessary to manage an incident.

Three Levels of Activation

1) Monitoring: EOC operations are decentralized. Normal emergency response, communication and
resource management protocols are in place.

2) Partial Activation: Through physical or virtual activation, certain key designated departments
and agencies report to the EOC.

3) Full Activation: All designated EOC personnel and emergency support functions, as needed, are
staffed on up to a 24-hour rotational basis.
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CEMP Incident Management Structure

Business Affairs and Audit Committee

The following basic incident management structure illustrates the lines of direction,
communication and authority present when the CEMP is utilized.
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Annexes and Appendices

Business Affairs and Audit Committee

Annexes: As an all-hazards plan, provides 
guidance for the following known and/or likely 
hazards. 

Annex Title

A Emergency Support Functions

B Active Threat Incident

C Emergency Notification System Protocols

D Infectious Disease Outbreak Plan

E Severe Weather Incident

F Functions Needs

G Earthquake Plan

H Emergency Operations Center

Appendix Title

A Victim Assistance Contact Information

B Incident Command System (ICS) Forms

C National Intercollegiate Mutual Aid Agreement (NIMAA)

D Maps

Appendices: Contain supplemental 
information relevant to all CEMP elements
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Key Plan Updates

Business Affairs and Audit Committee

The following changes are being proposed from the 2016 plan:

− Format and wording changes to adopt best practices;
− Modify Roles and Responsibilities section;
− Create of “Campus State of Emergency”;
− Explain the National Incident Management System;
− Outline roles, responsibilities and personnel associated with the Executive 

Policy Group and the Incident Management Team; 
− Create the Emergency Management Program Advisory Committee;
− Include details based upon the building block approach to exercising the 

University’s CEMP;
− Update Emergency Support Functions and Annexes; and
− Create Appendices.
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Discussion

Business Affairs and Audit Committee
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